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The object of this brie article is t o place before 
the ordinary laymen the purposes , principles and practice of 
the modern Industrial Life Insurance ~ 
In the present day, when the ideals of democracy are 
ever before our minds, even causing us to fight , and triumph, 
f or thei r preservation, we oftentimes fail to consi der just 
what they are and how they are practiced. 
One form of democratic endeavor has been the establish-
ment of a form of life insurance, which reaches those people ~ 
generally the industrial classes, who are unable to obtain 
Ordinary Lif e Insurance, as such , and is termed Industrial 
Life I surance • 
. s an indi cation of whether or not it has justified 
its purposes , we need but recognize its universal approval , 
and especially note and study its vast development in this 
country. 
The com lete detailed hi s tory of this business has 
not been attem t ed, nor has the ex lanation of technical de-
tails been attempted s but a general review of such matters 
with a detailed explanation of the purposes, principles and 
ma j r pro ems has been fol owed- A knowledge of life in-
surance rinci les is presupposed~ 
The writer wishes to take this o ortun · ty of ex-
pressing his sincere a preciation of the assistance of the 
I nstructor i n the Life Insurance Course at Boston University, 
College of Business Administration, r t he valuable informa-
tion and criticism f r. Frederick Le Hoffman, Third Vice 
'""" 
-
resident and St tisti cian of the Pru ential I nsurance Com any 
of e ic • and f or the i nformation f urnis ed y R.V. r enter, 
ssistant ctuar oft e Metro olitan Li· e I nsurance Com n . 
~ 
/ 
-tKt(~ 
Boston,M ss . 
June 2t 919. 
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·nd s emart or 1 · f e nsurance~ ~on soun · r ·nc s , 
en a n ls t r ia life ·nsur an e to s ecur e a rmanent oo -
·Ol d . 
T .e fi rst ef f or • t ho un uccessf n , t o Jrov · ae 
i e · nsurance f r the masses, n this c un ry was ma e i n 
The fi rst success efforts t o esta l ish n us-
tr al jfe i nsur ance n t .i s .country, w reo t ·np.d ·n 
and s ea., r inary ife · n..., r anee c mpan · es a t errJt e t o 
eve o it, wit ery ·mitod s uccess . 
I t ~ s not unt · t 1e rinci 
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i nancial and economic dis tur ances . an their 
conse uent e f acts , and ac_ of vita stat istic~ . el a,ed 
the r an · zat · n o an ndustri a com any in th · s cotmtr 
unt 87 , wh en a charter was grante by t e t~t e of en 
ercoe to the " 1 idows ' nd r hans ' ene it o i ety" of 
~ev. r_ ~ 1. J w I n 87 , the society c anged its name to 
"T_ e rudential riendly. ociety" . and in JS77, the at t er 
t · t e was chang~ to "The ru ent · a Insurance om any o 
er · c " , which i sti reta ' ns . The first erican I n-
us tria i .J..e I nsurance ol ' cy was issued by this om n 
on ovem er t 1875 . 
his ·rst I ndustr ·a life inst~ance com any i n 
erica was or anized at an unfavorable time, but through 
wise and abl e eadershi , caref ul actuar ' al ca c tions 
an com i ations, based on glish experiences , mo ied to 
sui t the conditions in er ca , and the need f or such a 
com any runongst t he indust r i al ma ses, ena e it to gro 
rat er ra i dly~ s it s irst en eavors to r ovi e aga ns t 
sic ess, accident ru1d old age, r oved i m r acticable , its 
o icy provi sions soon rovide onl y f or a sum cert a n ay-
able at deat h .. 
an.a. 
ri tic i sm / numerous ··nvestigat ions regar ding un-
[ 
e oyment, auper sm . sickness , death rates, etc~ rove of 
great va ue in stimulating and governin t e 'early dellfe 
ment of t s om any. 
he necess:i..ty of ndustrial i nsurance as a thrift 
institution was revealed by an investigation of savings 
ban s ~ at that t ime, which s owed that the we 1-to-do c ass s 
w re the majori t y of the depositors , and that de osits were 
not made systematical y ~ 
I n 1879 the John Hancock autual i f e I nsurance 
ompanyi an the Metro o itan i f e Insurance ompany entered 
the fi eld of Industri al life insurance and have proven very 
successful in their f orty years of servi ce . These three 
companies now control by f ar the largest share of the busi-
ness in t his country . At present , the l argest of these 
companies is t he Metropolit an Life Insurance Com any , so far 
as Industrial and Or dinary policies in fo rce are concerned . 
The followi ng is a summary showing the growth of 
I ndustrial I nsurance, as compiled from the I nsurance Year 
Book o 19 8: 
No . of 
No of Ins~ riri tten licies :ln Farce 
ear os.. Duxir.g iheYear atEnd of Year 
1876 1 
188 3 
1885 3 
1890 9 
1895 11 
1900 18 
1 905 20 
1910 22 
1 13 29 
1 15 25 
917 24 
727 , 168 
34 , 768,035 
93 , 736 , 727 
242,250,959 
380,832,362 
566,037,936 
661' 097 t 015 
7 9,717 1) 264 
845,962 ,307 
999, 79 , 322 
1 , 47 , 36 , 454 
4 ,8 6 
228 ,357 
1 , 360 ,376 
3,875, 02 
6,943,769 
11 , 215 ,531 
16,86 ,758 
2 • 44 , 162 
29 , 243,950 
33 , 37 , 638 
38,373, 272 
Total 
I ns . i n orce 
at d o:f Year 
$ 443,072 
9 , 590 ,780 
144 j 101 , 632 
428 , 037,245 
819,521,573 
1, 468 , 474 , 534 
2 ,309 , 886,554 
3 ,179,489!1541 
3,962,385,087 
4,431 , 754 , 866 
5 , 93,830 ,295* 
*By the end of 1 9 8 the total I ndustrial Insurance in forc e 
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in this country was over ive and one-half billions of 
dollars, o which the Metropolitan ife Insurance Company 
was i nsurer for $2 , 345 ,5 04,178. 
These figur es give an idea of the remarkable growth 
of Industrial i f e Insurance in the United tates , an it is 
especially interesting to note the rapid regress made by 
the three pioneer companies during the firs t nine years of 
their democratic s ervice, in spite of di sturbed economic 
conditions in thi s count ry , following the ivil ·ar. 
Even as criti cism in land assisted the first 
Industrial ife I nsurance Companies there, so did criticism 
assist the ioneer American Companies, by br i ng i ng the sub-
j ect to the attenti on of the people . This criticism and 
s epticism , whi ch a pears to be on the reception committee 
of all new enter prises, was due , as i s generally the case , 
to misunderst anding of the fundamental pr i nc i l es and pur-
o es of this method, in the necessary extensi on of rdi nary 
insurance to the masses . 
Since the days of the early development of I ndus -
trial life insurance in Engl and (1865) , to the time immediately 
precedi ng the founding of the Prudential I nsurance om n 
o erica , Mr. Elizur r i ght , a well - known actuary an In-
surance Commissioner of ~assachusetts , had openly attacked 
I ndustrial I nsurance in the most ra ical and unjust manner , 
but nevertheless its development conti nued. 
I t was fr om the same tate of Massachusetts, how-
ever, that there came a vitally important incentive to the 
format ion of an I ndustrial life insurance company in this 
country . n 1874, Mr ~ Julius • Clarke , then I nsurance 
- 8 -
· Commissi oner of Massachusetts, expressed himself as very 
favorable toward I ndustrial insurance , in his annual report 
to the Legislature .. That report dealt with the traditions_, 
principl·es and ideals of I ndustrial i nsurance , and did much 
to clear the way f or the establishment of the Prudential 
I nsurance Company of Amer i ca i n 1875 by John F. Dr yden , 
who later became its President , and developed it so remark-
ably, along the lines carri ed out by English Companies , and 
based on sci entific principles. 
However, the early criticisms have practically 
disappeared, and the present day education has revealed the 
worth of this institution of social economy and , to quote 
John F. Dryden , "to the general public endor sement of I n-
dustrial insuranc e as an effective method of f amily protec-
tion there has been added the unqualified approval of an 
i nternati onal jury of experts , not only of life insurance 
as such j but of life insurance i n i ts relation to public 
welfare and soc i al betterment . '' 
From the humble start in 1875 until today t I n-
dust rial insurance, in t his country, has had a remarkable 
development . I t i s est i mated that one thir d of the popu-
lati on is i nsured under the I ndustrial policies , and today 
there are approximately f orty- three mil ion policies in 
force with American companies f or over fi ve and one-half 
billi ons of dollars , and payments are being made to policy-
holders at the rate of seventy-five mil lions of dollars 
annually. I n 1915~ one out of every f ive of the population 
of the United States and Canada held an I ndustrial life 
insuranae policy, and paid therefor a weekly premium to a 
collector. I s this not conclusive evidence~ that Industrial 
i nsurance is needed and appreciated by the I ndustrial classe~ 
and that it i s serving society, socially, morally and 
financially? 
Industrial insurance has ever had a vision of far-
~- off-horizons, for it has embraced entire families of peoples 
and of nations. e find that I ndustrial insurance exists 
today to a considerable extent in England, United States , 
anada, New Zealand ~ Australia , British South African 
Colonies, Germany , Austria Hungary, Holland , Belgium, Den-
mark, sweden, Norway, Switzerland, Finland and Brazil. 
Indeed, the penny of the poor man now has its 
place in life insurance accumulations, as well as the dollar 
of the capitalist ~ 
Other phases of the development of Industrial life 
insurance in this country will be dealt with more fully, on 
the following pages, in their relation to the purposes and 
roblems of the business; while conditions in f oreign 
countries will be de§lt with separately8 
Let it be borne in mind that Industrial ife in-
surance is legal reserve life insurance adapted to its 
purposes, and based on scientific actuarial principles o 
Industrial lortality and I nterest , considering the law of 
Average a 
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CHAPTER II 
Purposes and rinciples of Industrial 
Life Insurance .. 
The purposes of I ndustrial Life Ins~ar'~ce are 
f undamentally the provision of life i nsurance for the in-
dustrial classes in a form agreeable to them, and such as 
will incUlcate systematic and habitual thrift, as well as 
provide a means for the workingman to perform his democratic 
duty to society, tha.t of self-preservation , and not be forc ed 
to call for pauper support from State or Chari table Inst1.tu-
tions. 
Since time i mmemorial it has been a human ahara~~-
istic to provide for proper and respectful burial of the 
dead. This inherent trait justifies the underlying purpose 
of Industrial insurance, as considered by its Anglo-Saxon 
founders , with Whom this trait is so strong. 
Just as the Ordinary life insurance policyholders 
have for their purpose the provision for expenses of final 
illness , burial, and for those who survive them , EO do the 
industrial classes desire, at least ~ to provide for final 
illness and burial expenses . 
The trait of providing proper and respectful burial 
of the dead was not the only justification for thj. s form of 
life insurancee The demand , as evidenced by the many secret 
' 
fraternal orders , workingmen's benefit association , and 
other s i milar social organizations which sprang up in this 
- 11 -
country before and imrnediately after the Civil War t generally 
to the detriment of its members ~ further justified the 
establishment of I ndustrial life insurance in 1875. 
By 1870 the savings banks had reached a very im-
portant position, but investigation proved that they were 
not serving the industrial classes to any great extent . 
This investigati on revealed that only a little more than 
one-half of the depositors were of the industrial classes ~ 
and that the annual deposits made per depositor were very 
few in number. This was a justification of the purpose of 
Industrial life insurance to form habits of weekly system-
tic thrift which are not required nor induced by savings 
banks, and which have wholesome effects in other directions. 
The industrial classes are not all able to pur-
chase Ordinary level~premium life insurance, due to the size 
of premituns and their mode of assessment and collection& 
Nevertheless , the i ndust ial classes desired insurance pro-
tection in smaller amounts~ and for :fixed unit premiums , 
payable frequently , which would cause no unnecessary burden 
of expenditure on the workingman's weekly budgete To render 
this service was one of the primary purposes of the founders 
of Industrial life insurance. 
Furthermore , Industrial life insurance gives the 
workingman an understanding of the value· of ins11Xance, and 
enables him to appreciate the value of its other forms . 
when he becomes able to secure them. 
The effect of Industrial insurance on pauperism 
- 12 .. 
has been to reduce the ratio o~ pauper burials and alleviate 
poverty by providing a satisfactory method for the maintain-
ing of a man's self-respect. 
The effect of I ndustrial insurance on thrift has 
been to form and to improve habit s of thrift * ~ich no doubt 
have had benefici 1 resuJ. t s in 1 ar fin ncing. 
so, the industrial business has increased with 
most rapid strides , even during war times , Which shows that 
I ndustri 1 instu1 ance is suppl ying the workman's desire to 
be provident. 
There are four cardinal principles of Industrial 
life insurance which also serve as an explanation of the 
difference between Or dinary and I ndustrial life insR~ance. 
The first is the weekly payment of the premium, as opposed 
to the quarterly , semi~~~nual or annual premiums on the 
rdinary life policy. The second is the weekly collection 
of the unit premium from the house of the assured by an 
agent of the company , inste~d of pa~~ent of premium to the 
assurer at his office , as in Ordinary life insurance. The 
third is the adjustment of the amount of insuranc e ·to the 
premium. In other wor ds, you purchase as much insurance at 
our age as the weekly units o:f remium will buy , whereas 
in Ordin ry life ins-~1ance you urchase a certain amount of 
insurance without relation to the amount of premium ~ The 
fourth prinai le of Industrial life ins1~anc e is family 
insurance Q In Ordinary life insurance it is nearly always 
only the head of the house or family who purchases life 
insurance , whereas under the I ndustrial form every member 
- 13 -
of the fami ly can purchase ife insurance , regardless of 
sex or age, except o d aged persons over 70 ears of age. 
When the plans were worked out , t o provide in-
surance protection for the workingman, in the most suitable 
way , based on the scientific principles of mortality and 
interest , it was found essential to go aft~r the workingman 
and keep after him weekly , thereby relieving a burden for 
him. A small unit payment weekly vdll not be as noticeable 
in the workingman ' s family budget as a quarterly , semi-
a~nual or annual payment would, therefore that method seemed 
necessary. 
The next problem was that of collecting these small 
weekly payments , and at the start, house to house canvassing 
was suggested and finally adopted as the only means. But, 
who was to perform this task of collecting small amounts from 
so many insured workingmen ? A large agency force was needed. 
and while that problem is discussed and criticized even to 
this day, no other method has yet been found which will 
per orr.n this function as effi ciently or as satisfactorily .. 
This agency problem is a big one , and will be dis-
cussed more in detail in the explanation of the problems and 
practices of I ndustrial lif e insurance a However it might be 
stated here , briefly, that the criticism poured upon thi s 
robl em is due to a lack of information on the part of the 
critics. The Industrial life insurance agency staff has 
proved of inestimable value as a missionary activi ty in 
securing the confidence of workingmen in the Industrial life 
insurance companies, and it has also gained public recogni-
- 14 -
.e 
tion of the agent's value to society and individuals in 
particular. The marked development of Industrial insurance 
has been attributed to the genuine public satisfaction with 
the service rendered by the agency force. 
The unit premiums were established at three and 
five cents , and in mul tiples of five cents , and the insur-
~- ance purchaseable was based on scientific principles 
governing legal reserve companies , adapted to industrial 
and child mortality. Ordinary insurance starts With the 
age of fifteen, while I ndustrial insurance starts with the 
age of one or two , and furthermore the risk is higher on 
· I ndustrial lives, thereby necessit ating the ski led actuarial 
services required in all forms of life insurance. 
~ortality experience show decreasing death rate 
from one to twelve, after which age the death rate increases , 
therefore the amount of insurance given for a unit of pre-
mium increases up to the age of ten, and thereafter decreases. 
I n view of this fact, I ndustrial companies issue an "infant:ile" 
and an "adult" form of policy, thereby permitting the in-
surance of young and old , male or female, up to the maximum 
amount of insurance obtainable at certain ages. 
Industrial policies are now issued fr om age two 
u to age s i xty-five or seventy , depending upon the insuring 
company , and provision is made for cessation of premium 
payments on the anniversary of the policy , following the 
seventieth or seventy-fourth birthday. One of the large 
In ustr 1 Life I nsurance Companies provides in it s 
policies for the stopping of premium payments on the 
- 15 -
anniversary o~ the olicj ~ollowing the seventieth birt day , 
but the majority of the ompanies require the payment o 
premiums up to the anniv rsary of the oli cy following the 
seventy-fourth birthd y. 
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c T" I II. 
ractioes and robl ems of ndustrial 
Life I nsurance and their Development. 
Industrial lif insurance , which has l so a place 
in Soci 1 and Political conomyj has many problems confront -
i ng its developmen't t reg· rding which the public should be 
thoroughly informed i n o. der t o aid the continuation of its 
already tremendous devel Thes e problems seem to be 
discussed best in connec ion vdth the res ent practice i n 
Industri , insurance , an although briefly alluded to pre-
viously will now be expl ined more fully and cl early. 
The business o I ndustrial life insurance is now 
conducted on a thoroughl commercial basis , by corporations 
and companies , based on contract in order to assure security 
for the performance o t at contract~s accepted obligations ~ 
The vario-ll.B now issue adult an infantile 
Whole Life j Twenty-Year Life and Twenty~Year Endow-
ment policies , similar t like policies issued by Ordinary 
com e.nies , merely adapte to Industrial demands, as wel as 
a leekly Income ~Vhole e policy for those sixteen to sixty 
ears of agee By the ter policy , the payment of the fac e 
amount at death , i s made in thirteen or twenty~six weekly 
i nstallments e 
For thi s discu sian we shall only cons ider the 
o e Life policy contra t in relation to the problems and 
r cti ces in I ndustrial ife insurance , as that i s the basic 
ample f orms of s ch policy (I nfantile and AdUlt ) 
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are appended~ (Exhibit 
·s previously ment · oned there are two forms of 
Whole Life pol i oies, one for the ages one to ten , nr n tile" 
f orm , and one for 'the ages ten to si xty-five or seventy next 
birthday , "Adult " fo rm. 
The necessary minor details , which vary slightly 
- with the company , are the d te , number , weekly premium , age 
next birthday and name of insured, name of beneficiary , and 
the insured's relationship to such beneficiary , an the 
olicy amount . The ount of an Infantile olicy is usually 
imited to the amo1xnt purchased by a five cent premium. 
This is especially true at the younger ages The amount s 
for which children can be insured are limited by tatute in 
ew York , and certain other states , and virtually the same 
practice revails thro·ughout the United tates wherever n-
dustri 1 I nsurance is carried on. For a weekly premium of 
five cents , under a Vfllole Life pol i cy - Infantile orm -, 
the amount insurable and payable varies as sho\vn hereunder : 
aunt ey-able at ath if ~ Age ext Bir thday when - olicy :is Issuei 
lic;t has been :in Force f or ) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Less than 6 mos ~ ~~25 ~'9 5 ''25 0..25 ''29 .. ~ 35 .'55 .~75 'jfl .... 
~.ore than 6 mos .. ,less 30 34 4 48 5 70 10 150 
ne Ye r t han 1 yr. 34 40 48 58 7 110 15 155 
Two years 40 48 58 70 110 150 6 
Three " 48 58 7 1 0 150 1 5 Four n 58 7 11 150 70 
Five If 70 110 150 75 
Sj.x tr 11 5 180 
Seven " 150 185 Eight " ,or more 190 
ccor i ng t o the ter s of thi s schedule , it i s seen 
that the amount of insuranc e i ncreases u to a e ten , but 
when t at amount of insurance reaches the m ximum mount at 
- 18 -
a given ge . it ~ 1 continue at th t ount d.uri the 
erson insured , au ' eot 0 h e condi ions 
of t e o i cy . 
I n the " u t" orm t1e f 1 o ic amount re -
mains constant rom the date o i ssue w th the exc e tion 
o the irst s ix months . nsured dies from ny other 
-
o· use than t e first six months rom e 
d te of the o i cy , t .e sum insured una r the olio d 
e vril be one -half on 1 o the lll am unt ; ut, i n 
........ ~=-
c se of death from Accident uring the rat six monthco y 
ca e f eath rom a.n-r cause , the s1un nsuxed 
i e the Full olicy am 
f or de uction of t e balance of the year s remiums _,_rom f ce 
of 1 J i n case of eath . 
r ... e o i y con ra t, wit some com anies , al so 
c nt ins a co of t e a licat · n r I nsurance . i vi n the 
dec rations m_de by a can t o Medic 
~~ ned by a p i cant and Me ical m ner- ; an e 
o trac al so i s signed by t e com any's res e~t ~n 
· he first ro ..... eB or discussion n a very i:r.~ 
or an one , is the rem 11m , w _ · "'1 a c n s co -v~n.: e~+ __ --:
t e ·.v rk · n m...,n ' s wee y i ncome . i sc:ts~ on 
t.e r m ~ rn i nvc l ~es th ex mina ' on o ' t s con onent 
:;.r; • tb · re:n , .:m a w o e , a o-:! .>;;1.~ ment .. 
Sver, i nsur ance · 1rerr~ :i , m ao tw • rts . the "net · 
re · um 'nd t e , y;~liJh, t et er. m l::e t e '" • as" 
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u erinten ent- "'re 
_ill ':te... re~ · ns · 
es rme..nm:.t J ere • 
... .:..s metho .. of con uct :i.r~ a ,encie 
ieieu n .,.. t ' ._ act ry 31: \.,; 1~- 'l Y.ry ~ n(..;r. i J S!'~l:t .,. >..> 
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amo ~nt is 108 t _rough el ' quent ents , when t e VO. ~ .,,~.~ ..., .... u. --
c 1. ecte are consi ere .. 
en v.· 4- in 4- e greo.t 0 ' rti n -;:.:.:i ch th ' s ~ u 
enc orce assumes , es ec- ial y in the . arge l~tri ., 
insr an ·e COTI1JGllli CS , w re li e i·s e .ense :: afur.inistr t:.on~ 
lJot only are the hun re s 0 u er nten ent s , an t o 1.san ~s 
· ss · st nt u erinten ents and a ents necessar~t . ut ls~ 
e. cons derab e administ ratj.ve f orce is necessary tc care or 
_e ar e emonnt o clerj.c work i n conn ct · on wit 1 • _ ting 
u ., r.es nd aceount n for it current y ., 
owl dg·' ng t at th · s arge ex ense io req ~re 
t conduct he bus.ness on resent ri~ci es ~ t e ue~. · on 
he~ ar:.scs t whether · s necessary to coll nc wee y re ~ 
m.urns . anc whet er it sho 
y ~P1C a t.r e ro ort · on of t ei r remimn for x ense .• 
ttem ts have been ma y evera con e.n.' es . amon 
wrlc i s t a o. t e J~n a coc u ual Li f e Ins'tu~ance o .. , 
in •t£ ecrly hi story t t o issue monthly rem 11~ olic ' es , ut . 
n s ite of the f act that t _e ayment of r emiums month 
wou. d entail l ess e ~el!se . they have roved ractica fa.i urea. 
he in ustr .al c asses w t ins 1rance rotect:i.on in 
m nner est ada ed to th ir nee s as revea ed t rou.gh t e 
- 2 .""' 
s tl_dy of soci econom , a.n t h the _ce t · on r vile es 
ndu tri insuran e c f ers , wi t the icyho ders a arent 
a rov ~ uch ser vice necess:ita t es _eav-y ex endi tu.res ~ but 
t e busi ness is conducted i n t e most eff ' ci ent manner os -
~ ble, and · s const antly- bei ng ·m ro- e .. 
n r~inary i nsurance the pram um are yabl e 
quert erl • sem~~ann 11 or annual t o t e company at a 
es ' gn t e of f i ce 7 which , obvi ous , ent a l a l ess ex ense . 
j ust as the large buyer pays less than the sma 1 buyer t t he 
w. o esal er than the r etailer.. n ndustria insur ance . how..: 
ever j e erienc e has shown that it is abso ut ely necess r 
t o collect a wee ly premi um in order to accommodate the 
i nsured as well s to prevent lapses. The avera e i ndustri& 
o i cyho der r equires ers i stent solicitation , and it i s t o 
his future benefit~ as well as present benefit , that he 
rece ive it. 
he e ense rate o I ndustrial l ' fe i nsurance h s 
grad lly fallen since the establishment of the business due 
t o experience and deve o ~ent, yet i t has long been crit cized 
and endeavors have been made to sup ly a substitut e there or , 
but in vain ii 
ne thing o:ften over ooked by critics , as wel as 
other s , i s that the dividends, to be di scussed later. on 
olicies should be applied against the remium in considerjng 
the policyholders payment for expenses , because t he dividends 
paid inc ude an excess in the amount charged for expenses , 
over the actual ~mount expende • 
:Not ble among the attem ts to provide a aubsti t 1.1.t 
- 25 -
or Industrial insurance j rinc_ al y regarding wee y 
collect:ions by agents, w that o Hon .. Louis • Br ndeis 
of Boston , in 1906 . Mr. Brandeis proposed a system of wage-
earners ' life ins1~ance which was to e iminate canvassers 
and collect ors , by the cooperation of a number o large 
industrial establishments~ The lan led to the adoption of 
Massachusetts avings Bank I nsurance , wnich was to of er in-
sure,nce protection t o wage-earners at a lower premi u.m , owing 
to the decreased expense of the businessi but the plan has 
not met with great success , due to ita very pur ose , which 
was cont rary to the demands . s a matter of f act , in 910 , 
the ex ense ratio of the Massachusett s avi ngs Bank ystem 
was about the same , and the lapse rati o higher , 
with the leading Industrial insurance compan • 
compared 
Group i nsurance has also been established Whereby 
workingmen secure reduced premiums by all insuring at one 
time j through their em loyer , who acts as collector or payor 
of the premimns . Only a comparativel y few number of t e 
in ustri al classes are reached by this lan ; and it has been 
the experience of the v~iter ~ who is connected with a large 
New ngland industrial p ant , insuring its workmen against 
sickness and accident under a group insurance contract with 
one of' the largest Group I nsurance Companies , that the plan 
does not meet with entire success , in spite of much publiciiu· 
Ever sinoe the British Post Office practical y 
failed in issuing monthly premitun lif e insurance , in 1864 . 
to date , no successfUl and satisfactory method has been 
evolved to ser ve the indu.stri al classes t other then ndustr:ial 
- 26 ... 
li ·e insurance ~ 
n the actual develo ment of the business , no on 
do the above ~acts show conclusively that t e I ndustrial li e 
insurance agent is an inherent necessit but also ~ tha. o 
t e 33% of the premiun which represents expenses, t at 
ort on* attri utable to the expense of agents is. quite 
necessary . 
nether im ortant problem in Industrial insurance 
i s that of lapses, which is greatly misunderstood, and hence 
misre resented .. 
Upon re erence to the policies appende xhib t A, 
we f ind that the po ioyholder must pay his premium weekly to 
co lector, or at an o fice of the compan ; and that to be 
va i such payments must be recorded in the insured's rem um 
Recei t Book; also , that the failure of the collector to cal 
does not relieve the policyholder's obligation to pay the 
remiums when due. I n the payment of the premium, however , 
grace period of four weeks is grantedj af ter which time the 
olio apses; but may be reinstat ed wi thin one year from the 
default in premium payments, sub j ect to ef active non-for-
feiture provisions , the .payment of all premiums in arrears ,. 
an the presentation of satisfactory evidence as to insur.ablli~. 
The la se question in Industrial and in Ordinar y 
insurance is not comparable~ Reports of Ordinary insurance 
do not contain the business not ta·en, whereas reports of 
Industrial insurance must contain all business, whether 
taken or not ; and theoretically, the first premium on every 
* roximately t wo - thirds of the 'loading' is expended in 
compensating the agency - 27 - f orce . 
Industrial policy is supposed to have been aid. Although 
the insured is protected while the policy is in ~orce , the 
aggregate amounts of Industrial insurance are misleading for 
the amounts of ins1.1.Tance lapsed have no bearing upon the 
actual amounts paid by the insured on such lapsesj as most 
of them do not represent any real cash e uivalent on the 
part of the insured. 
Furthermore , the amount o~ lapses on polj.cies in-
suring lives o~ persons who live on a weekly wage sub j ect 
to constant fluctuation is consequently higher than i s fo1.und 
in Ordinary li~e ins1.u·ance .. 
I n view o~ the conditions explained in the above 
par~raph, the lapse rate is quite heavyi especially during 
the ~irst three years o~ the policy . If the not-paid=for 
business in Industrial insurance were de ucted , the result 
would be a marked contrast . 
A le..rger number of the lapses occur during the first 
six weeks of the fj.rst three years, than du..ring the remain-
ing 150 eeks . The following table shows the percentage 
of Industrj.al policies issued by the Metropolitan ife In-
surance Company during the year 1913, which r emained in 
force as premium paying policies a t the end of each of the 
calendar years, 1913-1918 : 
Date 
ecember 31, 1913 
December 3l j 1914 
December 31, 1915 
ecember 31j 1916 
December 3lj 1917 
ecember 31 , 1918 
Percentage of 1913 
I ssue in Force 
79% 
61 
56 
53 
51 
50 
- 28 ... 
-This table shows that by the end of the third yea:r 
44% of the policies issued in 1913 were not in f orcei an 
ractically all were due to lapses~ 
The true lapse rate wotud seem to be determined 
by ascertaining the premiums paid on olicies wr:i.tt en and 
surrendered before the non-forfeiture benefits become ef-
f ective, nemely after the policy has run three years. 
It is claimed that l apses are a source of great 
profit to Industrial life insurance companies, but, as we 
shall see, they are not, due to the fact that the great 
expense of new policies occurs during the first years, and 
the 'loading' in the first few premium payments is not 
sufficient therefor. 
The student of level premium life insurance under-
stands the fact that the cost of writing a policy and its 
following expense can11ot be charged for in the fi rst premium; 
but must be averaged, as well as mortality and interest, by 
spreading it over the lj.f'e of the policy, in order to secure 
the level premium~ Any desire f or profit, must consequently 
be le:ft until later in the life of the policy. 
In view of this fact and the policy provisions 
affected , . and in spite of any decrease in expense effected 
by charging lapses to the agent in arriving at his commission 
on new business, lapses are a loss and not a pro:fit to 
Industrial insurance companies, the majority of lapses bej_ng 
direct lossese It was: proved before the Armstrong Committee 
at the time of: the Lif.~ Insurance Compan~es' investigation 
that the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company lost $800,000 
- 29 -
a year by lapses . An example o~ a direct loss, is a case 
where lapses occur on policies written by a former agent , on 
which commission , medical feest etc. have been expended. 
The companies , realiz:tng the large number of lapses , 
- due to the class of risks and their conditions ~ allow this 
four-week period of grace, and also instruct their agents to 
use every effort in encouraging policyholders to keep their 
policies in ~orce, Which is really to the insured's benefit ~ 
o prevent la ses ~ especially during the ~irst three years of 
the policy , when no non- forfeiture benefits are of~ered , the 
companies allow a sufficient period of grace, provide for 
r einstatement , and instruct their agents to discourage the 
la sing of policies. This practice , however, is not confined 
to the first three years of the policy , but al so applies 
throughout the life o~ the policy. It seems that if all these 
steps are taken to prevent lapses , and also to revive lapsed 
olicies , the benefit derived therefrom must indeed be small , 
if any at all ; as proved above through a consideration of 
the science of level pr emium life insurance . 
Furthermore , lapses represent large wnottnts of in-
surance protection upon which little or nothing has been paid, 
which indicates a serious loss to the company , where s the 
policyholders benefit by insurance protection during the 
period of grace , and suff er no substantial money loss . As 
the majority of lapses occur within the first six weeks , and 
claims are frequently paid on policies of short duration , the 
ins1zred benefits , at the insurer's expense , by the cheap real 
protection afforded . 
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Thro1~h education and the development of the 
business there has been a marked decline in the lapse rate 
and an increase in the revival rate~ For example , of the 
1917 business written by the Metropolitan Life Insurance 
Com any , 74% was still in force at the end of 1918 y as com-
pared with 61% of the 1913 business in force at the end of 
1914~ This in demonstrates the value of the Industrial 
ent , for through his efforts and explanations , eople have 
been convinc ed of the necessity of reta ning their policies , 
as well as rev:tving lapsed ones , rather than pay higher rates 
for ins1l'ranoe desired at a later date and at an increased age~ 
loael related t o the problem of lapses i s that 
of the non-forfeiture benefits which evolved with the develo 
ment of the Industrial insurance business. 
Since 1892 , and by retroactive provis ona , pol cies 
i ssued previous to that year, the Industrial insuran e com-
anies have granted non-forfeiture benefits. The first 
grants . made by the rudent_ al Insurance Company, were vol-
untary~ but were later su plemented by legal requirements .. 
These benefits were t he outgrowth of the effort of the I n-
dustri l companies t o improve their service to the industrial 
masses in every way ~ yet based on scientific principles~ 
The non-forfeiture benefits have been improved as 
the co anies' experience grew t until today the three largest 
com anies policies provide for these benefits after the 
follow:i.ng periods have elapsed since the olicies' issue: 
- 31 .... 
.· etropoli tan Life ns. Co. 
rudential I nsurance o ~ 
John H cock Mutual L:ife Irs .. 
3 ye s 
3 years 
5 years 
Value 
10 ears 
10 years 
5 ye s 
These benefits re not given to m ke thei,.. e e t 
~ pro itable or expedient, but are based on the ~et eserve 
er 
c lculated from the tandard Industrial Mortality b e , With 
compound interest at 3t%, l ess in some cases , a surren er 
char e o 2t% of the mount of insurance . This surrender 
charge , i n actual practice, disappears in the later years of 
the policy~ Reference to the policies appended gives a clear 
understanding of these provisions in the policy. 
tar a pol icy has been in force three years, should 
the polio holder allow it to lapse on ccount of the non-
payment o:f remiums , he or she automatically becomes entitled 
to Extended Term Insurance . The net reserve , after al owin~ 
for surren er charge , if any, at the date when premium pay~ 
menta cease , i s applied. in connection with actuarial tables 
for I ndustrial companies , and the value thereof as a single 
net premium is determi ne t with due reference to the period 
of premium payments ~ This single net premium will purchase 
a certain amount of insurance protection for a certain peri od, 
and that period becomes the term of this automatic Extended 
Terra Insurance .. 
The three year term before Extended Term I nsurance 
becomes effective , protects the company against loss due to 
the init al expenses of the policy , as explained on page 29 , 
which are not rovided for in the first few premiums. 
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When the term, during which the policyholder has 
bean fully.protected , expi res» the insurance ceases, and there 
is no further liability on the part of the company to the 
insured. 
In case of lapses after the third anniversary, the 
olicyholder may elect to take, instead o Extended Term 
Insurance, a aid-Up olicy or a ash Surrender Value accord-
ing to the provisions outlined in the policy contract, depend-
ing u on the company . 
aid=U or rea olicy insures the holder thereo 
for an amount equal to the insurance which can be purchase d 
by the reserve on his policy When he stops aying is prem urns; 
and without any further payment, the policy becomes payable 
at the same time and on the sa.-rne condi tiona as the regular 
olicy , except for a reduced amount of insurance. In other 
words , the policyholder gets insurance equal to what th,e 
reserve on his policy af ter allo,rtng for surrender charge , if 
ny , will urchase at the date of lapse , figured as a single 
net premium. 
Where the assured so desires, after the required 
anniversary of his policy, and when the policy has lapsed for 
non -payment of premiums, he or she may receive the ash 
urrender Value of their policy, based on the net legal 
reserve ~ less, in some cases , a surrender charge , and in c-
cordance with the terms of the pol ".cy contraet. 
ome olicy contracts also provide for a Cash 
urrender Value on a policy which has becom extended in-
surance , due to failure to ay the premiums , after the 
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certain anniversary of the o icy required in re a d to C h 
urrender Value .. This cash surrender value dimin shes when 
the reserve ia used for the cost of temporary insurance 
during the period of extended insurance~ 
There is also a revision in the ndustri 1 ·nsurance 
polio regarding the oli cyholder ' participation ·n the 
compan 's surplus . after the i th anniversary of the polio , 
such partici ation t o be determined and ap lied as described 
in the policy contract. 
This distribution of surplus , which has gradually 
increased in amount, is a so an outgrowth in the development 
of the business , and liberality of the cont ract . This sur lus 
distribution or bonus j which f ormerly started after the 
twentieth anniversary of the o icy ~ has been constantly im~ 
roved , ue to the reduction of expenses, increased interest 
earnings and the improvement of morta.li ty . brought about b 
experience , e fici ent management , and the mutualization of 
the two largest companies , an now aocrues after the fifth 
' 
ann versary of th~ p~ icy . s mentioned prev·ously , this 
benefit ~ which is direct , in that it reduces the cost o 
Industrial insurance, should be considered as a reduction o 
the ex ense rate of .the remium, f or such it is. 
T o other provisions in the Industrial o icy , 
wo:r-thy o:f mention ar.e the "Incontestability", 'Dis bi ity" , 
"hange o Beneficiary"» "Alterations, etc .. " , ' imit o:f 
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.A;.:.. n 1uatr:l. 9. inmx1.· !:.!.1 ce i s a eub j ect o~ Soc · :::.1 
Ecvnoq- , :.t s. E.S sse:nt · -1 t 1'lt its r e utj on t '1 ... rc s ~ " "'.2 c 
nA c .c t · · ur s .s of I ndus r a_ · f e i ns1.1.r~n e 
i8 t o :r v.' de aga i nst au )er u:~~.a. s . an another · ~ to or -
a ..:. t s • 
.... "UJ:- C.. 1.1r • a l stat .sties . er· so . cannot ~c.,...~~ t. ... 
cri ter -i en rAcoar<ling the a 1 e of' I n dus t r i 
rates • .: .as een oun that nt ,er has een an actual an 
far y r8 :l..;.- Jer.t decl · ne i n t .e auper uri a ra 
~n 1St·: a... i ns12r a.nce Vi as est a ishe in t .e ni t eci '"' t teEJ 
j r. 7v" ~ "lnd.ustria I nsurance a s t anc :>res IO>nt'· -~l J ohn 
Dr .:. der.t. ) 
or tin .men , thro dustr:ia. nstren f.l the 
:_ ...tr est and. mos -,rt ct i.ce.b e thrift aP..'enci h v s l ved. a 
vast eco· o c ro em in t at t _e·r 
:: a · r ox:l mat y s v n und.red mi 
v · estu .~she a f und . 
ns of 1 r:-.r""' tc. rotect 
t 1e:.r f mi i es , ·nst ea o ayin that bur en u on so i ety. 
he rel~ ion o the agent to the i nsurec1. ha<l assn!!ed 
r·ia Y. t ut of a soci 1 wor~er ~ i s v e e - ~r yj s ·. t n 
qu.et't :: l'"rern ' ' . n 1as -i.n 1 t1encea. t ~e insnre i n t e m::..t t er 
c. ... t 1ri .t and j ns -ranee rot ec t:ion , an t.mdoubte l ~ he h~:~s 
4 
-
c ·!!te a..cqua nte "\7:_ t , an 
ems of the varj_o s f and ie 
c_lil ren . an of marriage ancl 
of sicrn ss . eath en buri 
r m ,,he jo s 
r i:C'r , t 1e 
f tl:e 
·s ro ems , to the sorrows 
These relations1i s of the 
agent , nn the~r corres)ondi ng effect upon I n ustrial i -
surance~ have , however . not been f u y realize ~ for socia 
reformers are of ten prone to criticize I n ustrial i nsurance. 
T .. ] ac y in an artie e on 'Vor .ing less 
I nsm.·ance" ublished in 1890 , wel stat ec~ - .e benefit o:f. 
I ndustr a.l insurance, when he sa.i "lnsm:·ance enables the 
cla.j.m of the f tm .. e to become def j_ni t e . an to ran: a.rnon 
t_e claims of t_e present , and to a oor man t his is an 
enormo s advantage". 
Industrial insurance has also roved of moral va111e, 
in that it has tended towards making the ha its of its 
· cyh lders more tem)erate . in being a ste pin - stone to 
ovm. omes w savings ban accounts . Orclinary life and other 
insurance, and in re ucing a c.oholism and unheal th con-
ditions . 
uring the last fifte en or twenty years there has 
gra ual r evel oped , espec i ally through the Metropolitan 
· an Prudential Life I nsurance ompanies , considera le 
act vit i n welfare work , which now constitutes a very im-
ortant hase of the business . 
his welfare work has taken t he form of instru.et:We 
a.m hlets regarding health and hygiene in generalj children ~ 
the m re serious diseases ~ and visiting nurse s ervice . 
uthori te.t:i.ve investigations have been made regar ing such 
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diseases as onsum tion, Cancer ~ Di htheri a , I nf uenz 
and neumonia . and the resu ts placed before the o icy-
he need of cleanliness , resh air and sunshine 
has been emphasized, the proper method of clothin and taking 
care of new born i nf ants explained ~ and atte~pts ma e in 
various ways t o prolong life to the benefit of I nsurer and 
I nsured alike .. 
I n 1909 the ~etropo itan Life I nsur ance Company 
establi shed a Visiting nur se Service whi ch has grown exte.n= 
s ively, until it now cover s nearly every tat e in the Union , 
and the greater part of anada. This Service, which in 19 7 
covered ap roximately o% of all premium- aying Indu.strjal 
policies t issued by that Companyj has over 800 nursing 
centers, and provides Visiting Nurses f or I ndustria o icy-
ho ers i n over 2 , 000 c i.ti es and t ovms. erever there are 
exi sti~~ local agencies established , the Company cooperates 
with them i n order to be most servi ceable and economical. 
This form of social endeavor, which in 1916 cost the 1etro-
olitan ife I ns1trance Com any $613,000, has all been in 
addition to the influence of t he agent. 
The reason why t~is welfare work, f or w icb t1ere 
is no charge directly or i ndirectly, i s .conducted y the 
l a rgest companies is set f orth i n a am hlet, entitled 
" elfare ork" , issue by t he Metropolitan ife I nsurance 
Company in 1915, as f ollows : 
"The Com any has f e t the res onai ility laced. 
1.1: on it by being the ins11rance company "of the e:o le j b 
the· eo e , an f or the peo e" e I t has sought o avail 
•tself of t1e opportuniti.es that heve presented themselves . 
It stands rea "-Y "':o be o . assistance and to coo erate with 
any of iciaJ s or a~en ios ~-at are working f or the heal t h 
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and th~ welf are of the eopl e of the Unit ed tates an C nad " .. 
he annual ayments o- about · 75 .0 0,00 to 
policyho ders, as well as the reserve and surplus funds in 
t1e company ' s han s ,held in trust for the policyholders , have 
proved of financial value by ser ving as pub ic wea~th. A 
considerable ro ortion of the companies' funds are invested 
in various enterprises ~ thereby serving as ublic wealth in 
establishing and improving the in~ustries and ublic utili-
ties of t1e nation. These large reserve funds , the property 
of the ol icyholCI.ers , have not f ail ed in subscri ing, gener-
ously , to the recent ' ar Loans and 1ar Activities. 
It has been called to the writer's attention that a 
tate Charity Supervisor recently criticized the Industrial 
insurance co~~anies , as charging the poor people excessive 
amounts, when compared with the benefi ts, especia ly on the 
11 ves of children , causing burctens whic must soo:n be dropped, 
.at which time everything becomes a l oss to the insured (ex-
cept the temporary protection) due to the perj.od required 
before the non-forfeiture benefits accrue. This seems to be 
a narrowttrrillformed criticism. 
As previously mentioned, Industrial life insurance 
has become a universal provident institution particularly 
adapted to wage earners receiving small incomes, and living 
upon a weekly basis of family expendituxe . To fulfill this 
function, the ftundamentals of th e business such as mortaiity 
problems and administrative problems of Ordinary life in-
surance practices have necessitated revision ~ on an ever 
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-im roving basis, to meet t e requirements of the ndustrial 
classes. 
he solvency of t _e com anies has een maintaine. 
The agency forces have been trained and carefully supervised 
to the insure s! ccommod.ation and advantage. The terms of 
t e contract have been libera ly and equitably adjusted as 
regards payments, lapsest non-for eiture benef ' ts. claims , 
and dividends. Government instu·a.nce, as tried in Eng an , 
has 1)roved unsuccess:ftu, as com are with r · vate companies . 
who are so successfu y and reasonably ser~ing the in ustrial 
c asse from one to seventy years of aget without, a 1. ut 
necessary, discrimination. hot d this cr ' tic also investi-
gate the acco odating an educative practices of Industrial 
com anies . and thei r his tory, should he realize their social, 
m ral an fj:nancial values , and should he ascertain t o what 
extent their annual istributions on claims and divi~ ends 
have a ided charitable organizations, it is the writer ' s firm 
conviction that he woul change his opinions for he would 
find an altruistic w pro ident, social inst tution , working 
against the anti-social ten encies of drinking. gambling, 
lotteries and wastef ul extravagances , which necess ·tate 
welfare worker • 
In this connection and in relation to surplus 
distri ut ions to policyholders, it is of int~rest to note 
the fo .owing stat ement made in 1 by Ha ey Fisre , ice-
President of the Metropol j_tan Life Insurance Company regard-
ing that company's o erations , viz: 
n· n 1910 nothing 'ljas added t o the Com any ' s surp us 
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out of the Industrial business* On the contrary, the declar -
ation of the bonuses payable in 911 was for a sum in excess 
of the Industrial apartment's earnings for 191 • Let those 
who rail at Industrial insurance as robbery of the poor 
explai n that fact". 
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C T · VI 
Industrj.al Life Insuranc e for Ch ldren 
The problem of Industrial ins1rrance for children 
has always been a prominent one. due to spasmodic criticism. 
A serious and unfounded charge has been made at 
times of child murder for the roceeds of the policy. As 
early as 1853, the cha ge was made in this country that that 
crime had been co1mnitted in England . This appeared to be 
the first charge of similar nature ever made in this country 
against insurance on the lives of children. 
This false accusation seems easily refuted by that 
characteristic in human nature of parental love so strong 
in all classes, and almost more so in the classes affected 
by Industrial insurance. 
Attempts have been made to forbid. the insttrance 
of children through statutory enactment, but the opposition 
to child insurance has passed away, and various policies 
including Industrial endowment policies, are ow b~ing 
w-.ci tten on chi ldren' s lives. in increasing amounts . 
As shown ;n the in ant · e policies, the amount 
of insurance pay·able increases up to the age of ten, due to 
a decreasing mortality rate, which tends to refute the false 
accusation .. 
The follo\nng statement by the late John F. 
ryde. i s note-worthy: "During the nearly :forty years of 
continuous experience not a single case of serious abuse 
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has been established by a j ury verdict , and the occasional 
allegations o:f child murder or child neglect have, upon 
careful inquiry , been found to be without substanti ·l support~ 
During recent years insurance on the lives of 
children has i ncreased, and the rate of mortality on insured 
children especially has decreased which shows an "increasing 
parental foresight and prudence in matters of insu.:rance and 
proves that the underlying motives in the insurance o:f children 
are not those of sordid s elfishness." 
Undoubtedly~ infro1tile assurro1ce has done a world 
of good among the 'poorer classes, in securing, in case of 
death , a decent Christian o·uxial; in instructing parents in 
the care of infants; and in influencing the habits of the 
young , from n early age. 
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-T VII 
Eu.ro ea.n ractic e and World Wide Development 
of Ind atrial Life Inslurance. 
A review of the recorded proceedings of the Fifth 
Intern tiona ctuari 1 Congress he d in Berlin , Germany , in 
9 gives us a brief idea regarding the r egress of Indus-
trial Lif e I nsur ance i n Belgium , Holland Denm rk , Germany 
England and our own Country. Wit h the exception of the United 
tates , which has been discussed before~ the conditions in the 
six countries across the ocean are given be ow. 
t this Congress , L. Francois of Brussels , elgium, 
discussed I ndustrial life insurance, from which one can see 
that the general principles conf orm with the bus ·ness in this 
countr • A ter a period of dela an ap icant is admitted 
wit hout evious medical ex ination. Instead of our "Rece i , 
oo " the "Genera Life I nsurance Com any" of elgium , s well 
as the "Victoria" of Ber in , Germany, have a sheet of fi:fty-
two cou ons , one being given as a r eceipt f or each weekly 
remium. This method is u held as s impl e ~ methodic and in-
ex ensive , it facilitates and makes rapid the pre rat i on o 
accounts and bo ksj and rna es agency control almost automatic 
and necessitates but f ew inspectors. Insur nee of children 
is ermitted, moderately , with aclditional insurance for the 
head of a f ami y . .~.t t at tim:. (1906) the question of child 
insur ance w s bef or e the Bel~ian r arli ment. This was at-
tacked, as going too f ar , f or the business sho d e a lowe 
t dave o without lavooa ers hinderances. 
9 -
e Hostrup o o enha en . enm .rk , read a per 
on " Indu ~trial and ildre:aa I ns1 anae i n Denmark" . From 
t · at ,we ind that Industrial fe insurance was not estab-
l . shed in enm rk until 1896 t whe t e oint too om n 
" ansk o keforsikringsanstalt" w s formed w In 1897 chi dren's 
insurance was added , and it was found that no abuses ha 
taken ace . 
In Germany, com ulsory insurance as wel l as m y 
other things} has been conducte • It _as been c aimed that 
I ndustria ife insurance as eve oped in ngl n an our 
country has devel ~ped so r idly ro1d so successfull due t o 
its commerci 1 r acti bility. that no other method than 
com ul sory insurance could prove of any better va ue. Never-
theless , i ndustrial insurance as practiced in thi s country 
has largely taken the place of the comp sory wor ingmen ' s 
insurance in Germany $ 
The German conditions as outl · ned by • Lexis of 
Gottingen , J ius endt of B rlin and • Belch r of Fran~­
fort, show that the first com any , the " riedrick ilhelm" 
vt s founded in 1882, f ollowe by the "Victoria". 19 
ifteem companies were in operation (three mutua and twe ve 
j oint stock companies ). 
fter a period of waiting, an a plicant i s admitted 
without medical examination .. The w iting eri d is six 
months long in one company and a yea in nether ~ It is 
ur ng this eriod that the majority of deaths occur ; 1~ 
though no medic 1 examinat:i.on s necessary j actu mortality 
is less than ex ected according to general mortalit tabl es . 
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In case of eath 1 duri .. g t e _first year . the pre-
miurns ai ar e re unc ed; du.ring the secon ear , one-half o. 
smn insured is aid ; and therea ter the to t a mnount payable 
is aid. The expense of' admi nj_stration has no t een regarded 
as entirely f avora le , but it has shovvn its usefu ness , es-
pecially the premium collections , because it practically 
represents com ul sory saving. There are cases where ,n · ons , 
ssociations and f actory pro rietors act as col ectors. 
L ses , and ·reventat · ve measures theref or , are similar to 
conditions in the United States . 
The major t y of German pol i cies on children are ten 
to t rty ear En owment licies . ere deat h occurs during 
the first three years , on y r emimns id are ·a a e , the e -
e ter the f ace of the olicy i s · aye le. 
lthough c u s have been recommended by refor-mers 
in order to reduce e enses , the need of centra contro 
c mbined with individu independence of such organizations , 
s well as the f act that the arge I ndustr a com mn · es 
d ' s t r ibute the ris s more widely . an are ase on scientiric 
rinci les , have roved t he l et t ers ' advanta e . 
he con it:ons i n Hol an are rie ly r viewe b 
"':' ~ I'; .. V s ias o " sterdam, rom whi ch we fin that In-
ustria. insur ance i s satis f actori y organized ·n t e Nethe~ 
_ana~. The same mortality table and ract ' cea a· P 'J.Sed r 
rc ina ry an r I ndustria insu~: :..nee ~ a it is assert a 
that m ~ta it• o that c ass of Jeo le or which In ust!'i 
ins - a.nce was eopecia . y 0 n e is "1 t great er than t ·at 
of t e t Gr clasees* hi ldr ns insurance is well reguJ ate 
and it concjdered th<· 10 s._ restriJti '~ns wou d e of 
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e n ue t o the need it Las su - ed, educati n , an tl:.e 
ac t uari al ab ' ty, as v.e 
.0. 1.1s iness ab j t , of i s earl 
ounders w.o _gu d ed t 1e bus ness wi ·h sc i entifi c r ·n,ip es , 
nt o ... e 1 est f ' e d of ser i ce ossib e . 
The Uo i ness has a l so devel o e into a strong t.ri~t 
enter r sew ·.ch com ares most avora y with t e countr;}r's 
sa ";ings ban s The um er of cle s itors and t1e e os · ts 
* n ecember 3 , 918. tl:e et:r opo tan Life I ns. o. w i cb has 
a roxi matel 42% of he n ustri bus · ness . e.d 7 , 7 5, 8 ·~5 
I n ustr 1 o icies in f orce amount in to ~:·2 , , 04 , 7 • 
INSURANCE ITEMS 
Industrial Insurance in Force 
Ordinary Insurance in Force 
POLICIES No. of· Com~s Report;:tn.:;;...Jo,g..._ __ ~mbe£._ _____ A~unt _ 
22 37,468,776 $5,151,096,538 
Industrial & Ordinary Insurance in Force 19 3,39~,~~0 3,804,962,457 22 40295 , ~ 8,~562658,990 
Industrial Ins. Issued, Revived, Increased 
Ordinary Ins. Issued, Revived, Increased 
Industrial and Ordinary Insurance Issued, 
~,507,513 . --y,007,627,~ 
____ 672,593 830,660,082 
Revived, Increased 
----·--
-------------------
Premium Income 
Total Income 
Claim Payments,Inc. Mortuary Dividends 
Industrial Dividends 
Mortuary Dividends 2,404,134 
Other Dividends ~458,875 
Total Payments to Policyholders 
'l'otal Disbursements, all purposes 
Reserve on Insurance in Force 
' Assets (Total Admitted) 
Liabilities (Including Capital Stock) 
Unassigned Funds (Surplus) 
7,180,106 1,838,287,30~ 
·----------·----------
Industrial 
$178 ,980,442 
212,372,410 
59,161,651 
16,863,009 
Ord:1ina1ry 
$1?4 ,809,408 
177,505,936 
34,803,172 
77,660,796 54,743,443 
143,76~~---81,234,834 
- -
.623,076,451 622,825,026 
RESUME, 1910-1917. 
Total • 
$304,598,835 
39l~~_d45 
94,106,546 
132,566,537 
-228' 522,, 94~ 
1,246,660,425 
1,395,124,783 
1,334,822;2.§£ 
60,302,518 
-----·--ifbtal:·-:rnc-:-som:e-
amts.not divisi-
ble into Indus-
trial & Ordina.!7.!_ 
1910 Industrial Premiums Received 
Industrial Claim 
Payments 
Total Disbumements 
to Industrial Fblicy-holderh_. __ _ 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
1917 
$109,510,535 
116,904,962 
125,224,393 
133,767,046 
143,290,619 
154,293,399 
164,966,333 
178,980,442 
·--------------~·---·--
$37,143,007 
39,090,490 
41,245,918 
44,542,306 
47,926,020 
49,107,021 
54,635,165 
59,161,651 
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$45,128,890 
49,002,707 
52,601,384 
57,442,253 
64,067,359 
66,492,581 
72,049,045 
77,660,796 
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t e ioneer com ny f ol owe by t e J ohn ncoc ~ ,_utual i e 
I ns111' rlce Com~ ny an<.l tr· e "" 'letropoli tan Life l nsurance om an • 
· lthou h the ast mentiono cor~• any shows the lar est usiness 
tod · ~ the original founder~s business dur i n the nine years 
end in ec ember Zl . 19 7 j exc n ·.:ng 1 9 4. as be en i ncr eas il'i 
t a greater rate than the \ etro o i an Li e l n"'ura.nce Camp ny's 
usiness .. 
hrough I ndustri al insurance com ani es there has een 
dave oped an rdi nary j f "" i nsu1·a.nce business reac 1in those 
no reached by the compan es wri t ing only an Or dinary business . 
an amounti ng to $3 , 800 , 000, 00 on ecember 31 , 1917 , with 
3 , 400 , 000 ol ' c rholders ~ or ap roximately an rd~nar bus ' ness 
equ to 73~b of the amount of ndustri al "busi ness . I t should 
be orne i n mind ) however , that the rdinary business of 
dustrial com ani es i s merely an outgrowth , and that their m in 
service is , end nearly always has be ent that of selling n~ 
d stria insurance protection. 
Industr i a life insurance has rovided or the in-
dustria c asses , i nsur ance protection in a r t ail form, suitable 
to their ne eds ; and has rovided such insurance protection 
through a vast democrat c and secure or anization of V'lhich they 
ar e a part. an whi ch has their a proval. 
ving f or its aims , the sat · sf action of that human 
character j.stic - ride 'i es ec al y its su s idiary characteristic t 
that c :f res ect:fnl care of the de d; and t e estab ishment of 
habitual thrift . it has st~aa ly an ra i y deve o ed unt ' l 
it ha secured for its el un · vers 1 ap· rova , i n s it e o any 
- 57 ~ 
verse cr ticism w 
ndustrial insurance has been described as nthe 
ighest deve l opzpent of ife ins-urance in existence" . Through 
its endeavors t o fulfi 1 the unctions assumed , :i.n the most 
economi cal end satisf actory manner , basing its entire struc-
ture on scienti fi c princip es and keen management , the n-
dustria orm of life insm·anae has reached this he:i.ght of 
e"e o ment., 
tart:i.ng with an explicit and. sim le - o :i.oy contract 
based on absolute secur:i..ty ~ it has radua y devel oped the 
olio contract to the insured!s benefits and has radual y 
essened the 01ar ge f or the insurance rotecti n offered , as 
such. 
he benefits of i ts able and farsighted eaders have 
revealed themselves in the abso ute f i nanc :i.al sec uri t of the 
com anies ~ which have never caused a policyholder to suffer 
financial loss t 1rough t heir failure or inso vency .. 
The vast . f:i.nancially secure i nstitution which has 
been f ormed and develo ed in such a comparative y short time 
has throu its o erations , proved of soc i al . moral and finan= 
cial va ue in the orld , and has increased the economic 
security o:f its po icyholders v who re resent such a large 
roport1on of the civilized population of the World .. 
In line with the democratic ideals of the day ; this 
social institution of Industrial life i nsur ance has indeed 
presented the most satisfactory form 1 wher eby the In ustrial 
c asses have been gi ven access to the benefits of the lif e 
insur ance rotection , which the well-to-do classes obtain 
- 58 -
t_rou h Ordi ar com nies. 
he ·writer . from st1.1 ent ' s oint of View i has 
thus endeavored t o ex la 'n the pur oses ~ principles and 
practice of this highly develo e i nst itut ion of vo untary 
thri t , and if this exJ anation gives some of t he critics 
of this im ortant branch of insurance a different o inion 
o its great wor h to the ndustr ial cl asses .. the efforts 
made in its preparati on shall not have been in vain. 
- 59 -
xhibi t A 
s · le f orms of olicy Contr ts used 
I n ustri 1 ife I nsur nee 
ompanies 
2 
3Jn Con~ibtration of the payment of the weekly premium herein specified, on or before each and every Monday during the continuance of this· 
Policy or until the anniversary date of the Policy immediately preceding the seventieth anniversary of the birth of the Insured, 
THE PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA, 
immediately upon receipt of due proof of the death of the Insured during the continuance of this Policy, will pay at its Home Office, Newark, New Jersey, the 
amount of insurance herein specified, to the executors or administrators of the Insured, unless payment be made under the provisions of the next succeeding paragraph. 
FACILITY OF PA YMENT.-It is understood and agreed that the said Company may make any payment or grant any non-forfeiture provision provided for in this Policy 
!o any relative by blood or connection by marriage of the Insured, or to any person appearing to said Company to be equitably entitled to the same by reason of having 
mcurred expense on behalf of the Insured, for his or her burial, or, if the Insured be more than fifteen years of age at the date of this Policy, for any other purpose, and 
the production by the Company of a receipt signed by any or either of said persons or of other sufficient proof of such payment or grant of such provision to any or either of 
them shall be conclusive evidence that such payment or provision has been made or granted to the person or persons entitled thereto, and that all claims under this Policy 
have been fully satisfied. · 
PRELIMINARY PROVISION.-This Policy shall not take effect if the Insured die before the date hereof, or if on such date the Insured be not in sound health, but in 
either event the premiums paid hereon, if any, shall be returned. 
Name 
of 
Insured 
SPECIAL NOTICE.-No claim will be paid unless 
Insured is over one year of a~e at date of Policy. 
Less than 
6months 
For a Weekly Premium of 3 Cents ••••••• $15.00 
For a Weekly Premium of 5 Cents .•..... 25.00 
SCHEDULE. 
AGE NEXT BIRTHDAY 
2 
If incorrect, riotify Company 
TABLE OF AMOUNTS OF INSURANCE 
Weekly 
Premium 
AMOUNT PAYABLE IF POLICY HAS BEEN IN FORCE FOR 
More than 
6 mos. but less 1 Year 2 Years 3Years 4 Years 5 Years 6Years 
than I Year 
$15.00 $20.00 $24.00 $l'J.OO $35.00 $42.00 $66.00 
25.00 34.00 40.00 48.00 58.00 70.00 uo.oo 
GENERAL PROVISIONS. 
7Years 8 Years 
$90.00 $114.00 
150.00 190.60 
Payme~t of Premiums.-All premiums are payable at the Home Office of the Company, but may be paid to a.n authorized representative of the Company- such payments 
to be recogmz.ed by the Company must be entered at the time. of payl!'ent in the ~remlum receipt book belo~ng with this Policy. If for any reason the premium be not called 
for wh~n dJ!.e I~ shall be the duty of the policyholder, before said premium shall be m arrears four weeks, to brmg or send said premium to the Home Ofttce of the Company or to 8 
one of Its district offices. · 
Period o~ Grae~.-Should the I_n~ured die while. the premium on this roli~y is in arrea_rs for 1> period not exceeding four weeks, the Company will pay the amoun~ of insurance ·:~·' 
provided herem, subJeCt to the conditiOns of the Polley, but after the expiration of the said period of grace the Company's liability under this Policy shall cease, except as herein -
provided. 
lneontest~lllty_.-This Polley shall be incon_testable after one year from its date, except for non~payment of premium, but if the age of the Insured be misstated, the amount 
payable under this Polley shall be such as the premmm would have purchased at the correct age. 
Maximum Amount of Insurance.-If the Insured be already insured under any policy or policies issued by this or any other company and if the amount of insurance 
payable. at the death of the lr~sur.ed. under such policy or policies be.less than the limit of insurance fixed by the following table. but when added to the insurance payable under 
this Polley shall exceed the said lumt. the amount payable under this Polley shall not exceed the dilrerence between the amount speclt!ed in the said table of lhnitations and the 
total amount of insurance payable under such policy or policies already In force on the lite or the Insured. bUt It the amount or insurance payable at the death of the Insured 
under such policy or policies already in force be equal to or shall exceed the said limit of insurance, tllis Policy shall be void, except as provided below: 
Age next birthday at time of death 
Should the amount otherwise payable under this Policy be reduced as hereinbefore provided, the Company will return the total premiums paid upon the amount of such 
reduction, together with three and one-half per cent. per annum compound interest. 
Polley When Void.- If at the time of the issuance of this Policy there be in force upon the life of the Insured hereunder an Industrial policy or policies issued by this 
Company, this Policy shall be void unless it contains an endorsement, signed by the President or Secretary, permitting this Policy to be in force concurrently with such other 
policy or policies previously issued; hut it is expressly stipulated that the issuance of this Polley without such endorsement shall not be considered a waiver of this provision should 
there be then in force any Industrial insurance policy or policies previously issued by this Company upon the. life of the Insured hereunder. 
If for any cause this Policy be or become void, all premiums paid hereon shall be forfeited to tile Company except as provided herein. 
Loss of Eyesight or Limbs.- If the Insured while this Policy is in full force and effect and while there is no default in the payment of premium shall lose by severance 
both hands or both feet or one hand and one foot or lose permanently the sight of both eyes, total and permanent disability shall be deemed to exist and as a special surrender 
value one-half of the amount of insurance shall be paid immediately upon receipt by the Company of due proof of such loss. and thereafter no further premiums shall be required 
and the Policy shall be endorsed as fully paid-up for the remaining one~half of the amount of insurance. 
Relnstatement.-lf this Policy lapse for non-payment of premium, it will be reinstated within one year from the date to which premiums have been duly paid upon payment 
of all arrears, provided evidence of the insurability of the Insured satisfactory to the Company be furnished, but such reinstatement shall not take effect unless at the date thereof 
the Insured is living and in sound health. 
Modibeatlons, etc.-No condition, provision or privilege of this ~olicy can be waived or mo~ified in any case except by an. endorsement. hereon signe~ by the President, 
one of the Vice Presidents the Secretary one of the Assistant Secretaries the Actuary, the Associate Actuary or one of the AssiStant Actuaries. No modification or change 
shall be made in this Policy except such as is in accordance with the laws 'of the St,ate In which the same Is issued. No Agent has power in behalf of the Company to make or 
modify this or any other contract of insurance, to extend the time for paying a premium, to waive any forfeiture, or to bind the Company by making any promise, or by making 
or receiving any representation or information. 
DIVIDEND PROVISION. 
Annually during its continuance in Ioree, if all premiums theretofore due have been paid, this Policy will be credited with a diwidend from the surplus 
earnings of the Company as ascertained and apportioned by the Board of Directors. Such dividend shall be in the form of a paid-up addition to the amount 
of insurance. (See ••Notice to Policyholder" below.) 
NON-FORFEITURE PROVISIONS. 
If this Polley lapse for non-payment of premium after premiums ha~e been duly paid_for three full years or more, the Insur~d. without any action upon his or.he~ pat:t, 
will become entitled to non-participating Extended Insurance for the r~spe.ctJve .term specified m the following table. The amo'!nt of msu,r'!-nce payable If death occur withm said 
term shall be the same amount as that which would have been payable If this Polley had been continued In force, excei?t as to d!vidend addi_tiOns subst;QUel!t to the date of.l~pse, 
Or in lieu thereof the Insured may surrender the Policy within three months after such lapse and will then be entitled at his or her optiOn to receive either a non-partiCipating 
Paid-up Life Policy or'payment in cash as specified in the following table. 
If all premiums required by the ·terms of the Policy have been paid, surrender for cash may be made at any time after the tenth anniversary of the Policy. 
If there he any indebtedness under this Policy, such indebtedness will be deducte?- from the Cash Surren<Jer Value .. or the term of the E_xtended Insurance or t~e amounl! of 
the Paid-up Life Policy will be reduced to such term or amount as the net single premium value of the respective provision reduced by such mdebtedness shall provide according 
to the mortality table hereinafter specified. 
3 Yrs. I 4 Yrs. I 5 Yrs. I 6 Yrs. I 7 Yrs. I 8 Yrs. I 9 Yrs. I 10 Yrs. I 11 Yrs. I 12 Yrs. I 13 Yrs. I 14 Yrs. I 15 Yrs. I 16 Yrs. I 17 Yrs. I 18 Yrs. I 19 Yrs. I ~0 Yrs. 
Yrs. WJ.:s.,Yrs. WkH.,Yrs. Wk.!!.,Yrs. Wks.jYrs. Wks.,\'rs. Wlu.IYrs. "';:·jyl~ Wks.!Yrs. Wks.iYr!!.. Wk!I; .,Yrs. Wh.l\:rs. Wk.s.,Yrs. WlLII.,Yrs. Wks.JYrs. Wk:!.,Yrs. Wkb.,Yra. Wlo.s,Yn. wks. 
-S - 7 21 10 25 .1.1.-34--l 12 -25- 13 (..13 ~ 14 3JUJL 50 15 16 J5 33 u. _j? 16 211 17 11 17 47 18 81 28 27 
The Extended Insurance period dates from the date to which premiums have been paid and is the saJDe for any amount of weekly premium. 
$9.10 $14.20 1 $21.30 1 $26.30 1 $3o.7o 1 $34.so 1 $38.80 1 $42.80 1 $46.8o 1 $50.70 1 $54.50 1 $58.oo I $61.4o 1 $65.5o I $69.40 I s1a.2o I S76.7o 1 $94.oo 
08 ::~--~--------~Th~e=se~P~a=id~·=a~p~L=l=~~p~~=k=ies~=u~e~r~o~r~e=uh=:~ft=y=e~<=e=n=w=o=f~w~ee=.k=l~y~~~e=m==ia=m~:=fu=r=a~pr~e=m=i=u=m~of~t=hr~ee~c=en=t=s=~~e~po~lic=i=e-•_~_e~thr~ee=-·fif __ th~a-o_r~~~es~e~a~m-o=u=n-ts_. __ ~------1 CASHSURREN- None None I None I None I None I None I None I $11.42 I $12.83 I $14.28 I $15.76 I $17.24 I $18.70 I $20.42 I $22.16 I $23.86 I $25.52 I $31.90 
DER VALUE These Cash Surrender V aloes are for each five cents of weekly premium; for a premium or three centa the values are three,;.fiflhs of these amounts. 
Alter 20 Y rs .. 
alues:-
wiltbe; 
f w:nisb.edi 
on 
request 
The basis of the non-forfeiture values is the net reserve according to the Standard Industrial Mortality Table with three and one-half per cent. interest per annum. The 
figures in the above table up to the end of the twentieth year include a surrender charge of not more than two and one-half per cent. of the amount of Insurance, Should the 
amount of insurance be increased by dividend additions the reserve thereon shall be included with the net reserve on which the non-forfeiture values are based: and the total 
surrender charge shall not be more than two and one-half per cent. of the total amount insured. At the end of twenty years and thereafter no surrender charge Is made. 
ln computing values from the foregoing tables, due allowance will be made for each completed quarter of a year's premiums paid over and above the full number of years 
there indicated. 
This Policy contains the entire contract between the parties hereto. 
)n 1Witnt55 Ubtrtof, the President and the Secretary of said Company have si~ned this Policy at its Home Office m the 
City of Newark, N.J., on the above date. 
Notlee to Polleyholder.-Owing to the tow rate of premium at which policies of this nature are issued, the surplus accruing thereunder wUI probably not be 
sufficient to enable the Company to apportion any dividend under this Polley before the blth year. 
l-IND 267-4-~N 
WHOLE LIFE POLICY. PREMIUMS TERMINATING AT AGE 70. ANNUAL DIVIDENDS. 
This Policy, if not satisfactory to the Insured, may be surrendered within two weeks after its date at the Branch Office of the Company, the address of which appears on the 
premium receipt book accompanying this Policy, and the premiums paid hereon will be returned. 
I . 
rl I 
IMPORTANT 
NOTICE TO 
POLICYHOLDER 
If it becomes impossi-
ble to continue the 
payment of premiums, 
PRESERVE THIS 
POLICY 
because of the pro-
tection which may be 
afforded under its pro-
visions. 
READ THE 
NON-FORFEITURE 
PROVISIONS IN 
YOUR POLICY 
l. ~ 
FOUNDI!!I:!i "'BY 
.JOHN F. DRYDEN 
PIONEER OF INDUSTRIAL 
INSURANCE IN AMERICA. 
22 
3Jn Consibtra:tion of the payment of the weekl;r_preminm herein specified, on or before each and every Monday during the continuance of this 
Policy or until the anniversary date of th~ Polley immediately preceding the seventieth anniversary of the birth of the Insured, 
THE PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA, 
Immediately upon receipt of due proof of the death of the Insured during the continuance of this Policy, wiD pay at its Home Office, Newark, New Jersey, the 
amount of i1111nrance herein specified, to the executors or administrators of the Insured, unless payment be made under the provisions of the next succeeding paragraph. 
FACILITY OF PAYMENT.-It is understood and agreed that the said Company may make any paymen~ or grant any non-forfeiture provision provided for in this Policy 
to any relative by blood or connection by marriage of the Insured, or to any person appearing to said Company to be equitably entitled to the same by reason of having 
incurred expense on behalf of the Insured, for his or her burial, or, if the Insured be more than fifteen years of age at the date of this Policy, for any other purpose, and 
the production by the Company of a receipt signed by any or either of said persons or of other sufficient proof of such payment or grant of such provision to any or either of 
them shall be conc:lusive evidence that such payment or ·provision has been made or granted to the person or persons entitled thereto, and that all claims under this Policy 
have been fully satisfied. 
PRELIMINARY PROVISION.-This Policy shall not take eft'ect if the Insured die before the date hereof. or if on such date the Insured be not in sound health, but In 
either event the premiums paid hereon, if any, shall be returned. 
SCHEDULE. 
Name of Insured AGE NEXT22 Amount 
BIRTHDAY or Weekly 
If hacarrect. ntifr C••••n»" Insurance Premium 
If the Insured shall die within six months from the date hereof, the amount of insurance will be reduced one-half, except that if such death shall have been caused 
by accident the full amount of insurance will be paid. 
GENERAL PROVISIONS. 
Payment of Premiums.-All premiums are payable at the Home Office of the Company, but may be paid to an authorized represent.ative of the Company; such payments 
to be recognized by the Company must be entered at the time of payment in the premium receipt book belonging with this Polley. If for any reason the premium be not called 
for when due it shall be the duty of the policyholder, before said premium shall be in arrears four weeks, to bring or send said premium to the Home Office of the Company or to 
one of its district offices. 
Period of Graee.-Sheuld the Insured die while the premium on this Policy is in arrears for a period not exceeding four weeks, the Company will pay the amount of Insurance 1·· ... · 
provided herein, subject to the conditions of the Policy, but after the expiration of the said period of grace the Company's liability under this Policy shall cease, except as herein . 
provided. 
lneontestabiUt)' .-This Policy shall be incontestable after one year from its date, except for non-payment of premium, but if the age of the Insured be misstated, the amount 
payable under this Policy shall be such as the premium would have purchased at the correct age. 
PoUc7 When Void.-If at the time of the issuance of this Policy there be In force upon the life of the Insured hereunder an Industrial policy or policies issued by this 
Compaey, this Polley shall be void unless it contains an endorsement, signed by the President or Secretary, permitting this Polley to be In force concurrently with such other 
policy or policies previously issued; but It Is expressly stipulated that the issuance of this Polley without such endorsement shall not be considered a waiver of this provision should 
there be then in force any Industrial insurance policy or policies previously issued by this Company upon the life of the Insured hereunder. 
If for any cause this Policy be or become void, all premiums paid hereon shall be forfeited to the Company except as provided herein. 
Loss ol Eyesight or Umbs.-If the Insured while this Policy is in full force and effect and while there Is no default in the payment of premium shall lose by severance 
both hands or both feet or one hand and one foot or lose permanently the sight of both eyes, total and permanent disability shall be deemed to exist and as a special surrender 
value one-half of the amount of Insurance shall be paid immediately upon receipt by the Company of due proof of such loss, and thereafter no further premiums shall be required 
and the Policy shall be endorsed as fully paid-up for the remaining one-half of the amount of insurance. 
Reinstatement.-If this Policy lapse for non-payment of premium, it will be reinstated within one year from the date to which premiums have been duly paid upon payment 
of all an-ears, provided evidence of the insurability of the Insured satisfactory to the Company be furnished, but such reinstatement shall not take effect unless at the date thereof 
the Insured is living and In sound health. 
Modifications. etc.- No condition, provision or privilege of this Policy can be waived or modified in any case except by an endorsement hereon signed by the President, 
one of the Vice Presidents, the Secretary, one of the Assistant Secretaries, the Actuary, the Associate Actuary or one of the Assistant Actuaries. No modification or change 
shall be made in this Polley except such as is in accordance with the laws of the Stu,te hi which the same is issued. No Agent has power in behalf of the Company to make or 
modify this or any other contract of Insurance, to extend the time for paying a premium, to waive any forfeiture, or to bind the Company by making any promise, or by making 
or receiving any representation or ~nformation. 
DIVIDEND PRqVISION. 
Annnall;y during its continuance In Ioree. U aU premiums theretofore due have been paid, this Polley wiD be credited with a dividend trom the surphu 
earnings of the Compall)' as ascertained and apportioned by the Board of Directors. Such dividend shaD be In tbe form of a paid-up addition to tbe amount 
of Insurance. (See ••Notice to PoUeyholder•• below.) · 
. NON-FORFEITURE PROVISIONS. 
11 this Pollc7 Jape for non-payment of premium after premiums have been duly paid for three full years or more, ~;he Insured, without any -action upon his or her part, 
will become entitled to non-participating Extended Insurance for the respective term specified in the following table. The amount of insurance payable if dr.ath occur within said 
term shall be the same amount as that which would have been payable if this Polley had been continued in force, except as to dividend additions subsequent to the date of lapse. 
Or, in lieu thereof, the Insured may surrender the Policy within three months after such lapse and will then be entitled at his or her option to receive either a non-participating 
Paid-up Life Policy or payment in cash as specified in the following, table. . . 
If all premiums required by the terms of the Policy have been paid, surrender for cash may be m~tode at any trme after the tenth anniversary of the Polley. 
If there be any indebtedness under this Polley, such indebtedness will be deducted from the Cash Surrender Value, or the term of the Extended Insurance or the amount of 
the Paid-up Life Policy will be reduced to such term or amount as the net single premium value of the respective provision reduced by such indebtedness shall provide according 
to the mortality table hereinafter specified. 
s Yrs. I 4 Yrs; I 5 Yrs. I 6 Yrs. I 7 Yrs. I 8 Yrs. I 9 Yrs. I 10 Yrs. I 11 Yrs. I 1! Yrs. I IS Yrs, I 14 Yrs. I 15 Yrs. I 16 Yrs. I 17 Yrs. I 18 Yrs. I 19 Yrs. I !Ill Yrs. Aftel"20Yrs. 
YrL Wka.lYrs. w•a.IYrs. Wb.IYrs. Wb.IYrs. Wb.IYr:a. Wks. IYrL W.lui.,Yn. Wh.,Yn.. WkL,Yrs. Wka.IYn.. Wlr.a.,Yra. Wka.IYra. Wlr.a.,Yra. Wka.,Yrs. WU.,YrL Wka.IYn.. WU.IYra. Wka. 
EXTENDED z - 3 - 4 7 4 " 5 Z8 6 14 6 51 7 37 8 zz , 8 10 3 10 47 11 37 12 23 13 6 13 38 14 15 11 S3 Valu011 INSURANCE The Extended lnsnranee period dates from the date IO wbJeJa premiams have been paid BDd is the 18818 for any .... OIIIll of weeldy .,.._nun. 
---oR--- will be 
PAID-UP $5.00 I $7.7o 1 $1o.so 1 $12.80 I $14.70 1 $16.60 1 $18.40 1 $ZUo I $21.!10 I $23.80 I $26.to I $28.40 I $30.7o I sauo I sauo I sauo I sauo I $46.80 flli'Diohed 
~E-POL-JCT These1'al~aTLif• Pollcles are foreacb !be eenl& ~weeki,. .........-........ ,..ptemhua of three eeDI& the polldes ...., ~R of Ill-.-~ 
- on 
---OB---
None 1 None I ~one I None I None I None I $8.18 1 $9.06 1 sto.oo 1 $11.16 1 st2.as 1 $ta.s8 1 $14.114 1 stu4 1 $17.481 $18.85 1 $22.71 CASH SURREN- None I request 
DERVALUE These Cash Surrender V alaes are fOI' eaeb five eents of weekly premium; for a premium of three eelll& the values are tbree-llftbs of these amOIUlbi. 
The basis of the non-forfeiture values Is the net reserve according to the Standard Industrial Mortality Table with three and one-ha.if per cent. Interest per a.nnum. The 
figures In the above table up to the end of the twentieth year include a surrender cha~ge of not ~?'ore than two and one-ha~f per cent. of th? amount of insurance. Should the 
amount of insurance be increased by dividend additions the reserve thereon shall be mcluded with the net reserve on which the non-forfeiture values are based and the total 
surrender charge shall not be more than two and one-half per cent. of the total amount insured. At the end of twenty years and thereafter no surrender charge is made. 
In computing values from tlie foregoing tables, due allowance will be made for each completed quarter of a year's premiums paid over and above the full number of years 
there indicated. 
Tbis PoUc:r conbdns the entire contract between tbe parties hereto. 
Jn 8itnt~~ lllbtttof, the President and the Secretary of said Company have signed this Policy at its Home Office in the 
City of Newark, N.J., on the above date. 
NOtice to Pollc;:rholder.-Owlng to the low rate ol premium at wblch poUcles of tbis nature are issued, the surplus accruing thereunder wUI probabl7 not be 
. suDlclent to e-ble the Compan;y to apportion an;y dividend uader this PoUc;y before the filth year. 
A·IND 2674-N WHOLE LIFE POLICY. PREMIUMS TERMINATING AT AGE 70. ANNUAL DIVIDENDS. 
This Policy, if not satisfactory to the Insured, may be surrendered within two weeks after its date at the Branch Office of the Company, the address of which appears on the 
premium receipt book aceompanying .this Policy. and the premiums paid hereon will be returned. 
I~ 
'I 
II 
I 
:1 
3 5 
.3$n ~nsibtration of the payment of the weekly premium herein specified, on or before each and every Monday during the continuance of this 
Polley or until the anniversary date of the Policy immediately preceding the seventieth anniversary of the birth of the Insured, 
THE PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA, 
Immediately upon receipt of due proof of the death of the Insured during the continuance of this Policy, will pay at its Home Office, Newark, New Jersey, the 
amount of insurance herein specified, to the executors or administrators of the Insured, unless payment be made under the provisions of the next succeeding paragraph. 
FACILITY OF PAYMENT.-It is understood and agreed that the said Company may make any payment or grant any non-forfeiture provision provided for in this Policy 
to any relative by blood or connection by marriage of the Insured, or to any person appearing to said Company to be equitably entitled to the same by reason of having 
Incurred expense on behalf of the Insured, for his or her burial, or, if the Insured be more than fifteen years of age at the date of this Policy, for any other purpose, and 
the production by the Company of a receipt signed by any or either of said persons or of other sufficient proof of such payment or grant of such provision to any or either of 
them shall be conclusive evidence that such payment or provision has been made or granted to the person or persons entitled thereto, and that all claims under this Policy 
have been fully satisfied. 
PRELIMINA8Y PROVISION.-This Policy shall not take effect if the Insured die before the date hereof. or If on such date the Insured be not in sound health, but In 
either event the preml01ms paid hereon, if any, shall be returned. 
SCHEDULE; 
. 
Name of Insured AGE NEXT35 Amount 
BIRTHDAY of Weekly 
If i"correct, noUfy Company Insurance Premium 
If the Insured shall die within six months from the date hereof, the amount of insurance will be reduced one-half, except that if such death shall have been caused 
by accident the full amount of Insurance will be paid. 
GENERAL PROVISIONS. 
Payment of Premiums.-All premiums are payable at the Home Office of the Company, but may be paid to an authorized representative of the Company; such payments 
to be recognized by the Company must be entered at the time of payment In the premium receipt book belonging with this Polley. If for any reason the premium be not called 
for when due It shall be the duty of the policyholder, before said premium shall be in arrears four weeks, to bring or send said premium to the Home Office of the Company or to 
one of Its district offices. 
Period of Grace.-Should the Insured die while the premium on this Polley Is In arrears for a period not exceeding four weeks, the Company wlll pay the amount of Insurance I· . 
provided herein, subject to the conditions of the Polley, but after the expiration of the said period of grace the Company's liability under this Polley shall cease, except as herein 
provided. 
lneontestablllty .-This Polley shall be incontestable after one year from Its date, except for non-payment of premium, but if the age of the Insured be misstated, the amount 
payable under this Policy shall be such as the premium would have purchased at the correct age. 
Polley When Void.- If at the time of the issuance of this Policy there be In force upon the life of the Insured hereunder an Industrial policy or policies issued by this 
Company, tWa Policy shall be void unJ- It oontaiDa an endorsement, signed by the President or Secretary, permitting tWa Polley to be in force concurrently with such other 
pollcy or policies previously issued ; but it is expressly stipulated that the issuance of this Policy without such endorsement s:hall not be considered a waiver of thla provlal.on should 
there be then in force any Industrial insurance pollcy or policies previously issued by this Company upon the life of the Insured hereunder. 
If for any cause this Policy be or become void, all premiums paid hereon shall be forfeited to the Company except as provided herein. 
Loss of Eyesight or Umlts.-If the Insured while this Policy is in full force and effect and while there is no default in the payment of premium shall lose by severance 
both hands or both feet or one hand and one foot or lose permanently the sight of both eyes, total and permanent disability shall be deemed to exist and as a special surrender 
value one-half of the amount of insurance shall be paid immediately upon receipt by the Company of due proof of such loss, and thereafter no further premiums shall be required 
and the Policy shall be endorsed as fully paid-up for the remaining one-half of the amount of insurance. 
Reinstatement.-If tills Policy lapse for non-payment of premium, it will be reinstated within one year from the date to which premiums have been duly paid upon payment 
of all an-ears, provided evidence of the Insurability of the Insured satisfactory to the Company be furnished, but such reinstatement shall not take effect unless at the date thereof 
the Insured Is living and in sound health. 
Modifications, etc.-No condition, provision or privilege of this Policy can be waived or modified in any case except by an endorsement hereon signed by the President, 
one of the Vice Presidents, the Secretary, one of the Assistant Secretaries, the Actuary, the Associate Actuary or one of the Assistant Actuaries. No modification or change 
shall be made in this Policy except such as is in accordance with the laws of the State in which the same is issued. No Agent has power in behalf of the Company to make or 
modify this or any other contract of insurance, to extend the time for paying a premium, to wal.ve any forfeiture, or to ·bind the Company by making any promise, or by making 
or receiving any representation or information. 
DIVIDEND PROVISION. 
Annually daring Its continuance In force, If all premiums theretofore due hawe been paid, thiS Polley will be credited with a dividend from the sarphu 
earnings of the Company as ascertained and apportioned by the Board of Directors. Such dividend shall be in the form of a paid-up addition to the amount 
of Insurance. (See "Notice to Pollc;yholder'' below.) 
NON-FORFEITURE PROVISIONS. 
If this Pollc;y lapse for non-payment of premium after premiums have been d'uly paid for three full years or more, the Insured, without any action upon his or her part 
will become entitled to non-participating Extended Insurance for the respective term specified in the following table. The amount of insurance payable if death occur within said 
term shall be the same amount as that which would have been payable if this Policy had been continued in force, except a.s to dividend additions subsequent to the date of lapse. 
or, in lieu thereof, the Insured may surrender the Policy within three months after such lapse and wlll then be entitled at his or her option to receive either a non-participating 
Paid-up Life Policy or payment in cash as specified In the following table. 
If all premiums required by the terms of the Policy have been paid, surrender for cash may be made at any time after the tenth anniversary of the Policy. 
If there be any Indebtedness under this Policy, such indebtedness will be deducted from the Cash Surrender Value, or the term of the Extended Insurance or the amount of 
the Paid-up Life Policy will be reduced to such term or amount as the net single premium value of the respective provision reduced by such indebtedness shall provide according 
to the mortality table hereinafter specified. 
3 Yrs. I 4 Yrs. I 5 Y•·s. I 6Yrs. I 7 Yrs. I 8 Yrs. I 9 Yrs. I 10 Yrs. I 11 Yrs. I 1~ Yrs. I 13 Yrs. I 14 Yrs. I 15 Yrs. I 16 Yrs. I 17 Yrs. I 18 Yrs. I 19 Yrs. I 20 Yrs. After 20 Y rs. 
Yn. Wks. ,Yrs. Wks. ,Yrs. Wks. \Yrs. Wks. !Yr& Wks.,Yrs. Wks.! Yta. Wks.IVrs. Wks. ,\'rs. Wks.IYrs. Wk.!l.IYrs. wiu.,,Yrs. Wks.,Yrs. Wks.,Ynl Wks. IYra. Wks.r\'ra .. Wks. IYrs. Wkt.IYrL Wks. 
EXTENDED 2 1 3 7 4 23 5 14 6 2 6 42 7 37 8 28 9 15 II 49 10 28 11 3 11 26 11 46 12 11 12 25 12 37 13 47 Valuea 
INSURANCE The Extended Insurance period datefl from the date to which premiums have been paid and i• the same for any amount of weekly premium. 
will be 
-- OB -- f-$3..J1.11. 1.-J§_.Q!LI $8.60 I $10.~!!.+Jll.90 I $13.60 I J!hl.9 I J!!.SO I $19.80 L$21~0 1 '23.80 I $25.70 L $27.60 L f29.50....L_$31.~...1U·~ . .J $35.00 J.§IUO - ~:~:t~~rcr- 1- furnished These Paid-up Life Polieies are for eaeh fiye cents of weekly premium ; for a premium of three cents the 1)6(i~ies are three-fifths of these alllounta. . on 
~oa--
None I None I None I None I None I None I $9.12 1 $10.35 1 $11.61 1 $12.9o I su.22 1 $15.5& 1 $16.93 1 $18.32 1 $19.74 1 $21.19 I $2Ul request CASH SURREN· None I 
DER VALUE These Cash Surrender "Values are for each five cents of weekly premium; for a premium of three cents the values are tbree-Bftlui of these amoanla. 
The basis of the non-forfeiture values is the net reserve according to the Standard Industrial Mortality Table with three and one-half per cent. interest per annum. The 
figures in the above table up to the end of the twentieth year include a surrender charge of not more than two and one-half per cent. of th~ amount of insurance. Should the 
amount of insurance be increased by dividend additions the reserve thereon shall be included with the net reserve on which the non-forfeiture values are based and the total 
surrender charge shall not be more than two and one-half per cent. of the total amount insured. At the end of twenty years and thereafter no surrender charge is made. 
In computing values from the foregoing tables, due allowance will be made for each completed quarter of a year's premiums paid over and above the full number of years 
there indicated. 
This Polley eontalns the entire contract between the parties hereto. 
Jn Uitnt~~ Ubtrtof, the President and the Secretary of said Company have signed this Policy at its Home Office in the 
City of Newark, N.J., on the above date. 
- -.; .... 
"'"' (., Notice to Pollcyholder.-Owlng to the low rate ol premium at which policies of this nature are issued, the surplus accruing thereunder wiH probably not be 
saflicient to enable the Company to apportion any dividend under this Polley before the bfth ;year. 
A-IND 2674-N WHOLE LIFE POLICY. PREMIUMS TERMINATING AT AGE 70. ANNUAL DIVIDENDS. 
This Policy, if not satisfactory to the Insured, may be surrendered within two weeks after Its date at the Braneh Office of the Company, the address of which appears on the 
premium receipt book accompanying this Policy, and the premiums paid hereon will be returned. 
THE 
INS-URANCE. COMPANY 
OF BOSTOI'I MASSACHUSETTS 
Jn C!on~iberation of the representations and agreements in the application 
herefor, which is copied hereon and made a part hereof, and of the premium 
stipulated herein, to be paid on or before each Wednesday, grants this insurance 
with the privileges and benefits and subject to the conditions and provisions on 
this and the three following pages, which are made a part of this contract. 
Policy lD t I Weekly Premium l Age next birthday I Agent 
Number a e 5 Cents Years 
------·N;;;;-e -of-1-na-ured --------------------:::N-:--a-m_e.J..o-:-f ::B:-e-ne-:fc:-=ic:_ia_ry ___ -----:-I-R:-e--c:la-t-io-n--,sh-ip-'t-o-1-na-u-re-:d::-
1 I I 
-------- ----- -. ----------,--~--.----------,----- --------------,-----'--------------ri~~ Under ~erb~t One I Two Three I Fout Five ' Siz Seven I Eillht When the amount of In-
AMOUNTS OF 
INSURANCE PAYABLE 
AFTER POUCY SHAlL 
HAVE BEEN IN FORCE 
FOR THE 
FOLLOWING PERIODS. 
Birthday 6moa. und~rlyr Year Yea11 Years Yeara Yeara Yeara Years Yesrs surance,according to the 
- -------------- - ---------- terms of this schedule, 
2 $25.00 $30 $34 $40 $48 $58 $70 $110 $150 $190 reaches the maximum 
3 25.00 34 40 48 58 70 110 150 185 • . 
4 25.00 40 48 58 70 110 ISO 180 amountatgivenage,1twill 
s 25.00 48 58 70 110 ISO 175 continue at that amount 
6 29.00 58 70 110 150 170 I during the lifetime of the 7 35.00 70 110 150 165 • 
8 55.00 110 150 160 person msured, subject to 
9 75.00 150 155 1 the conditions of the Policy. 
On satisfactory proof of the death of the Insured, made in the manner and 
to the extent required herein and upon surrender of the Policy and Premium 
Receipt Books, the Company will pay the amount due hereunder. The Company 
may pay the insurance hereunder, upon the death of the Insured, either to the bene. 
ficiary above named, if living, or to such other living beneficiary as may be duly and 
finally designated, and recognized by endorsement hereon, or to the Executor or 
Administrator of said Insured or to any relative by blood or connection by 
marriage, or to any person appearing to the Company to be equitably entitled 
thereto by reason of having incurred expense in any way on behalf of the 
Insured for burial or for any other purpose; and the receipt of any such payee 
shall be conclusive evidence that payment has been made to the person or persons 
entitled thereto and that all claims under this Policy have been fully satisfied. 
This Policy shall not take effect unless upon its date the Insured shall be 
alive and in good health and the premium duly paid. 
3in •ttne~~ abereof, the said John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Company 
has, by its President and Secretary, executed and delivered this contract on the 
date herein above set forth. 
Secretar)' 
WHOLE UFE POUCY: PAYABLE AT DEATH 
PREMIUMS PAY ABLE DURING UFE UNTIL ANNIVERSARY FOLLOWING SEVENTY·FOURTH BIRTHDAY 
ANNUAL SURPLUS DISTRIBUTIONS BEGINNING AT END OF FIFTH YEAR 
r 
Limitation of Premium Payments. Ir the premiums shall be dul{' paid until the anniversary of the dat'l of this policy next following the 
Insured's seventy-fourth birthday, it will be continued in force thereafter without the payment of further premiums. 
Change of Beneficiary. With the consent of the Company, the Insured, if of lawful age, may from time to time change the beneficiary 
by request to the Home Office upon the Company's prescribed form accompanied by this policy, such change to take effect only upon endorsement 
hereon by the Company. 
Incontestability. Mter this policy shall have been in force for two full years, it shall be incontestable except for non-payment of 
premiutnll, or for assignment or pledge, or for failure to have the policy endorsed in case of. previously- issued insurance as herein provided, or for 
insurance in excess of the amount permitted by the provisions hereof, but it shall nevertheless be subJect to adjustment for error in age. In case 
of error in age, no greater sum will be paid hereunder than the premiums paid would have purchased for the true age according to the table of 
rate.'! and benefits on which this policy is based. No suit shall be maintained under this policy unless commenced within six years from the 
time when cause of action accrues. 
Distribution of Surplus. Beginning at the end of the fifth year from its date, if all the premiums then due shall have been paid, this policy 
shall annually participate in such distribution of the surplus as the Company may apportion. Surplus distributions will be applied in payment of premiums 
unless the holder elects to receive them in cash. 
Reinstatement. At any time within one lear from default in payment of premiums, if the cash surrender value has not been paid o:- the 
extension term expired, this rolicy may be reinstate upon production of evidence of insurability satisfactory to the Company and approved at its Home 
Office, and upon payment o arrears of premiums and payment or reinstatement of any indebtedness hereon or secured hereby. 
Claim C'..oncession. This policy will be paid subject to its conditions if the Insured die while premiums are in arrears not more than four 
weeks, but neither this concession nor the acceptance of any overdue premium shall create an obligation on the part of the Company to rr.ceive 
premiums which are in arrears, nor shall it be a waiver of their payment on Wednesday of each week in advance. 
NON-FORFEITURE BENEFITS.-Automatic Extended Te.rm Insurance After Th;:ee Years. Mter premiums Rhall have been paid 
on thia policy for three full years, then, in case of failure to pay any subsequent premium, the policy, without any further stipulation or act, will be 
binding on the Companv for its full amount as ExTENDED TERM INsURANCE, commencing from the date to which the pr2miums shall have been 
paid the length of the "term to be determined by the period of premiufl1 payments, according to Table A. The insurance will wholly cease and expi~e at the end of the term of exteneion to which the policy is entitled under its conditions. 
Table A. 
End of End of I End of End of I End of End of E:nd ot End of End of End of End of End of End of End of End of End of End of .lnd of Age 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
at Years Years Years Years I Yeo.m Years Years Years Years Years Years Ye;>rs Years Years Years Years Years Years ISBue y,,. Wko Yrs Wks ~Wks Yrs Wks Yrs Wim Yrs IWks Yrs Wks .rr~rk· Yrs Wks Yrs Wko Yrs Wks Yrs Wks Yrs Wko Yrs !Wks Yrs \Wks Yrs Wks Yr;Wks Yrs Wks ----2 5 0 725942 1181111 11 14 11 17 12 5 12 47 13 33 14 17 14 51 15 32 16 14 16148 17 31 18 14 18 50 
3 5 24 8 4 9 45 10 3 10 8 10 16 11 15 12 8 12 48 13 34 14 17 14 50 15 33 16 15 16 50 17 34 18 17 19 0 
4 5 24 7 47 8 20 8 <l5 9 7 10 13 11 9 12 . 0 12 39 13 24 14 7 14 41 15 24 16 7 16 43 17 2.7 18 10 18 45 
5 4 46 542628 7 27 8 47 9 49 10 43 11 34 12 21 13 tl 13 41 14 23 15 7 15 43 16 28 17 13 17 48 18 31_ 
6 2 29 3 29 5 24 7 17 8 30 g· 30 10 24 11 14 12 1 12 37 13 21 14 4 14 41 15 26 16 12 16 48 17 33 18 16 
7 0 21 2 35 5 21 ~ 3 8 12 9 10 10 3 10 44 11 31 12 16 13 0 13 37 14 22 15 8 15 46 16 32 17 16 17 51 , 
8 0 29 2 49 5 15 6 40 7 45 8 42 9 35 10 24 11 11 11 48 12 ~3 13 19 14 5 14 43 15 30 16 15 17 0 17 35 
9 0 33 3 15 5 14 6 30 7 32 8 28 9 20 10 9 10 47 11 33 12 19 13 6 13 45 14 32 15 19 16 4 16 40 17 23 
Alternative Options of Paid-Up Policy or Cash Surrender Value After Five Years. After premiums shall have been paid on this 
pC>Iicy for five • full years, then, in case of failure to pay any subsequ')nt premium, if the holder hereof, instead of having the policy continued as extended 
insurance as above provided, shall elect in place thereof to avail himself of either one of the following options, and shall signify his preference by 
writing filed with the Company at its Home Office while the extended insurance is in force and not later than thirteen weeks from the date to which 
the premiums shall have been paid, the Company will, upon surrender of the policy,-
OPTION 1-Issue in exchange therefor a PAm-UP PoLICY according to Table B, payable at the same time and on the same conditions as this policy. 
-
Table B. 
Age J!'D~OI l'n~ot l'n~ot En~ol En:ol l>l~ol ]!;11°1 ~;~ct_ of I 1'!:'.!. ot El~ol Ej~ol _t;j~ot l>n~7ot J>n1ct8ot ]!;n~9o ~>n;0ot at 12 13 Issue Years Years Y= Years Year. Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years 
2 $20 $25 $27 $28 $29 $35 $40 $45~ $56 sao- $64 $68 $72 $76 $79 
3 21 22 24 25 31 36 42 47 5?. ii6 60 64 68 71 75 78 
4 17 19 21 26 32 31 42 47 51 5& 00 63 f/1 70 73 16 
5 13 Jlj 21 26 32 31 42 ~ 51 54 58 62 65 68 71 74 
6 10 16 21 26 32 36 41 45 49 53 56 60 63 66 69 71 
7 10 16 21 26 31 36 40 44 48 51 M 58 60 63 66 69 
8 10 16 21 26 30 35 39 42 46 49 52 55 .;s 61 64 +-~~ -9 ~ 1• ' ?1 26 30 1-- 34 ~ - 38- l- 41 1- 44 48 M- 53" ti6 59~ ~ or 
OPTION 2-0r, with the written assent of the person to whom the policy is payable, pay the CAsH SuRRENDER VALUE according to Table C, 
within sixty days after written demand therefor. 
Table C. 
~· l>n~ ot bD~ ot J;;n~ot ~;n~ o! ]!;n~ol ]!;l~ot Ei1 of J<;l~ot ]!;!!~of l'l~ ot ~;~~01 J;;l~Ol E~<_!. ol 1 l>f!<! of iTnd:Ol ]!;2'\,ol 13 17 18 19 Issue Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years 
2 $4.71 $6.02 $6.56 $7.08 $7.61 $9.27 $11.02 $12.82 $14.66 $16.50 $18.31 $20.09 $21.83 $23.51 $25.16 $26.77 
3 5.03 5.52 5.99 6.61 8.23 9.94 11.71 13.51 15.30 17.08 18.83 20.52 22.17 23.78 25.36 26.91 
4 4.28 4.70 5.41 7.00 8.68 10.41 12.17 13.93 15.67 17.37 19.03 20.65 22.22 23.76 25.28 26.79 
5 3.23 4.03 5.59 7.23 8.92 10.65 12.37 14.~8 15.75 17.37 18.95 20.50 22.01 23.50 24.98 26.46 
6 2.63 4.15 5.76 7.42 9.11 10.80 12.47 14.10 15.69 17.24 18.75 20.23 21.69 23.14 24.59 26.05 
7 2.71 4.28 5.91 7.56 9.21 10.85 12.45 !4.01 15.52 17.00 18.45 19.88 21.30 22.72 24.14 25.57 
8 2.85 4.44 6.05 7.67 9.27 10.88 12.36 13.84 15.29 16.71 18.10 19.49 20.88 22.27 23.67 25.08 
~ 3.11 4.68 6.26 7.83 9.35 10.84 12.29 13.71 15.09 16.46 17.81 19.17 20.53 21.89 23.27 24.65 
:-
The figures in Tables A, B and C are for the end of the full paid policy year, on the assumption that there is no indebtedness then existin~ hereon. 
The figures for additional ye&ra will be furnished on request. 
If neither the option of paid-up policy nor of cash surrender value be chosen as above provided, then the policy will be contin.ued as extended 
insurance, subject to its terms. 
This policy is based on reserves calculated upon the Standard Industrial Mortality Table with interest assumed at three and one-half per cent. The 
values and extension terms stated herein are the equivalents of the reserve at the end of each full paid policy y:Jar, less an amount not exceeding two 
and one-half per cent. of the full policy amount. They will be increased by a proportionate part of the difference between such reserve and that of the 
gucceeding year for each thirteen weeks premiums paid beyond the full paid pohcy year, and will be lessened by deduction from such reserve of any 
indebtedness to the Company on or seeured by the policy. . 
A paid-up policy issued under the terms hereof will have a surrender value which will be its net value at the date of the demand therefor, less 
any indebtedness on or secured by the policy; and if this policy shall become extended insurance after payment of premiums for five full years, it 
wilt have a surrender value, sim:Jarly determined, but decreasing and expiring with the extension term. The Company will pay such -value within 
sixty days after -.vritten demand therefor, upon surrender of the policy, with the written assent of the person to whom it is payable. 
OFFICE: : 
HoME: 
cJEw YoRK CITY. 
lltt C!!nttnibtratintt nf ±4~ pawu~ut nf tq~ pr~mium stat~!r in tq~ stq~mm llU pug~ 
4 q~r~nf, nu nr h~fnr~ ~atq fl{nu!r~, lotq l;trtby .Agrtt. suhj~d tn tq~ ennmtinus h~Infu 
au!r nu pa_s.e Z q~unf, tatq nf fuqitq is qtr~h~ mn!r~ a pnrl nf tqis enutrnd nu!r enutraili!r 
h~ tq~ insm~!r au!r tfr~~ p~rsnu .eutitl~!r tn daim q~r~uu!r.er tn h.e a pari q~r.enf, tn p~ upnu 
r~ttipt nf prnnfs nf tq~ !r~atq nf tq~ insm~!r mn!rt in tq~ mnuu~r, tn ±4~ ~xt~ut au!r upnu tq~ 
hlmtks rtquir.e!r q~r~in, au!r upnu sun~u!r~r nf tqis Jnlit~ au!r ~fri!r~utt nf pr~mtum pa~m.eut 
q.euuu!r~r, tqe nmnuut stipulat~!r in sai!r stq~!rul~, tn tq.e .exuutnr nr n!rmiuishatnr nf tJr.e 
insure!r, unless pa~m.eut he ma!r.e uu!r.er tq.e prnfrisinus nf tq.e next suttttlriu_s paragrnpq. 
· 'ffiqe (!lumpa~ ma~ make au~ pa~m.eut llr _grant aUJZ Ulltt-fnrfeitur.e prifrif.e_g.e prnfrilrelr q.er.eiu 
tn tq; iusur.e!r, qushnu!r nr .fuif.e, nr nu~ r.elntifr.e h~ hlnn!r nr enuu.edinu h~ marriage nf tJre 
insme!r, nr tn au~ ntq.er p.ersnu appearing tn sai!r mnmpnu~ tn h~ ~quitahl~ tutitl.e!r tn tq~ 
same h!J reasnu nf qafriu_s ineun.e!r .expense nu h.eqnlf nf tq~ insm.e!r, nr fur qis nr q~r hminl; . 
au!r tqe prn!rudinu nf a rtttipt sf.su.e!r h~ .eitq.er nf sai!r persnus, nr nf ntqer p:rnnf nf sutq 
p~meut nr _grant nf sutq prifrile_se tn eitqer nf tqem, sqall he tnudusifre efrweme ±qat nil 
daims uu!rer tqis Jnli~ qane heeu sntisfie!r. 
. 'mqe (!luuoitinus, Jri.&ileges nu!r (!luueessinus tn Jnlie~-qnloers, ~tqe!rule nu pa_se 4 
qereof, au!r aulZ eu!rors~meut eitqer priute!r nr furitteu as mn!re h~ tqe (!lumpau~, nu ~ nf 
tqe pa_ses follnfuiu_s are a part nf tqis enutrad as full~ as if redteo nfrer tqe si_suatmes 
qeretn affixe!r. 
3Ju llrttue.s.s 1lllJq.rreof. tqe sni!r flletrapnlitau 1fii£e ~usmaute mnmpnu~ qas, h~ its 
Jresioeut att!t ~ecretnr~, sigu.e!t au!t !telifrere!t tqis Jnl~ on tqe !tate qerenf as state!t on 
page 4. 
~dult Whole Life. 
Pald·up on .4DDiT81'11U')' of Polley after Age 7&. 
DlatributioD Of lurplWII'Iftb YeiU' 
and thereafter ~uall:v. 
l'orm W1 D --:&d. '-1918. [4-18) 
Ages 16 to 65. 2-20-400M. 
CONDITIONS. 
No obligation is assumed by the Company prior to the date hereof, nor unless on said date the insured is 
alive and in sound health. Should the proposed insured not be alive or not be in sound health on the date 
hereof, any amount paid to the Company as premiums hereon shall be returned. 
This Policy contains the entire agreement between the Company and the insured and the holder and 
owner hereof. Its terms cannot be changed or its conditions varied, except by a written agreement, signed 
by the President or Secretary of the Company. Therefore, Agents (which term includes also Superintendents 
and Deputy Superintendents) are not authorized and have no power to make, alter or discharge contracts, waive 
forfeitures, or receive premiums on Policies in arrears more than four weeks; or to receipt for the same, and all such 
arrears given to an Agent shall be at the risk of those who pay them and shall not be credited upon the Policy, 
whether receipted for or not. 
If the age of the insured has been misstated, the amount payable hereunder shall be such as the premium 
paid would have purchased at the correct age. 
Any assignment or pledge of this Policy or of any of the benefits thereunder shall be void and of no effect. 
If any premium shall not be paid when due, this Policy shall be void, and it is agreed that this provision 
shall not be considered in any respect waived by any act of grace by the Company in the acceptance of overdue 
premiums upon this or any other Policy. 
Unless otherwise stated in the "Space for Endorsements" on page 4 in a waiver signed by the Secretary, 
this Policy is void if the insured before its date has been rejected for insurance by this or any other company, 
order or association, or has been attended by a physician for any serious disease or complaint; or has had before 
said date any pulmonary disease, or chronic bronchitis, or cancer, or disease of the heart, liver or kidneys; or 
if any Policy on the life of the insured has been issued by this Company and is in force at the date hereof, unless 
this Policy contains an endorsement signed by the Secretary that such prior Policy may be in force. The Company 
shall not be presumed or held to know of the existence of any previous Policy, and in such case the issue of this 
Policy shall not be deemed a waiver of this condition. 
If this Policy is or shall become void, all premiums paid shall be forfeited to the Company, except as provided 
above and under '.'Privileges and Concessions to Policy-holders." 
In any settlement under this Policy any indebtedness to the Company hereunder will be deducted. 
Proofs of death under this Policy shall be made upon blanks to be furnished by the Company and shall 
contain answers to each question propounded to the claimant, physicians and other persons, and shall contain 
the record, evidence and verdict of the Coroner's inquest, if any be held. All the contents of such proofs of death 
shall be evidence of the facts therein stated in behalf of, but not against the Company. 
Privileges and Concessions to Policy-holders. 
PARTICIPATION IN SURPLUS. This Policy is a participating contract and, while in force, except when it becomes a Free 
Policy because of surrender or lapse, shall, beginning at the end of the fifth policy year, participate annually in the distribution of the 
surplus of the Company accruing hereon as ascertained and apportioned. The distribution shall be in such manner as may be 
determined by the Company with the approval of the Superintendent of Insurance of the State of New York. 
OPTION TO SURRENDER WITmN TWO WEEKS. If the terms of this Policy are not· satisfactory or if its conditions are 
not accepted and agreed to, the Policy may be surrendered for cancellation at the office of the Superintendent of the district through 
which this Policy is delivered within two weeks from the date hereof; and if so surrendered within said period, the premiums paid 
hereon will be returned. 
ALLOWANCE FOR DIRECT PAYMENT OF PREMIUMS. On receipt of written notice from the policy-holder of his desire 
to pay premiums on this Policy direct to the Company and not through an Agent, this Policy will be transferred from the account 
of the Agent to either the Home Office Account in New York or to a City or District Office Account; and when after such transfer the 
weekly premium shall have been paid at such office continuously for a period of one year, and without the premiums falling in arrears 
beyond the grace period as defined below, the Company will, at the expiration of such year, return to the policy-holder a sum equal to 
ten per cent. of the year's premiums so paid, and thereafter upon further payments in the same way, at intervals fixed by the 
Company, a similar return will be made. - "' 
Should the Policy lapse through premiums falling in arrears beyond the grace period and be subsequently revived, no allowance 
will be made by the Company on the next .fifty-two weekly premiums due subsequent to the date of last payment at the time of 
revival. 
CESSATION OF PREMIUM PAYMENTS. Should the Insrired survive to the first anniversary of date of this Policy after 
age seventy-four, no further payment of preminms thereafter will be required. 
INCONTESTABILITY. Subject to the Restrictions as to Military or Naval Service as contained herein, if any, this Policy 
shall be incontestable after two years from the date of its issue, except for non-payment of premiums, fraud or misstatement of age. 
GRACE PERIOD. A grace of four weeks shall be granted for the payment of every ptemium after the first, during which 
time the insurance shall continue in force. If death occur within the days of grace, the ·overdue premiums shall be deducted from the V 
amount payable hereunder, but neither this concession nor the acceptance of any overdue premium shall create an obligation on the 
part of the Company to receive premiums which are in arrears over four weeks. 
REVIVAL. Should th~~ Policy become void in consequence of non-payment of premium, it may be revived, if not more than 
fifty-two premiums are due, upon payment of all arrears and the presentation of evidence satisfactory to the Company of the sound 
health of the Insured. 
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Privileges and Concessions to Policy-holders. (Continued.) 
DISABILITY. If, while this Policy is in full force and effect and while there is no default in the payment of premium beyond 
the four weeks' grace period, the Insured shall lose by severance both hands, or both feet, or one hand and one foot, or lose perma-
nently the sight of both eyes, total and permanent disability will be deemed to exist, and one-half of the amount of ·insurance then 
payable in the event of death shall be paid immediately upon receipt by the Company of due proof of such loss and surrender 
of this Policy. Thereafter no further premiums will be required and the Company will issue a free or paid-up Policy providing for 
payment at the death of the Insured of such benefit as would have been payable under the original Policy, less the amount of claim 
already paid. This clause is subject to modification set forth in any restrictions as to Military or Naval service contained in this 
Policy. 
ACCIDENTAL DEATH. In the event of the death of the Insured from accident within six months from the date of this Policy, 
the full amount of insurance named in the schedule will be paid subject to the Policy conditions. 
NoN-FORFlUTURn PRivn.nGns. 
FREE POLICY. After premiums upon this Policy have been fully paid for three years or more, then in case of default in 
the payment of any subsequent premium the Company will, without action on the part of the holder, continue this Policy as a non-
participating Free Policy, payable 011 the same conditions as this Policy, but upon which no further payment of premiums shall be 
required, for a reduced amount in accordance with the following table, but any indebtedness to the Company hereon, if not repaid, 
will reduce the amount of insurance in such proportion as the indebtedness bears to the amount of surrender value used as a single 
premium in calculating the values appearing in the table. 
!1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~ 1 ~1~1~1~1~1~ 1 ~ 1 ~1~1~11!1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~ ~~~ .. " 
Ul S8 $12 $16 $19 $21 $U $26 $26 130 132 134 137 $40 $42 $45 $47 $50 'ssu t1 $4 S8 $8 $9 $11 $13 $15 $17 $18 $20 1$22 $23 $25 $27 $26 $30 $31 135 
17 7 11 15 17 20 22 24 26 29 31 33 35 38 40 43 45 47 57 42 4 6 8 9 11 13 15 16 18 20 22 23 25 26 26 29 31 34 
18 7 10 14 16 19 21 · 23 25 27 29. 31 34 36 39 41 44 46 55 48 4 5 8 9 11 13 16 16 18 20 21 23 u 26 27 29 30 33 
19 6 9 13 16 18 20 22 24 26 26 30 32 36 37 40 42 45 53 
" 
3 5 8 9 11 13 14 16 18 19 21 22 24 25 27 26 30 33 
20 6 g 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 34 36 39 ·U ' 43 52 611 3 5 7 9 11 12 14 16 17 19 21 22 u 25 26 28 29 32 
21 6 8 12 14 16 18 20 22 u 26 26 30 33 36 37 40 42 50 
" 
3 6 7 9 11 12 14 16 17 19 20 22 23 25 26 27 29 32 
2S 5 8 11 14 16 18 19 21 23 25 27 30 32 34 37 39 41 49 
" 
3 6 7 9 10 12 14 15 ~ 18 20 21 23 24 25 27 26 31 23 5 8 11 13 15 17 19 21 22 u 27 29 31 34 36 38 40 48 48 3 5 7 9 10 12 13 15 18 19 21 22 u 25 26 26 30 
24 5 8 11 13 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 29 31 33 35 38 40 47 49 3 5 7 8 10 12 13 15 16 18 19 20 22 23 u 26 27 30 
211 5 7 10 12 14 16 18 19 21 23 26 26 30 33 35 37 39 46 110 3 5 7 8 10 11 13 14 16 17 18 20 21 23 u 25 27 29 
26 5 7 10 12 14 15 17 19 21 23 25 28 30 32 34 37 39 45 &1 3 5 7 8 10 11 13 14 16 17 18 20 21 23 u 25 27 29 
27 4 7 10 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 30 32 34 36 38 44 112 3 5 7 8 10 11 13 H 15 17 18 19 21 22 24 25 27 29 
28 4 7 9 11 13 15 17 18 20 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 43 53 3 5 7 8 9 11 12 14 15 16 18 19 20 22 23 25 26 29 
29 4 6 9 11 13 15 16 18 20 22 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 43 64 3 5 6 8 9 11 12 13 15 16 17 19 20 22 23 25 26 29 
30 4 6 9 11 13 14 16 18 20 22 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 42 1111 3 5 6 8 9 11 12 13 15 16 17 19 20 22 23 25 27 
81 4 6 9 11 12 14 16 18 20 22 u 26 26 30 32 34 36 41 116 3 5 6 8 9 10 12 13 14 16 17 19 20 22 23 26 
82 4 6 9 11 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 35 40 57 3 5 6 8 9 10 12 13 14 16 17 19 20 22 u 
33 4 6 9 11 12 14 16 18 20 22 u 26 26 30 32 33 35 40 118 3 5 6 7 9 10 11 13 u 16 17 19 20 22 
u 4 6 9 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 u 26 26 30 31 33 35 40 59 3 5 6 7 9 10 11 13 14 16 17 19 21 
811 4 6 9 10 12 14 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 32 34 39 ' 60 3 5 6 7 9 10 11 13 14 16 17 19 
38 4 6 9 10 12 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 30 32 34 38 81 3 6 6 7 9 10 12 13 15 16 18 37 4 6 8 10 12 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 28 30 32 33 38 82 3 5 6 7 9 10 12 13 15 17 
I 
38 4 6 8 10 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 24 26 28 29 31 33 37 63 3 5 6 7 9 10 12 13 15 
39 4 6 8110 . 11 13 15 17 19 21 22 24 26 27 29 31 32 36 64 3 5 : j 8 9 11 12 14 40 4 6 8 10 11 13 15 17 19 20 22 24 25 27 29 30 32 35 115 4 5 8 10 11 13 
CASH SURRENDER VALUE. After premiums upon this Policy have been paid for the periods named in the table below, 
upon written application made upon blanks furnished by the Company, accompanied by the surrender of this Policy and 
evidence of payment of premium, the Company will pay a Cash Surrender Value in accordance with the following table, less any 
indebtedness to the Company hereon. 
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18 $10.26 $11.U $12.23 $13 .26 $14.53 $15.80 $17.09 $18.40 $19.76 $21.15 $25.84 41 $9.55 $10 .75 $11.98 $13.22 $14 .48 $15.75 $17 .04 $18 .34 $19.66 $20.99 $23.73 
17 9.84 10.80 11 .77 12.80 14.03 15.29 16.57 17 .88 19.24 20.63 25.20 41 9.62 10.82 12.04 13.28 14.53 15.80 17.08 18 .37 19.68 21.00 23.68 
18 9.53 10.47 11.42 12.46 13.69 14.94 16.23 17 .55 18.92 20.33 24.80 43 9.67 10.87 12.09 13.32 14.57 15.82 17.09 18.38 19.68 20.99 23.61 
19 9.24 10.17 11.11 12.17 13.39 14.65 15.95 17.26 18.66 20.07 24.45 
" 
9.72 10.91 12 .12 13.34 14..68 15.82 17.09 18.36 19.65 20.95 23.52 
20 8.98 9.90 10.84 11.92 13.15 14.42 15.72 17.07 18.45 19.87 24.15 45 9.74 10.93 12.13 13.34 14.57 15.80 17 .06 18.32 19.60 20.90 23.42 
21 8. 75 9.67 10.60 11.73 12.96 14.23 15.54 16.89 18.27 19.69 23.87 
" 
9. 75 10.92 12.11 13.32 14.53 15.76 17.01 18.20 19.54 20.83 23 .30 
It 8.63 9.55 10.50 11 .68 12.93 14.22 15.54 16.90 18.30 19.73 23.84 41 9.74 10.90 12.08 13.26 14.48 15.70 16.93 18.18 19.46 20 .75 23.17 
28 8.46 9.37 10.35 11.56 12.82 14.10 15.43 16.78 18.17 19.60 23.61 48 9 . 71 10.87 12.03 13.21 14.41 15.62 16 .84 18.09 19.36 20.65 23 .04 
24 8.39 9.31 10.36 11.58 12.85 14.14 15.48 16.84 18.24 19.67 23.61 4t 9.67 10.81 11.96 13.13 14.32 15.52 16.74 17. 98 19.25 20.56 22.91 
25 8.33 9.27 10.39 11.63 12.90 14.20 15.54 16,91 18.31 19.75 23.61 60 9.60 10 ?~ 11.88 13.03 14.21 15.40 16.62 17.8G 19.14 20.47 22.80 26 8.29 9.U 10.44 11.68 12.96 14.27 15.61 16.98 18.39 19.82 23.61 11 9. 79 10.94 12.10 13.27 14.47 15.70 16.95 18.28 19.57 20.96 23.35 
27 8 .27 9.28 10.50 11.75 13.03 14.34 15.68 17.06 18.46 19.90 23.61 51 9. 70 10.84 11.99 13.16 14.36 15.58 16.84 18.14 19.51 20.95 23.36 
28 8.26 9.34 10.56 11.82 13.10 14.41 15.76 17.13 18.53 19.96 23.59 II 9:60 10.73 11.87 13.03 14.22 15.45 16.73 18.06 19.47 20.98 23.44 
29 8.26 9.42 10.84 11.89 13 .18 14.49 15.83 17.20 18.60 20.02 23.57 
" 
9.49 10.60 11.73 12.89 14.09 15.34 16.64 18.01 19.49 21.09 23.63 
so 8.41 9.61 10.85 12.12 13.42 14.74 16.09 17.47 18.88 20.31 23.81 51 9.68 10.82 11.99 13.19 14.44 15.75 17.14 18.68 20.U 22.03 U.79 
31 8.49 9.69 10.93 12.19 13.49 14.80 16.15 17.52 18.91 20.33 23.75 56 9.55 10.69 11.8G 13.07 14.35 15.70 17.16 18.72 20.47 23.14 23.38 
Sll 8 .57 9. 77 11.00 12.26 13.54 14.85 16.19 17.55 18.93 20.33 23.66 17 9.78 10.96 12.18 13.47 14.83 16.29 17.88 111.114 22.31 22.65 22.77 
33 8.75 9.97 11.21 12.47 13.76 15.08 16.42 17.79 19.17 20.58 23.85 II 9.66 10.85 12.09 13.41 14.83 16.38 18.09 20 .68 20.88 21.09 21.29 
34 8.93 10 .15 11.40 12.68 13.98 15.30 16.64 18.01 19.39 20.80 24 .03 19 9.96 11.21 12.54 13.97 15.58 17.27 19.83 20.04 20.U 20 .44 20.62 
31 8.97 10.19 11.42 12.68 13.97 15.28 16.60 17.95 19.32 20.70 23.83 60 9.87 11.16 12.54 14.05 15.73 18.18 18.37 18.56 18.73 18.90 19.07 
36 9.13 10.36 11.59 12.85 14.14 15.45 16.78 18.13 19.49 20.88 23.95 · 61 10.29 11.68 13.21 a.·90 17.35 17.54 17.71 17.88 18.04 18.20 18.35 
17 9.27 10.49 11.74 13.01 14.30 15.61 16.93 18.28 19.84 21.02 24.04 61 10.82 12.36 14.08 16.53 16.70 16.87 17.03 17.18 17.33 17.48 17.61 
38 9.25 10.46 11.69 12.94 14 .21 15.49 16.80 18.12 19.46 20.81 23.72 88 10.90 12.55 14.88 15.03 15.18 15.33 15.47 16.60 16.73 15.85 15.97 
89 9.36 10.57 11.80 13.05 14.32 15.60 16.90 18.22 19.55 20.89 23.75 8' 11.72 14.05 J4.20 14.34 14.47 14.61 14.73 14.86 14.97 15.08 15.111 
40 9.46 10.67 11.90 13 .14 14.41 15.69 16.98 18.29 19.61 20.95 23.75 65 13.22 13.36 13.49 13.62 13.75 13.87 13.98 14.09 14.19 14.29 14.39 
Note 1.-The two tables above are b(lSed on a weekly premtum of five cents. The values ol thiS Policy are proportionate to the premium. If the premium 
is ten cents, the values should be doubled. If twenty-five cents, they should be multiplied by five, and so on. 
Note 2.-While the values in the above tables are yearly values, the Company will make proportionate increase based on quarter-year payments. 
Note 3.--cash SlltTender and Free Policy values for subsequent years will be furnished on request. 
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•dult Whole Life. Pa.ld-up on ,&Jmlnraa17 of 7oUcy after....., 7•. l'orm 1111 D. Ed. Apr. 1918. Ages 16 to 65 
SCHEDULE REFERRED TO ON PAGE 1. 
Number of Policy Date Name of the Insured Age next Weekly Amount of 
birthday premium Insurance 
years cents 
One-half only of the above aum payable If death occur within six calendar months from date, and the full amount If death occur thereafter, except 
that In the event of death from accident within six months from date the full amount shall be payable. 
SPACE FOR ENDORSEMENTS 
REFERRED TO IN CONDI-
TIONS ON PAGE 2. 
NOTICE TO POLICY -HOLDERS. 
Please Read Your Policy Promptly Upon Receipt. 
The election of Directors of the Company is to be held in New York on the second Tuesday in April, 1919, and every second 
year thereafter. The holder of this Policy while it remains in force, after one year from its date, wiU have a right to vote, either in 
person, or by proxy or by mail. For particulars how to vote, apply to the Secretary, No. 1 Madison Avenue, New York City. 
Wherever in this Policy the words "the insured" are used, reference is thereby made to the person upon whose life the Policy 
is issued. 
If claim arises, claimant should personally call at District Office through which premiums have been paid. Do not employ 
undertaker or llnybody else to collect. Pay neither doctor, undertaker nor agent for preparation of claim papers. Deliver the 
Policy only to the Company's representative. The Company is.glad to pay and there is no necessity for help or alleged influence in 
co~lecting. [19181 
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e}'JEW YORK CITY. A Mutual Life Insurance Company 
lfu Q!nuni~tratinu nf tlp~ pattm~nt of ±4~ pr~mium !lfab!t in ±4~ !'it4~!tuk on ras~ 
4 4~unf, on or h~for~ ~ac4 2ffi{ou!tatt, motqiijrnhyl\grrr. !luhjed to ±Ir~ cou!titiou!l hclofn 
an!t on rag~ z Ir~r~of, ~acq of fnqicq t!'i 4~r~htt mao~ a rart of tqis .coutrad auO .coutrade!t 
htt ~ft~rtt fl~rson ~utiflett fo daim qertuntter fo h~ a flarl 4~r~nf, fo fla\t UflOn rt.cei)Jf of ]JrOnf!l 
nf tq~ !t~atq nf tq~ insur~!t mao~ in tq~ maun~r, to tqe ~xt~nt au!t urou tq~ hlauks requirt!t 
4~r~in; antt U)JOU SUrreuOer of fqis Jolittt au0 ~ftitt~nt~ of flr~mium flattm~u± q~reuu!ter, fqe 
amount stipulate!~: in !law !l.tq~!tule, to tqe ~x~.cutor or a!tmini!i±rator of tqe insur~!t, unless 
pattm~nf h~ matt~ UuOer fq~ flrOUt!'itOnS of fqe nexf !'JUC.Ce~tting flaragra)Jq~ 
m~r~ <!Iomrantt matt make antt patt~nt or grant antt non-forfeiture ]Jriftilege rroftroe!t qercin 
to ±4~ insure!t, qushau!t or fni£~, or atttt relatifte htt hloo!t or .counution htt marriage _.of fqe 
insur~!t, or to antt otqer p~r!lou arrearing to saw <!Iomratttt to he equitahltt eutitle!t to tq~ 
s~ h!Z reason nf qafting incurre!t eX]Jens~ on heqalf nf ±4e in!lure!t, or for qis or qer burial; 
auO fqe )JrOttudiou of a re.cei)Jt !'itgnett htt ~if4er of !'JatO flerllOUS, or of ofqer proof of su.cq 
pztttm~ut or grant of su.cq ]Jriftilege to eitq~r of tqem, sqall he .condusifte eftroen.ce ±qat all 
daims uu!ter tqis Joli~ qaft~ h~en satisfre!t~ 
'<irqe <!Ion!titious, Jriftilige!l auO <!Iou.c~ssions to Joli.ctt-lrolli~rs, ~.cqe!tule on rage 4 
4erenf, au!t atttt eu!torse~ut eitqer ]Jriute!t or fnritt~n as matte htt tqe <!Inmrautt, on atttt of 
tq~ rag~s follofning are a part of tqis .contract as fulltt as if rtd±e!t oft~r tq~ signatures 
Jr~r~to affixc!t~ 
1Ju llitttrll!l 114rrrof. tly~ sai!t 23ffctropolitan 'lfii£e ;lfnsurance <!Iompantt qas, htt its 
Jr~sweut au!t ~ett~t~, sigm!t an!t !telift~re!t ±4is Joli.ctt .on tqe !tate 4~r.eof as !lfat.e!t on 
pag~ 4. 
Infa.ntlle Whole Life. 
Paid-up at age 711. 
Dlatribution of Surplus l'lfth Year 
and thereafter Annually. 
l'orm 1206 D -- Bd. '-1918. [4-18) 
Sc. 5-1-18-100><. 
CONDITIONS. 
No obligation is assumed by the Company prior to the date hereof, nor unless on said date the insured is 
alive and in sound health. Should the proposed insured not be alive or not be in sound health on the date 
hereof, any amount paid to the Company as premiums hereon shall be returned. 
This Policy contains the entire agreement between the Company and the insured and the holder and 
owner hereof. Its terms cannot be changed or its conditions varied, except by a written agreement, signed 
by the President or Secretary of the Company. Therefore, Agents (which term includes also Superintendents 
and Deputy Superintendents) are not authorized and have no power to make, alter or discharge contracts, waive 
forfeitures, or receive premiums on Policies in arrears more than four weeks, or to receipt for the same and all such 
arrears given to an Agent shall be at the risk of those who pay them and shall not be credited upon the Policy, 
whether receipted for or not. 
If the age of the insured has been misstated, the amount payable hereunder shall be such as the premium 
paid would have purchased at the correct age. 
Any assignment or pledge of this Policy or of any of the benefits thereunder shall be void and of no effect. 
If any premium shall not be paid when due, this Policy shall be void, and it is agreed that this provision 
shall not be considered in any respect waived by any act of grace by the Company in the acceptance of overdue 
premiums upon this or any other Policy. 
Unless otherwise stated in the "Space for Endorsements" on page 4 in a waiver signed by the Secretary, 
this Policy is void if the insured before its date has been rejected for insurance by this or any other company, 
order or association, or has been attended by a physician for any serious disease or complaint; or has had before 
said date any pulmonary disease, or chronic bronchitis, or cancer, or disease of the heart, liver or kidneys; or 
if any Policy on the life of the insured has been issued by this Company and is in force at the date hereof, unless 
this Policy contains an endorsement signed by the Secretary that such prior Policy may be in force. The Company 
shall not be presumed or held to know of the existence of any previous Policy, and in such case the issue of this 
Policy shall not be deemed a waiver of this condition. 
In the event of the death of the insured before reaching the age of fifteen years, the maximum amount 
payable under all Policies of this and all other companies and societies, shall not exceed that given in the following 
table at the age at date of death: 
If under age 2, $30 If under age 5, $48 If under age 8, $168 If under age 11, $300 
" 3, 34 " 6, 58 9, 200 " 12, 380 
" 4, 40 ,, " 7, 140 " 10, 240 " 13, 460 
If under age 14, $520 
" 15, 520 
If the ampunt of all other insurance is less than that stated in the table above, then the amount to be paid 
under this Policy will be the difference between the amount in said table and the total amount of such other 
insurance, but in no case shall the amount to be paid under this Policy exceed the amount stipulated in the 
Schedule on the fourth page hereof. 
Should the amount payable under this Policy be reduced in accordance with the preceding paragraph, 
the Company will return a proportionate part of the premiums paid for the period the excess insurance was in 
force, and should there be no amount payable, the full amount of premiums paid will be returned for similar period. 
If this Policy is or shall become void, all premiums paid shall be forfeited to the Company, except as provided 
in the preceding paragraph and under" Privileges and Concessions to Policy-holders." 
In any settlement under this Policy any indebtedness to the Company hereunder will be deducted. 
Proofs of death under this Policy shall be made upon blanks to be furnished by the Company and shall 
contain answers to each question propounded to the claimant, physicians and other persons, and shall contain 
the record, evidence and verdict of the Coroner's inquest, if any be held. All the contents of such proofs of death 
shall be evidence of the facts therein stated in behalf of, but not against the Company. 
Privileges and Concessions to Policy-holders. 
PARTICIPATION IN SURPLUS. This Policy is a participating contract and, while in force, except when it becomes a Free 
Policy because of surrender or lapse, shall, beginning at the end of the fifth policy year, participate annually in the distribution of the 
surplus of the Company accruing hereon as ascertained and apportioned. The distribution shall be in such manner as may be 
determined by the Company with the approval of the Superintendent of Insurance of the State of New York. 
OPTION TO SURRENDER WITIDN TWO WEEKS. If the terms of this Policy are not satisfactory or if its conditions are J 
not accepted and agreed to, the Policy may be surrendered for cancellation at the office of the Superintendent of the district through 
which this Policy -is delivered within two weeks from the date hereof; and if so surrendered within said period, the premiums paid 
hereon will be retu~ed. I 
CESSATION OF PREMJUM iAYMENTS. Sho.u)d the Insure/surv~o the first aMiversary of date of this Policy after 
"'' •mnty-fow, no furth;•,i of premi- will boAh"'"'"' "•7 ~ · 
Form 12 D. 4-18. 
Privileges and Concessions to Policy-holders-(Continued.) 
ALLOWANCE FOR DIRECT PAYMENT OF PREMIUMS. On receipt of written notice from the policy-holder of his desire 
to pay premiums on this Policy direct to the Company and not through an Agent, this Policy will be transferred from the account 
of the Agent to either the Home Office Account in New York or to a City or District Office Account; and when after such transfer the 
weekly premium shall have been paid at such office continuously for a period of one year, and without the premiums falling in arrears 
beyond the grace period as defined below, the Company will, at the expiration of such year, return to the policy-holder a sum equal to 
ten per cent. of the year's premiums so paid, and thereafter upon further payments in the same way, at intervals fixed by the 
Company, a similar return will be made. 
Should the Policy lapse through premiums falling in arrears beyond the !dace period and be subsequently revived no allowance 
will be made by the Company on the next fifty-two weekly premiums due subsequent to the date of last payment at the time of 
revival. 
INCONTESTABILITY. This Policy shall be incontestable after two years from the date of its issue, except for non-payment 
of premiums, fraud or mis-statement of age. 
-!:::.. GRACE PERIOD. A grace of four weeks shall be granted for the payment of every premium after the first, du,ring which 
time the insurance shall continue in force. If death occur within the days of grace, the overdue premiums shall be deducted from the 
amount payable hereunder, but neither this concession nor the acceptance of any overdue premium shall create an obligation on the 
part of the Company to receive premiums which are in arrears over four weeks. 
DISABILITY. If, while this Policy is in full force and effect and while there is no default in the payment of premium beyond 
the four weeks' grace period, the Insured shall lose by severance both hands, or both feet, or one hand and one foot, or lose perma-
nently .the sight of both eyes, total and permanent disability will be deemed to exist, and one-half of the amount of insurance then 
payable in the event of death shall be paid immediately upon receipt by the Company of due proof of such loss and surrender 
of this Policy. Thereafter no further premiums will be required and the Company will issue a free or paid-up Policy providing for 
payment at the death of the Insured, of such benefit as would have been payable under the original Policy, less the amount of claim 
already paid. 
REVIVAL. Should this Policy become void in consequence of non-payment of premium, it may be revived, if not more than 
fifty-two premiums are due, upon payment of all arrears and the presentation of evidence satisfactory to the Company of the sound 
health of the Insured. 
NoN-FORFIUTUR$ PRIVIL$Ge8. 
FREE POLICY. After pren;llums upon this Policy have been fully paid for three years or more, then in case of default in 
the payment of any subsequent premium the Company will, without action on the part of the holder, continue this Policy as a non-
participating Free Policy, payable on the same conditions as this Policy, but upon which no further payment of premiums shall be 
required, for a reduced amount in accordance with the following table, but ·any indebtedness to the Company hereon, if not repaid, 
will reduce tpe amount of insurance in such proportion as the indebtedness bears to the amount of surrender value used as a single 
premium in calculating the values appearing in the table: 
AGE 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 16 16 17 18 19 20 Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years 
--
----------------------------------------------------
2 $12 $18 $25 $31 $36 $41 $45 $49 $54 $58 $62 $66 $70 $75 $79 $83 $87 $106 
3 12 18 26 31 36 40 44 49 53 57 61 65 69 73 78 81 85 103 
4 12 18 26 31 35 39 44 48 52 56 60 63 67 71 75 - 79 82 100 
6 12 18 25 29 34 38 43 47 51 54 58 61 65 69 72 76 79 96 
6 11 17 24 28 33 37 41 45 49 52 55 59 62 66 69 73 76 92 
7 11 16 23 27 31 36 40 43 47 50 53 56 60 63 66 69 72 87 
8 10 15 22 26 30 34 38 41 45 48 50 53 57 60 63 66 69 83 
9 w 15 22 26 30 33 37 40 43 46 48 51 55 58 61 63 66 80 
CASH SURRENDER VALUE. After premiums upon this Policy have been paid for the periods named in the table below, 
upon written application made upon blanks funiished by the Company accompanied by the surrender of this Policy and evidence 
of premium payment, the Company will pay a Cash Surrender Value in accordance with the following table, less any indebtedness 
r'~- to the Company hereon: 
AGE 
2 
3 
4 
6 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 11 12 13 14 16 16 ~7 18 19 
Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years 
$13.16 $14.73 $16.35 $18.00 $19.65 $21.28 $23.25 $25.20 $27.09 $28.94 
13.41 14.99 16.61 18.22 19.82 21.53 23.43 25.28 27.08 28.85 
13.54 15.11 16.68 18.23 19.75 21.51 23.31 25.07 26.79 28.48 
13.50 15.02 16.54 18.02 19.47 21.22 22.93 24.60 26.25 27.89 
13.37 14.84 16.28 17.68 19.12 20.78 22.41 24.01 25.60 27.20 ' 
13.17 14.56 15.92 17.24 18.67 20.25 21.80 23 .. 35 24.90 26.45 
12.90 14.22 15.50 16.74 18.13 19.64 21.15 22.65 24.15 25.66 
12.72 13.98 15.19 16.38 17.77 19.23 20.69 22.16 23.63 25.11 
Note I.-While the values in the above tables are yearly values, the Company will make proportionate increase baaed on quarter-year payments. 
Note 2.-Cash Surrender and Free Policy Values for Stlbsequent years will be furnished on request. 
Form 1206D. 4-18. 5 cents. 
20 
Years 
$36.09 
35.79 
35.20 
34.38 
33.47 
32.51 
31.51 
30.78 
Infantile Whole Life. Paid-up at Age 71. Form 1206 D. Ed. Apr. 1918. 5c. 
SCHEDULE REFERRED TO ON PAGE 1. 
Number of Policy Date Name of the Insured Age next Weekly premium 
birthday 
years 5 cents 
A~n~ ---------.--------.--------,--------,--------..--------,--------,--------,---------,--------I AMOUNT PATABLII PROVIDED DJJ.A.m OCCUR ArrBR TH11 PoLICY HAB BlliDN IN I'ORCII I'OR THII I'OLLOWING PlllRIODS: Birthday Under & Mos. I & Months I 1 Year 2 Years 8 Years f, Years II Years & Years 7 Years 
2 $25 $25 
8 25 34 
' 
25 40 
II 25 48 
6 29 58 
7 35 70 
8 55 110 
9 75 150 
SPACE FOR ENDORSEMENTS 
REFERRED TO IN CONDI-
TIONS ON PAGE 2. 
8 Years 
$34 $40 $48 $58 $70 $110 $150 $214 
40 48 58 70 110 150 208 
48 58 70 110 150 201 
58 70 110 150 !94 
70 110 150 187 
110 150 180 
150 173 
167 
NOTICE TO POLICY -HOLDERS. 
Please Read Your Policy Promptly Upon Receipt. 
The election of Directors of the Company is to be held in New York on the second Tuesday in April, 1919, and every second 
year thereafter. The holder of this Policy while it remains in force, after one year from its date, will have a right to vote, either in 
person, or by proxy or by mail. For particulars how to vote, apply to the Secretary, No. 1 Madison Avenue, New York City. 
Wherever in this Policy the words "the insured" are used, reference is thereby made to the person upon whose life the Policy 
is issued. 
If claim arises, claimant should personally call at District Office through which premiums have been paid. Do not employ 
undertaker or anrbody else to collect. Pay neither doctor, undertaker nor agent for preparation of claim papers. Deliver the 
Policy only to the Company's representative. The Company is glad to pay and there is no necessity for help or alleged influence in 
collecting. [191&1 
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Received of ................................................................................... :::~---························· 
...... ..... cents, to be applied as a premium payment on a Policy of Insurance for which an Application is this 
day made to the JOHN HANCOCK MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
OF"BOSTON, MASS. 
In case of acceptance ·of the application no liability is assumed or to result to •aid CompanJI until the date oj 
the Policy and il• delivery, nor unless the applicant is then alioe an_d in good health . 
................................. ............ ............................................ figent 
Should you not receive your Policy or the return of your money within three weeks, please notify the 
Company, giving name Of Agent; amount paid, and ·date when paid. 
MINOR LIFE BOSTON AGENCY 
Form 795 Ed. 4-19 
PROPOSAL FOR WEEKLY PREMIUM INSURANCE 
John Hancock Mutual life Insurance Company of Boston, Massachusetts 
INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF' MASSACHUSETTS 
To be examined on ___________________________________ IIL ______ o'clock. front, Rear House, ______________ Front, Rear Floor. 
I 
Memo. to be filled only at the Home Office Fig. and ·· 
Date Number Exam. by 
Checked 
by 
). Wh~t is full name of child to be insured 1 (TO BE PRINTED} 2, Residence? Floor 
No ........ _._. __ .... :._. _______ .. __ .------•• _. _________ . 
City oL ..... --------------- ------------·-------- ______ ... 
State Age, Premium and Amount under form of Polley desired 
WHOLE LIFE 20-YR. ENDOWMENT 
3. Age NEXT birthday Age NEXT birthday 
4. Weekly Premium Cents Weekly Premium 
5. Amount of Insurance $ Amount of Insurance $ 
L Question 5 not to be answered unless chlld Is ten years of age, or over, next birthday. 
!'LAcE AND DATE or Bmm 
6. Country I State I City or Town I Month I Day -
-7. Sex ,8. Has application for insurance on the child's life ever been made to 
MALE-FEMALE this or any other Company or Society on which a policy has not 
Cross out to leave correct answer. been issued as applied forT If so, to what Company or Society? 
9. Is the child now insured including paid-up or extended I 10. Is any member of the child'e family ill 
term insurance in this or any other Company? with consumption or any other con ... 
tagious disease? 
If in this Company 
state policy number. 
If in any other Comp;.;-;;·------------------------------------------
state premium and plan 
of insuranre. 
Is there a case of consumption now, or a 
recent death from consumption in house 
where child resides? 
Cents 
Relationship to person to be insured? 
-
11. ~::i~~;;~~~;~-~~_! __________________ :~~-~~--~~~~~~~~-----------------------------------1 •• ____ --------------- _____ Age?------- __ _ 
Subject, however, to the terms and provisions of any policy which may be issued under the ap-
plication accompanying this proposal. The beneficiary hereby nominated shall have interest in such 
policy only in case such be~eficiary survives the insured and is then the beneficiary of record. 
Proposal must be signed by father, mother or legal guardian. 
No solicitor allowed to sign this proposal for applicant under 
Residence?------- _______________________ _ 
n.ny circumstances. ----------------------------------------------- ___________ --- __ ...... --------------------
Name of applicant's employer? Address of applicant's employer? When did you last see Premium collected 
the person to be insured? on thi3 propoS>!? 
To be completed In every case where beneficiary nominated is other than a parent. 
!. Who eupports the person 
to be insured? 
Furnish full explanation. 
2. State occupation of •,( j 3. Are financial conditions such as would justify 
w proposed beneficiary. the issue of insurance applied for? ~ ~VVhatint~e~re~s~t~h~a~s~th~e~=-~----~---------------------+~~5~.~W~h~o===s,~tp~p~li~e=s~m=o~n~e~y~~~~---------------------
U proposed beneficiary in for premium payments? _____________________________________ _ 
t;; life of person to be insured 1 If not by applicant state reason. 
~ _ 6. If beneficiary is other than 
U l~--p~a~r~en~t~·~w~h~y~n~oim~i~na~t~·e~d?~~-------,-o--,rr=~~~~~~~~~~~=--------,,_-.~~~"~~~--'""----~~ z 7. Has applicant been legally I 8. Would beneficiary be responsible for I 9. Is plan of insurance applied 
0 appointed guardian? burial expenses of person tr be insured? for understood by applicant? 
~U 10. Is any member of applicant's family ill with consump- Ill. From whom did you obtain foregoing information! 
... tion or any other contagious disease? Is there a case 
Q.. of consumption now, or a recent death from consump-
Ul tion in house where applicant residca? -------------------------------------------~ H · 1- t ll I h b t"f th t I h l I recommend without reservation the issue of policy as applied for. avmg seen app ICan persona y, ere y cer 1 y a ave 
verified the name, age, and residence-that the surroundings and . lnflpcctor 
sanitary conditions where the applicant resides are good, and that --------------------------------------------------------Asst. Supt. 
questions regarding rejection and present and prior insurance have Date of 
been fully answered. Inspection _________________ ------------ __ ------------------19 ..... 
I hereby cortify that e&eh question in the Proposal was answered as recorded and that I witnessed the above signature thereto on 
---------- ___ .day of.._--.. ------------------- .19.--- ·---------------·----------.. -_. __ --- __________________________________ ____ •• Agent. 
ISSUE TO NO. __________________________ _ 
This Form to be used only for Ages 2 to 15 next birthday (inclusive) 
.................................................................. 19 
Received of t 
Jo'IJn Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Company 
of Boston, MaBIIac:husetts 
........................................................ cents, the sum referred to in the receipt on the reverse hereof, the 
application mentioned in said receipt not having been accepted and no Polic;y issued thereon 
and said sum being the entire amount paid on account of said application. 
Form 795 Minor Life Ed. 4-1919 
Application for lnaurance in the JOHN HANCOCK MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY. 
Declarations made by Applicant to Medical Examiner. 
1. The name of the ehild 7. The age of the child 
to be insured is at next birthd4y is 
2. The child is healthy and has always been so, except as here 
stated. 
All exceptions are stated. 
3. The child has not bad any sickness, ailment, or disease 
requiring medical advice or treatment either at home or at 
any hospital, dispensary or other public or private institu· 
tion, except as hera stated. 
All exceptions are stated, with places and dates in each case. 
4. The child is not under a doctor's care unless otherwise here 
stated, in which case the name of the doetor and the illness, 
are given. 
5. The child is NOT insured in THIS or in any other com-
pany, or society, unless here stated, in which case, each 
exception, with name of company, is given. 
6. Both parents of the child are living, unless otherwise here 
stated, in which case the cause of death is given. 
- ----
My declarations as recorded above are fully and correctly set forth and are true and complete, and are made by me to induce the John Hancock 
Mutual Life Insurance Company to enter into a contract of insurance, and shall form part of such contract. I have made no other or different 
statements to the medical examiner or other representative of the Company, and I agree that any misrepresentation herein, wilfully made or 
relating to a matter increasing the risk of loss, shall render the polier void, and that the folicy shall not be binding upon the Company unless 
upon its date the child shall be alive and in good health and the premmm duly paid. And hereby accept for any person who shall have interest 
in said policy the Company's determination and apportionment of divisible surplus and the method of distribution thereof. The right is reserved 
to the insured when of lawful age, to change the beneficiary from time to time, subject to the consent of the Company, by written notice and 
endorsement as may be provided in said policy, but payment to any person presenting the policy and premium receipt book and appearing to the 
Company to be equitably entitled shall be m full satisfaction of all claim. 
--------------------------- .19 __ --· ______ ______ ---------- ____________ ------------------- _____ ______ .. Applicant. 
Witness. ________ ---- _______ --- _______________________ .M. D. 
One of the parents, or if neither be living, the guardian or cuatodian of the child, must answer the questions and sign the application. 
The Examiner will carefully note all facto, both moral aDd physical, which may have a bearintr upon the riok. 
MEDICAL EXAMINATION. 
1. Race? 
2. Are there any indications of unusual poverty or of insanitary condi-
tion of the premises? 
3. Is the child normal and healthy in every respect? 
4. As a result of your examination of the child do you consider it to be 
safely insurable? 
REMARKS: 
_. _______ ------------------------------------------------------- .M. D .• Medical Examiner. 
FlUNG aAcK 
WHOLE LIFE POLICY 
PAYABLE AT DEATH 
MINOR FORM 
PREMIUMS PAY ABLE DURING 
LIFE UNTIL ANNIVERSARY 
FOLLOWING 74th BIRTHDAY 
ANNUAL SURPLUS DISTRIBUTIONS 
BEGINNING AT END OF FIFTH YEAR 
THE 
INSURANCE: COMPANY 
Of BOSTON' MA$SAC"U5ETTS 
READ YOUR POUCY CAREFULLY 
If THIS POLICY IS NOT SATISfACTORY, It may be re· 
turned within two weeks from Its date, TO THE OffiCE 
OF THE SUPERINTENDENT Of THE DISTRICT, and any 
premium paid will be refunded. If not so returned, the 
policyholder shall be deemed to have accepted the Policy 
and to have agreed to be bound by its terms and conditions. 
IN CASE OF ANY QUESTION, in order to ensure prompt 
attention, notify at once the Superintendent of the district 
where the premiums are being collected. If prompt action 
is not secured, send a letter or post card to the JOHN . 
HANCOCK MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY AT 
BOSTON, MASSAC!-IUSETTS. 
The aasured is hereby notified that by virtue of 
this policy he is a member of the John Hancock 
Mutual Life Insurance Company, and is entitled to 
vote either in person or by proxy at any and all meet-
ings of said company. The annual meetings are held 
at its home office on the second Monday of February 
in each year, at twelve o'clock noon. 
'1'his contract of insurance is based upon the declarations in the application, of which the following is a copy. Read each declaration carefnlly, as soon as the policy is 
received and in case any statement is erroneous or incomplete, immediately notify the Company at Boston. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Copy of application for Insurance in the John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance ComplUly 
DECLARATIONS MADE BY APPLICANT TO MEDICAL EXAMINER 
I 
The name of the child to be insured is 
I 
7. 'rhe age of the child 
at next birlhday is 
-
The child is healthy and has always been so, ex:ept u here stated. 
AU exceptions are stated. 
-·--
The child has not had any sickness, ailment, or diseue requiring medical advice 
or treatment either at home or at an[ hospital, dispensary or other public 
or private institution, except as here state • 
All exceptions are stated, with places and dates In each CIJlie, 
-
---- ~· 
The child is not under a doctor's care unless otherwhe here stated, :n which case the 
name of the doctor and the illness, are given. 
·-- ------------------
The child is NOT insured in 'l'HIS or in any other company or society unless here 
stated, in which case, each exception, with name of company, is given. 
- - ---------- ------ --- ------~-·---
Both parents of the child are living, unlm otherwise here stat<d, in which case the 
cause of death is given. 
- -- ----- -- -··--
-
.. _____ 
-···- - - - -
My declarations as recorded above are fully and correctly set forth and are true and complete, and are made by me to induce the John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Company 
1
to enter into a contract of insurance, and shall form part of such contract. I have made no other or different statements to the medical examiner or other representative of the Company, 
1and I agree that any misrepresentation herein, wilfully made or relating to a matter increasing the risk of loss, shall render the policy void, and that the policy shall not be binding upon the 
Company unless upon its date the child shall be alive and in good health and the premium duly paid. And I hereby accept for any person who shall have interest in said policy the Company's 
determination an'd apportionment of divisible surplus and the method of distribution thereof. The right is reserved to the insured when of lawful age to change the beneficiary from 
time to time, subject to the consent of the Company, by written notice and endorsement as may be provided in said policy, but payment to any person presenting the policy and premium 
receipt book and appearing to the Company to be equitably entitled shall be in full satisfaction of all claim . 
.......................... ....................... ...... .......................... .. .. ...... _ .. __ ...... A pplicartt ......................................... . 
Relationship to Child. 
Wit?lel3 ............... _, ................................. _ ........................... ...... .111. JJ. 
One of the Parents or if neither be living the Guardian or Custodian of the child must anower the questions and si~n the appltcatioo, 
The total amount of insurance in this Company on the life of the Insured, issued upon the application of any other person than the 
Insured, including this policy, and in all other companies and aocieties, shall not, under any circumstances, exceed the amount specified in the 
following table at the age of the Insured at death; 
Aae next birthday at 
time of deeth 
Limit of Insurance 
2 3 4 
$30 $34 $40 
5 
$48 
6 7 s 1~ 10 
$58 $140 $168 1 $200 1 $240 
11 12 13 14 15 
$300 $380 $460 $520 $520 
If other policies of insnrance, in this or other companies and societies are in force at time of death, the amount payable under this policy 
shall not be greater than the excess of the amount specified in above table, under age at death, over the total amount payable under all other policies 
by h'homsoever issued. 
Should the amount otherwise payable hereunder be reduced through operation of the preceding clause, the Company will refund a proportionate 
,part of the premiums paid, and if for the same reason, there should be no amount payable hereunder the Company will refund the amount of premiums 
which may have been paid on such excess insurance. 
Alterations, Erasures and Waivers. No modification, change or alteration hereof or endorsement hereon will be valid unless signed by 
the President, a Vice-President, the Secretary or an Aseistant Secretary, and no other person is authorized on behalf of the Company to make, alter 
or discharge this contract or to waive forfeiture. Agents are not authorized to waive any of the terms or conditions of this policy or to extend the 
time for payment of premiums or other moneys due to the Company, or to bind the Company by making any promise or by accepting any representation 
or information not contained in the application for this policy. 
Payment of Premiums. Premiums he!"eon are payable at the Home Office of the Company in Boston, but may be paid to any of its 
authorized Agents, subject to the conditions of the policy. Sho•1ld such Agent fail to call for any premium when due, it will be the duty of the Insured 
to make immediate payment of the premiums either to the District Office or to the Home Office. Failure of the Agent to collect premiums will not 
relieve the Insured from the obligation to pay the premiums when due, nor will the Company assume 'lilY liability for such failure. No payment of 
premium shall be valid unless entered in the Premium Receipt Book at the time of payment, by the Agent, or other representative of the Company, 
authorized to receive it, nor if made when more than four weeks in arrears, e4cept as herein provided under "Reinstatement." 
Policy When Void. This policy shall be Yoid, if in the application therefor, there is any misrepresentation, wilfuily made or relatin.,. ta a 
matter increasing the risk of loss; or if any premium shail not be paid when due, except as heroin provided; or if the poliey be assigned or pledged; or 
if any erasure or alteration be made otherwise than as herein provided; or if an Industrial or Weekly Premium policy previously issued by this Company 
on the life of the Insured shall be in force on the date hereof or running as extended insurance, unless this policy bears an endorsement signed by the 
President, a Vice-President, the Secretary or an Assistant Secretary, authorizing its continuance in addition to such previously issued in~urance. 
The Company shall not be presumed or held to know of the issue of any prior policy or the existence of any pr"lvious application uoon which a policy may 
not have been issued, and the issue of this policy shall not be deemed a waiver of this condition. • 
Proof of Claim. In case or deat_h of the Insured, proofs of claim shall be made on blanks to be provided by the Company and shall contain 
full answers of the claimant, physician and other persons to all the questions asked therein and shall conform to all the requirements thereof • 
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THE 
INSURANCE: COMPANY 
OF BOSTOI'a. M_ASSACHUSETTS 
Jn t:Gnsiberation of the representations and agreements in the application 
herefor, which is copied hereon and made a part hereof, and of the premium 
stipulated herein, to be paid on or before each Wednesday, grants this insurance 
with the privileges and benefits and subject to the conditions and provisions on 
this and the three following pages, which are made a part of this contract. 
Policy I Date I Weekly Premium I Age next birthday I Agent Number I Cents Years 
Name of Insured · I Name of Beneficiary I 
Relationship to Insured 
Full Polict Amount During the first SIX MONTHS from the date hereof, the sum insured hereunder will be ONE-HALF only of the 
1 .. ~ . !Dollars full poUg amount in case of death from any cause other than ACCIDENT. In case of death from ACCIDENT during e first SIX MONTHS and THEREAFTER in case of death from any cause, the sum insured will be the FULL policy amount. 
On satisfactory proof of the death of the Insured, made in the manner and 
to the extent required herein and upon surrender of the Policy and Premium 
Receipt Books, the Company will pay the amount due hereunder. The Company 
may pay the insurance hereunder, upon the death of the Insured, either to the 
beneficiary above named, if living, or to such other living beneficiary as may 
be duly and finally designated, and recognized by endorsement hereon, or to the 
Executor or Administrator of said Insured or to any relative by blood or con-
nection by marriage, or to any person appearing to the Company to be equitably 
entitled thereto by reason of having incurred expense in any way on behalf of 
the Insured for burial or for any other purpose; and the receipt of any such 
payee shall be conclusive evidence that payment has been made to the person 
or persons entitled thereto and that all claims under this Policy have been fully 
satisfied. 
This Policy shall not take effect unless upon its date the Insured shall be 
alive and in good health and the premium duly paid. 
1fn 'mitness Dbereof. the said John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Company 
has, by its President and Secretary, executed and delivered this contract on the 
date herein above set forth. 
WHOLE UFE POUCY: PAYABLE AT DEATH 
PREMIUMS PAYABLE DURING UFE UNTIL ANNIVERSARY FOLLOWING SEVENTY-FOURTH BIRTHDAY 
ANNUAL SURPLUS DISTRIBUTIONS BEGINNING AT END OF FIFTH YEAR 
Limitation of Premium Payments. If the premiums shall be duiy paid until the anniversary of th~ date of this policy next following the 
Insured's seventy-fourth birthday, it will be continued in force thereafter without. t.he payment of further premmms. 
Change of Beneficiary. With the consent of the Company, the Insured, if of lawful age, may from time to time change the beneficiary 
by request to the Home Office upon the Company's prescribed form accompanied by this policy, such change to take effect only upon endorsement 
hereon by the Company. 
Incontestability. \ After this policy shall have been in force for two full years, i~ shall. be i~contestable excel?t for _non-paym~nt of 
premiums, o,. for assignment or pledge, or for failure to have the policy endorsed in case of prev:IOusly Jss.ued msurance as herem prov~ded, bu~ 1t shall 
nevertheless be subject to adjustment for error in age. In case of error in age, no gr~ater s_um '':Ill J;>e pa1d hereunde~ than the pr~mn~ms paid woul.cl 
have purchased for the true age according to the table of rates and benefits on whwh th1s policy IS based. No smt shall be mamtamed under th1s 
policy unless commenced within six years from the time when cause of action accrues. 
Distribution of Surplus. Beginning at the end of the fifth year from its date, if all the premiums then due shall have been paid, this policy 
shall annually participate in such distribution of the surplus as the Company may apportion. Surplus distributions will be applied in payment of premiums 
unless the holder. elects to receive them in cash. 
Reinstatement. At any time within one year from default in payment of premiums, if the cash surrender value has not been paid or the 
extension term expired, this folicy may be reinstated upon production of evidence of insurability satisfactory to the Company and approved at its Home 
Office, and upon payment o arrears of premiums and payment or reinstatement of any indebtedness hereon or secured hereby. 
Claim Concession. This policy will be paid subject to its conditions if the Insured die while premiums are in arrears not more than four 
weeks, but neither this concession nor the acceptance of any overdue premium shall create an obligation on the part of the Company to receive 
premiums which are in arrears, nor shall it be a waiver of their payment on Wednesday of each week in advance. 
NON-FORFEITURE BENEFITS.-Automatic Extended Term Insurance After Three Years. After premiums shall have been paid 
on this policy for three full years, then, in case of failure to pay any subsequent premium, the policy, without any further stipulation or act, will be 
binding on the Company for its full amount as ExTENDED TERM INsURANCE, commencing from the date to which the premiums shall have been 
paid, the length of the term to be determined by the period of premium payments, according to Table A. The insurance will wholly cease and 
expire at the end of the term of extension to which the policy is entitled under its conditions. 
Table A.-The periods of Extended Insurance i'n this table are the same for any amount of weekly premium paid. 
Age End of End of End of End of End of End of End of End of End of End of E~d of End of End of End of End of End of End of E11d of 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
at Yean Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years 
Issue --- --- --- --- --- Yrs IWks 
---
Yrs IWks 
--- --- ---- --- --- ---
Yrs Wks Yrs Wks Yrs Wks Yrs Wke Yrs Wks Yrs Wks Yrs IWks Yrs IWks Yrs IWks Yrs jWks Yrs Wk. Yrs Wks Yrs Wks Yrs Wke Yrs Wks Yrs Wks 
__ 2_6 _ 
o32 - 1-00 -2-26 -3-23 -4-21 -5-19 -6-17 7 13 8 8 9 1 9 43 10 130 u14 u46 1222 12--w- 1316 1334 27 0 34 1 31 2 28 3 26 4 25 5 24 6 22 7 118 8 I 12 9 4 9 45 10 31 11 13 11 43 12 18 12 42 13 10 13 26 28 0 36 1 33 2 32 3 31 4 30 5 29 6 27 7 23 8117 9 8 9 47 10 31 11 12 11 41 12 14 12 36 13 2 13 18 29 0 38 1 37 2 36 3 36 4 36 5 35 6 33 7 28 8 21 ~ I U ~I ~i 10 132 11 11 11 38 12 10 12 30 12 i7 13 9 30 0 42 1 41 2 42 3 43 4 43 5 42 6 39 7 34 8 25 10 32 11 9 11 35 12 5 12 23 12 39 12 51 31 0 46 1 47 2 48 3 50 4 50 5 49 6 45 7 39 8 j29 9 116 10 0 10 I 31 11 7 11 31 11 51 12 16 12 31 12 42 32 0 51 2 1 3 3 4 5 5 5 6 3 6 51 7 44 8 133 9 18 10 0 10 130 11 4 11 26 11 45 12 9 12 22 12 32 33 1 5 2 8 3 10 4 12 5 12 6 9 7 4 7 48 8 35 9 119 ~ i ~~ 10 27 11 0 11 21 11 38 12 0 12 12 12 21 34 1 10 . 2 14 3 17 4 19 5 18 6 15 7 9 7 51 8 37 9 19 10 24 10 47 11 14 11 30 11 i3 12 2 12 10 35 1 16 2 20 3 23 4 25 5 24 6 20 7 12 8 1 8 37 9 18 9 47 10 20 10 41. 11 7 11 22 11 34 11 43 11 50 
-
Alternative Options of Paid-up Policy or Cash Surrender Value After Five Years. After premiums shall have been paid on this 
policy for five full years, then, in case of failure to pay any subsequent premium, if the holder hereof, instead of having the policy continued as extended 
msurance as above provided, shall elect in place thereof to avail himself of either one of the following options, and shall signify his preference by 
writing filed with the Company at its Home Office while the extended insurance is in force and not later than thirteen weeks from the date to which 
the premiums shall have been paid, the Company will, upon surrender of the policy,-
OPTION 1-Issue in exchange therefor a PAID-UP PoLICY according to Table B, payable at the same time and on the same conditions as this policy. 
- -Table B.-The amounts in this table are based on a weekly premium of five cents. 
kwice the amount stated in this table; if fifteen cents, three times, and so on. 
If the weekly premium on this policy is ten cents, the Paid-up Value will be 
-End of End of End of End of End of End of End of End of End of End of Age End of End of End of End of End of End of 
at 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
Issue Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years 
----u-- ----w- __ $_9_ ~~-~ $~ ---m-~ ~ ~ ---m-~ ~ ~ ~ --w-~ 
27 6 9 11 13 15 17 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 
28 6 8 11 13 15 17 19 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 
29 6 9 11 13 15 17 19 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 37 
30 6 9 11 13 15 17 19 22 24 26 28 30 32 33 35 37 
31 6 9 11 - 13 15 17 19 21 28 25 27 29 31 1- 33 34 c6 32 7 9 II 13 IS 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 36 
33 7 9 II 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 81 32 34 36 
34 7 9 II 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 32 34 36 
35 7 9 II 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 28 30 32 34 35 
OPTION 2-0r, with the written assent of the person to whom the policy is payable, pay the CAsH SU.RRENDER VALUE according to Table C, 
within sixty clays after written demand therefor. 
Table C.-The amounts in this table are based on a weekly premium of five cents. If the weekly premium on this policy is ten cents, the Cash Surrender Value 
will be twice the amount stated in this table; if fifteen cents, three times, and so on. 
Age End of End of End~f End of End of End of End of End of End of End of End of End of End of End 3f End of End of 
at 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
Issue Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years 
--- $2.49 $3.46 ---s4.46 $5.48 $6.53 ~ $8.73- ~ $11.0~ $12.26 $13.50- $14.77- 5f6.07" $I7.40 ~ $2D.i4 26 
27 2.53 3.51 4.52 5.56 6.63 7.73 8.87 10.03 11.22 12.45 13.70 14.90 16.30 17.64 19.01 20.41 
28 2.55 3.54 4.55 5.59 M7 7.78 8.91 10.03 11.27 12.50 13.75 15.03 16.34 17.68 19.04 20.43 
29 2.62 3.62 4.65 5.72 6.81 7.93 9.08 10.26 U .47 12.71 13.97 15.27 16.58 17.93 19.30 20.70 
30 2.71 3.73 4.78 5.85 6.96 8.10 9.26 10.45 11.67 12.92 14.20 1.5.50 16.83 18.19 19.56 20.97 
3! 2.78 3.80 4.85 5.93 7.03 8.16 9.33 10.52 11.73 12.97 14.24 15.54 16.85 18.20 19.56 20.95 
32 2.89 3.93 4.99 6.08 7.20 8.34 9.51 10.71 11.94 13.19 14.46 15.76 17.09 18.43 19.80 2l.l9 
33 3.01 4.06 5.13 6.23 7.36 8.52 9.70 10.90 12.14 13.39 14.67 15.98 17.30 18.65 20.02 21.41 
34 3.13 4.19 5.27 6.38 7.52 8.68 9.87 11.09 12.32 13.59 14.87 16.18 17.51 18.86 20.22 21.61 
35 I 3.24 4.31 5.40 6.52 7.67 8.84 10.04 11.26 12.50 13.77 15.05 16.36 17.69 19.04 20.40 21.79 
The figures in Tables A, B and C are for the end of the full paid policy year, on the assumption that there is no indebtedness then existing hereon. 
Tne figures for additional years will be furnished on request. 
If neither the option of paid-up policy nor of cash surrender value be chosen as above provided, then the policy will be continued as extended 
insurance, subject to its terms. 
This policy is based on reserves calculated upon the Standard Industrial Mortality Table with interest assumed at three and one-half per cent. The 
values and extension terms stated herein are the equivalents of the reserve at the end of eatJh full paid policy year, less an amount not exceeding two 
and one-half per cent. of the full policy amount. They will be increased by a proportionate part of the difference between such reserve and that of the 
succeeding year for each thirteen weeks premiums paid beyond the full paid pohcy year, and will be lessened by deduction from such reserve of any 
indebtedness to the Company on or secured by the policy. 
A paid-up polic~' issued under the terms hereof will have a surrender value which will be its net value at the date of the demand therefor, less 
any indebtedness on or secured by the policy; and if this policy shall become extended insurance after payment of premiums for five full years, it 
will have a surrender value, similarly determined, but decreasing and expiring with the extension term. The Company will pay such value within 
sixty days after written demand therefor, upon surrender of the policy, with the written assent of the person to whom it is payable. 
BACK 
WHOLE LIFE POLICY 
PAYABLE AT DEATH 
ADULT FORM 
PREMIUMS PAYABLE DURING 
LIFE UNTIL ANNIVERSARY 
FOLLOWING 74th BIRTHDAY 
ANNUAL SURPLUS DISTRIBUTIONS 
BEGINNING AT END OF FIFTH YEAR 
THE 
READ YOUR POLICY CAREFULLY 
IF THIS POLICY IS NOT SATISFACTORY, it may be re· 
turned within two weeks from its date, TO THE OFFICE 
OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF THE DISTRICT, and any 
premium paid will be refunded. If not so returned, the 
policyholder shall be deemed to have accepted the Policy 
and to have agreed to be bound by its terms and conditions. 
IN CASE OF ANY QUESTION, In order to ensure prompt 
attention, notify at once the Superintendent of the district 
where the premiums are being collected. If prompt action 
is not secured, send a letter or post card to the JOHN 
UANCOCK MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY AT 
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS. 
The assured is hereby notified that by virtue of 
this policy he is a member of the John Hancock 
Mutual Life Insurance Company, and is entitled to 
vote either in person or by proxy at any and all meet-
ings of said company. The annual meetings are held 
at its home office on the second Monday of February 
in each year, at twelve o'clock noon. 
This contract of insurance is based upon the declarations in the application of which the following is a copy. Read e11.ch declaration carejuUy, as soon as the policy is 
received and in case any statement is erroneous or incomplete, immediately notify the Company at Boston. 
Application for Insurance in the John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Company 
DECLARATIONS MADE BY APPLICANT TO MEDICAL EXAMINER 
1. ~:fy age uext birthday is ___________ __ ____ _ Yenr8 
2
" :\. My Ng~~l 0~~~gta~~~fe~8must be stated. 2· A 
Jl I am now so employed unless otherwise here stated, iit wldch case the reu~::~on ami thf) present ----------
occupation are fully given. ' n 
3. I am now in good health except as here stated. 
I have stated all exceptions. 
4. I have no bodily or mental defect or infirtnity except as here stated. I 
-----1-5. I 
6. 
I have stated all exceptions. 
have not had~ within five years, any sickness, ailment, cl..is~ase (bodily or mental) 
or any iniury or surgical operation, except as here stated. i 
ir~~-: ~~;:gr ~~ ~~i~n\~oe~'r :ri!:~:;:. case when I Juwc t'Onsulted or received treatment I 
have never received nor applied for treatment at or in any ho~pital, dispensary/ 
sanitarium, cure or other institution, except as here stated. 
I have stated all exceptions, with times and places of such trcu..tmcnta or applications. 
7. No application for insurance on my life has ever been made to this or any other company, ! 
society or order, on which a policy has not been issued a• applied for, except as here stated. 
I have stated all exceptions and the names of the companies, societies or orllers. 
8. I have not, during the last year, lived in same house with or attended ttny one ill with 
consumption, except as here stated. 
I have stated all exceptions, with date and duration of last exposure. 
SPECIAL DECLARATION TO BE MADE IN CASE APPUCANT IS A WOMAN 
\l. I have never had any menstrual disorder, nor any disease or symptoms of such, of the! 
uterus or ovaries, nor any disease or tumor of the breast, except as here stated. 
I have stated all exceptions. 
My declarations as recorded above are fully and correctly set forth and are true and complete, and are made by me to induce the John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Company 
to enter into a contract of insurance, and shall form part of such contract. I have made no other or different statements to the medical examiner or other representative of the Company, 
and I agree that any misrepresentation herein, wilfully made or relating to a matter increasing the risk of loss, shall render the policy void, and that the policy shall not be binding upon 
the Company unless upon its date I shall be alive and in good health and the premium duly paid. And I hereby accept for any person who shall have interest in said policy the Company's 
determination and apportionment of divisible surplus and the method of distribution thereof. The right is reserved to the insured when of lawful age, to change the beneficiary from 
time to time, subject to the consent of the Company, by written notice and endorsement as may be provided in said policy, but payment to any person presenting the policy and premium 
receipt book and appearing to the Company to be equitably entitled shall be in full satisfaction of all claim. 
,tpplicanl. 
Wimus: 
_ _ M.D. 
A~terations! Erasu_res and Waivers. No modification, change or alteration hereof or endorsement hereon will be valid unless signed by 
the President, a Vice-President, the Secretary or an Assistant Secretary, and no other person is authorized on behalf of the Company to make, alter 
or discharge this contract or to waive forfeiture. Agents are not authorized to waive any of the terma or conditions of this policy or to extend the 
time for payment of premiums or other moneys due to the Company, or to bind the Company by making any promise or by accepting any representation 
or information not contained in the application for this policy. · 
Payment of Premiums. Premiums hereon are payable at the Home Office of the Company in Boston, but may be paid to any of its 
authorized Agents, subject to the conditions of the policy. Should such Agent fail to call for any premium when due, it will be the duty of the Insured 
to make immediate payment of the premiums either to the District Office or to the Home Office. Failure of the Agent to collect premiums will not 
relieve the Insured from the obligation to pay the premiums when due, nor will the Company assume any liability for such failure. No payment of 
premium shall be valid unless entered in the Premium Receipt Book at the time of payment, by the Agent, or other representative of the Company, 
authorized t? receive it, nor if made when more than four weeks in arrears, except as herein provided under "Reinstatement". 
Policy When Void. This policy shall be void, if in the application therefor, there is any misrepresentation, wilfully made or relating to a 
matter increasing the risk of loss; or if any premium shall not be paid when due, except as herein provided; or if the policy be assigned or pledged: or 
if any erasure or alteration be made otherwise than as herein provided; or if an Industrial or Weekly Premium policy previously issued by this Company 
on the life of the Insured shall be in force on the date hereof or running as extended insurance, unless this policy bears an endorsement signed by the 
President, a Vice-President, the Secretary or an Assistant Secretary, authorizing its continuance in addition to such previously issued insurance. 
The Company shall not be presumed or held to know of the issue of any prior policy or the existence of any previous application upon which a policy may 
not have been issued, and the issue of this policy shall not be deemed a waiver of this condition. 
Proof of Claim. In case of death of the Insured, proofs of claim shall be made on blanks to be provided by the Company and shall contain 
full answers of the claimant, physician and other persons to all the questions asked therein and shall conform to all the requirements thereof. 
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Form807A19 
Form 794 Ed. 4-19 
PROPOSAL FOR WEEKLY PREMIUM INSURANC 
John Hancock Mutual Life, Insurance Company fOf Bost.rc., Massachusetts 
INCORPORATED UND-ER THE LAWS OF TH'E STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS 
To be examined on ........................................................................ at.. ......... o'clock. front Rear House .......... Front Rear floor 
-~· Memo. to be filled only at tho Home Office Fig. and 
-
Date Number 
Exam. by '1 
Checked 
·------------------ .. ---------·-----------------------·---------------------------
by 
l. What is full name of person to be insured 1 (TO BE PRINTED) 2. Residence? Floor 
No. __________ • _____ • _________________ ; i: ~.;-~ -.:::,-________ 
City oL--------------------------; -------~; ------------
State Age, Amount and Premium under form of Polley desired 
WHOLE LIFE 20-YR. PAYMENT LIFE SPECIAL WHOLE LIFE 20·YEAR ENDOWMENT 
3. Age NEXT birthday. 
4. Amount of$ 
Insurance 
5. Weekly 
Premium Cents 
6. Country I State 
Age NEXT birthday. Age NEXT birthday. 
Amount of $250 
Insurance • 
Amount of $250 
Insurance • 
Weeldy 
Premium Cents 
Weekly 
Premium 
PLACE AND DATE OF BIRTH 
I City or Town 
Cents 
I Month 
Age NEXT birthday. 
Amount of$ 
Insurance 
Weekly 
Premium Cents 
I Day I Year 
8. SEX? 19. MARRIED 10. If married 
MALE. OR how many 
1-1-. _ H_a_s -.-pp-1-ic-at-io-n-fo_r_i-ns-u-ra_n_c_e -e-ve_r_be-en_m_a_d_e_t_o -th_i_s_o_r -a-ny-----------l ---l FEMALE. Sl NGLE children? 
other Company or Society on which a policy has not been Cross out to leave correct 
7. What is present occupation of person to be in•ured? State fully the nature of the work perfotmed. 
issued as applied for? If so, to what Company or Society? 
12. Is the person now insured including paid-up or 
extended term insurance in this or any other Com-
pany? If so, state in what Companies and what 
amounts. lf in this Company, policy number must 
also be given. 
14. For whose benefit 
is the insurance 
(TO BE PRINTED) 
answer. 
13. If life proposed is now insured in this Company, give full name and 
relationship of person by whom the premiums are paid. 
Name Relationship 
desired?·---------------------------------------·---------·------------------------------- j :e:~:~o:~~~-~0-~:::~~-t~-~::::r:~----- --Subject, however, to the terms and provisions of any policy which may be issued under the appli-cation accompanying this proposal. The beneficiary hereby nominated shall have interest in such policy 
only in case such beneficiary survives the insured and is then the beneficiary of record. 
Residence? ---- ________________________ • __ 
________________ ,.. _______________________ _ 
Proposal must be s1'gned by petson to be insured or by 
beneficiary, If husband or wife. 
No solicitor allowed to sign this proposal for applicant under 
any circumstances. 
Name of applicant's employer? • I Address of applicant's employer? 
I 
When did you last see I Premium collected 
the person to be insured? on this proposal? 
1. Who supports the person 
to be insured? 
Furnish full explanation. 
3. To what extent does applicant 
use intoxicating liquors? 
~ 
·--
2. Who supports the proposed 
beneficiary? 
4. State occupation of 
proposed beneficiary. 
5. Are financial conditions such as would ~ justify the issue of insurance applied for? 
..., 7. What interest has the pro-
6. Is plan of insurance applied 
for understood by applicant? 
8. Who supplies money 
U posed beneficiary in life of 
[;: person to be insured? , , 
for premium payments? _______________ ------------------ __ 
If not by applicant state reason. 
~ tj 9. If beneficiary is not a member of immediate 10. Would beneficiary be responsible for 
family, why nominated? burial expenses of person to be insured? 
~ 11. If person to be insured is a married woman 1 - 12. If applicant is married, do husband 
- l ,-;h~a~s~sh~e~a~n~y~p~r~opfe~r=ty~?~-~--~-~-~--~-=--~-~-7,--~-=--~--~-~-=--=-~-=~~·-~-~--~-~--~-~-~--~-~-~--~-~-~-~--~ai7Id~w~if~e~li~v=e~to=g~et~h=er~?"-'==~~~~~~~~~~~ 
.., tion or any other contagious disease? Is there a case II.~ 13. Is any member of applicant's family ill with consump- 114. From whom did you obtain foregoing information? of consumption now, or a recent death from con~ 
~~ ---~s~u~m~p~ti~on~in~ho~u=s~e~w~h=er~e~a~p~pli='c=a~nt~r~~=i=d=es~?=--~-=-=--~-=-~--~-=--~-=-=--~-~-~--~-~-=--~-~-~--=-~--~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-v~~-------
1 
I recommend without reservation the issue of policy as applied for. 
Having seen applicant personally, I hereby certify that I 
have verified the name, age, and residence-that the surround- Inspector 
ings and sanitary conditions where the applicant r .. ides are good, ---------------------------·---··--------------------------Asst. Supt. 
and that questions regarding rejection and present and prior insur-
ance have been fully answered. Date of Inspection ____________________ •• _ •• _____ • _____________________ . .19 ____ _ 
I hereby certify that each qu~tion in the Proposal was answered as recorded and that I witnessed the above signature thereto on 
............ _ ... day of. .............. --------··---19 _. _... -.--------.----- ----------------------.------------------.----•••• __ •• -.Agent 
AGENTS MUST SEE THAT MEMORANDUM ON OTHER- SIDE IS ALWAYS FILLED OUT. 
ISSUE TO NO ....................... . 
This Form to be used only for Ages 16 to 65 Next Birthday. 
Agent will Amount of insurance including paid-up and extended term insurance in force in this Company, 
fill thia memo. '\" $ ________ -;l _____________ _ Amount now applied for $ _____________________ _ 
Application for Insurance in the JOHN HANCOCK MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY. 
Declarations made by Applicant to Medical Examiner. 
1. My age next birthday is l------=-·-----Y_c_a_rs _______ ;....----
2. A My usual occupation is (Note: Exact duties must be otated.) 2 A 
B I am now so employed unless otherwise here staled, in which case the · · · · · · 
reason and the present occupation are fully given. 
3. I am now in good health except as hera stated. 
I have otated aU exceptions. 
4. I have no bodily or mental defect or infirmity except as hero stated. 
I have •tated aU exceptions. 
5. I have not had, within five years, any sickness, ailment, disease (bodily 
or mental) or any injury or surgical operation, except as here state~. 
I have stated all exceptions, and every case when I havo consulted or 
recei•ed treatment from a doctor at his office or elsewhere. 
6. I have never received nor applied for treatment at or in any hospital, 
dispensary, sanitarium, cure or ,other institution, except as here stated. 
I have stated all exceptions, with times and places of auch treatments or 
applications. 
7. No application for insurance on my life has ever been made to this or 
any other company, society or order, on which a policy has not been 
issued as applied for, except as here stated. 
I have stated all exceptions and the names of the companies, societies or 
orders. 
8. I have not, during the last year, lived in same house with or attended 
any one ill with consumption, except as hare stated. 
I have stated all exceptions, with date and duration of la•t exposure. 
2 D 
SPECIAL DECLARATION TO BE MADE IN CASE APPLICANT IS A WOMAN. 
9. I have never had any men.•trual disorder, nor any disease or symptoms! 
of such, of the uterus or ovaries, nor any disease or tumor of the breast, 
except as here stated. 
I ha•e stated all exceptions. 
My declarations as recorded above are fully and correctly set forth and are true and complete, and are made by me to induce the John Hancock 
Mutual Life Insurance Company to enter into a contract of insurance, and shall form part of such contract. I have made no other or different 
statements to the medical examiner or other representative of the Company, and I agree that any misrepresentation herein, wilfully made or re-
lating to a matter increasing the risk of loss, shall render the policy void, and that the policy shall not be binding upon the Company unless upon its 
date I shall be alive and in good health and the premium duly paid. And I hereby accept for any person who shaH have interest in said policy the 
Company's determination and apportionment of divisible surplus and the method of distribution thereof. The right is reserved to the insured when 
of lawful age, to change the beneficiary from time to time, subject to the consent of the Company, by written notice and endorsement as may be 
provided in said policy, but payment to any person presenting the policy and premium receipt book and appearing to the Company to be equitably 
entitled shall be in full satisfaction of all claim. 
----- ----- ---- ----- ------------ _19 
Witness ___________ ----- ___ -------------- __ ---------------------------------M. D. 
!. Race? 
2. Does the appearance indicate 
health and vigor? 
3. Do you find evidence of disease 
of the heart, blood v•ssels, lungs, 
stomach, kidneys or other abdomi-
nal organs or of any other part oi 
the body? If so, what? Give full 
p'lrticulars. 
REMARKS: 
MEDICAL EXAMINATION. 
4. Is the applicant deaf, dumb, blind, maimed or deformed 
in any way? 
5. Are there any indications of unusual poverty or insani~ 
tary conditions? 
6. Is there anything-in the applicant's appearance, mode 
of living, habits or surroundings, indicating an intem-
perate or immoral life? -
7. Do you -without reservation recommend the applicant 
las safely insurable? 
Applicant. 
Form 794 ADULT ---------------------------- ____ -------------------- ____ ______ M. D., Medical Examiner. 
Ed. 4-1919 NOTE.-If examined at any place other than reaidenc:e Kiven on other side, eo state. 
~I Exhibit B 
Srumple forms of Agency Application 
Submitted herewith to demonstrate 
the care taken in chosing 
Industrial Insurance Agents 
TO BE DETACHED AND RETAINED BY THE AGENT 
AGENT'S AGREEMENT 
In consideration of my appointment as an Agent of THE PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA, I do hereby 
agree as follows: 
To devote my entire time to the business of the Company; to promote its success and welfare and to conform to and abide by the instructions, rules and requirements 
contained in the Manuals of Instruction to Agents issued by the Company, receipt of copies of the present edition of which I hereby acknowledge. 
TO CANVASS REGULARLY FOR NEW INDUSTRIAL, INTERMEDIATE AND ORDINARY INSURANCE. 
THE FOLLOWING CLAUSES RELATE ONLY TO BUSINESS KNOWN AS INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE, being that on which the premiums are payable 
weekly. 
1. To collect premiums regularly every week. 
2. To fill in and forward to the Home Office each week, on proper lapse schedules, a list of policies upon which premiums for four weeks are due and unpaid. 
3. THAT on Monday of each week I am to be debited with the amount of the weekly premiums shown on the "Life Policy Schedules" less the amount of the weekly 
premiums shown on the "Lapsed Policy Schedules," and the difference shall constitute "the weekly collectible debit," hereinafter referred to as "the debit." 
4. (a) '.fHAT I am to receive a "GUARANTY SALARY" as set forth in the following schedule, based upon the amount of "the debit," after adding thereto the weekly 
premiums on any business in course of transfer TO the debit when the amount is $2.00 or over from any single agency. and deducting therefrom the weekly premiums on any 
business in course of transfer FROM the debit, when the amount is $2.00 or over to any single agency. 
Debit, $80.00 tv $89.99, Guaranty Weekly Salary _ $12.00 Debit, $150.00 to$159.99, Guaranty Weekly Salary _ $19.00 
Debit, 90.00 to 99.99, Guaranty Weekly Salary _ 13.50 Debit, 160.00to 169.99,Guaranty Weekly Salary_ 20.00 
Debit, 100.00 to 109.99, Guaranty Weekly Salary _ 15.00 Debit, 170.00to 179.99,GuarantyWeeklySalary _ 21.00 
Debit, 110.00 to 119.99, Guaranty Weekly Salary _ 15.75 Debit, 180.00to 189.99,GuarantyWeeklySalary _ 22.00 
Debit, 120.00 to 129.99, Guaranty Weekly Salary _ 16.50 Debit, 190.00to 199.99,GuarantyWeeklyS:>lary _ 23.00 
Debit, 130.00 to 139.99, Gu~ranty Weekly Salary _ 17.25 Debit, 200.00to 209.99, GuarantyWeeklySalary _ 24.00 
Debit. 140.00 to 149.99, Guaranty Weekly Salary _ 18.00 Debit, 210.00andover, Guaranty Weekly Salary - 25.00 
Provided, however, that the "Guaranty Salary" shall be paid to me for canvassing fur new insurance, collecting "the debit," and for performing all other duties required 
by the rules of the Company. And provided further that I am to be paid only the proportional part of my week's salary for the number of days I actually work, in the event 
of my not completing a week's service, or in the event of the termination of this Agreement during any week of my service. 
4. (b) THAT in the event of my assignment to a debit of less than $80.00, or the reduction of the debit to an amount less than $80.00, my compensation shall be a salary 
equal to fifteen per cent. (15%) of the premiums collected by me each week, said salary to be known as "Ordinary Salary." 
4. (c) THAT I shall have no interest in any collectiono until thb gross sum thereof has been paid by me to the Company in cash, and any salary to which I am entitled 
shall be paid to me in accordance with the rules of the Company. 
5. THAT in additicn to the salary described in Clause 4, I am to receive a "Special Salary" equal to seventeen times the "Net Increase" on the debit. That the "Net 
Increase" is the excess of the New Business and Revival premiums, officially issued and credited to me by the Company's rules, over the lapsed premiums on the debit and lapses 
of transferred business for which I am responsible by the Company's rules. (Instructions to Agents, edition of January, 1917, Sections numbered 59 to 64, inclusive, and 
changes thereto as per )etters to the Industrial field force, dated April 12, 1918, regarding total transfers and office debit transfers.) That from the lapsed premiums on the 
debit there will be deducted all premiums lapsed because of death, the disability provision. the attainment of age 7 5, and the maturity of endowment policies. 
6. "fRAT if the lapsed premiums for which I am responsible by the Company's rules exceed the new business and revival premiums officially issued and credited to me Ly 
the Con1pany's rules, the excess will be a "Net Decrease" which must be otl;let by "Net Increase," as described in Section 5, before further special salary will be due me. 
7. THAT if this Agreement be terminated, any "Net Increase" accruing by the Company's rules after the last payment of special salary shall be credited in the adjustment 
of the account at the number of times under which my last special salary was computed and any "Net Decrease" accruing in a like manner shall be debited at the san~e number 
of times. 
8. THAT the amount of Special Salary to be paid to me in any week shall not amount to more than the quality of the business in the opinion of the Company will warrant, 
and in no case shall I be entitled to any salary described herein until all of the conditions contained in this Agreement have been fully complied with. 
THAT should the premium arrears on the debit be deemed excessive or my percentage of collections fall below that prescribed by the rules of the Company, all salary may 
be withheld until conditions are regarded as satisfactory. 
THE FOLLOWING CLAUSES RELATE ONLY TO BUSINESS KNOWN AS ORDINARY INSURANCE, with premiums payable annually, semi-annually, 
quarterly or in one sum. 
9. THAT during the continuance of this Agreetnent the compensation to be allowed me shall be a commission upon premiums as shown in the following schedule, when 
collected by me and paid over to the Company in cash, on policies issued from applications secured by me under this Agreement; and that I have no interest in any premiums 
collected by me for the Company, and shall become entitled to compensation for Ordinary premiums only when I have paid over to the Company in cash all such premiums. 
I.-On Ordinary Whole Life . 
2.-0n Ten-Payment Life . . 
KIND OF POLICY 
3.-0n Fifteen-Payment Life. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 
4.-0n Twenty-Payment Life ........................ . 
5.-0n Twenty-Payment Life with Pure Endowment Addition End of Twenty Years 
·6.-0n Twenty-five Payment Life. 
7.-0n Thirty-Payment Life ... 
8.-0n Ten-Year Endowment .. 
9.-0n Fifteen-.Year Endowment . 
10.-on Twenty-Year Endowment ....... . 
11.-0n Twenty-Payment Thirty-Year Endowm~nt 
12.-0n Fifteen-Payment Thirty-Year Endowment. .. 
13.-0n Fifteen-Payment Twenty-five Year Endowment 
14.-0n Fifteen-Payment Twenty-Year Endowment .. 
15.-0n Ten-Payment Twenty-five Year Endowment. . 
16.-0n Ten-Payment Twenty-Year Endowment 
17.-0o Ten-Payment Fifteen-Year Endowment. 
18.-Qn Ten-Year Term policies. . ... . 
19.-Qn Intermediate Whole Life .... . 
20.-Qn Intermediate Ten-Payment Life . . 
21.-Qn Intermediate Fifteen-Payment Life. 
22.-0n Intermediate Twenty-Payment Life. 
23.-0n Intermediate Ten-Year Endowment ... 
24.-0n Inkrmediate Fifteen-Year Endowment . 
25.-Qn Intermediate Twenty-Year Endowment. ... 
26.-0n Single-Payment policies (on the whole payment). 
27 .-On Extra Premium (when collected by the Agent) • . 
28.-Qn Annuity policies (on the whole payment) . . • . 
29.-Qn One-Year Renewable Term Group Insurance .. 
On all other classes of policies the compensation shall be determined by the Company. 
PER Cswr. OJ! PREMIUMS 
First 
Policy Year 
35 
25 
25 
30 
30 
35 
35 
IS 
20 
25 
30 
30 
25 
20 
20 
20 
15 
30 
35 
25 
25 
30 
15 
20 
30 
5 
5 
2 
10 
Second 
Policy Year 
IS 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
'4• 
*(Second to'"fiftb 
years, inclusive) 
10. THAT no compensation shall be paid to me on account ol any policy alter it has 1-een canceled or become paid up, but il, during the continuance of this Agreement,! 
shall secure the r~vival of any policy issued under this Agreement, I shall be entitled to -the compensati('ln on account of such policy, as provided herein, as though such policy 
had not been canceled. 
11. THAT, when policies issued under this Agreement are changed and allowance is made on an old policy and applied to the payment of new insurance, no compensation 
shall be paid on the amount thus allOwed unless by special agreement. 
12. THAT where a policy issued under this Agreement is the cause, directly or indirectly, of the cancelation of a policy previously issued by the Company, the Company 
reserves the right to adjust the payment of co11;1missions as the circumstances of the case seem to warrant. 
13. THAT if the Company shall return the premiums upon a policy I will repay to the Company on demand th~ amount of compensation received by me on such premiums. 
14. THA1~ no compensation shall be allowed upon any premiutn or portion thereof, payment of which is waived beca'!.lse of the Disability Clause contained in the policy. 
15. THAT no assignment of compensation earned or accrued or to accrue under this Agree:nent shall be valid uuless authorized in writing by the Company. 
16. THAT if this Agreement shall be terminated by either party for any cause whatsoever, the compensation on account of premiums paid by me to the Com-
pany in cash, which shall then have been paid to me, together with the umount then accrued under this Agreement, shaH be in full settlement of all claims and demands upon the 
Company in my favor unde:- this Agreement, and any further compensation which a continuance of this Agreement might have secured to me shall be waived and forfeited. 
THE FOLLOWING CLAUSES RELATE TO BOTH INDUSTRIAL AND ORDINARY BUSINESS. 
17. To keep true accounts of the business in the books provided by the Company. to render when required and on the forms provided a true account of aU moneys received 
by me and immediately to pay the same in cash to the Company, and to pay all expenses for transmission of moneys, parcels, postage, license fees, and all expenses of every other 
kind incident to carrying on the business of my agency. 
18. THAT in case I shall hereafter be employed by the Company under any other appointment, any indebtedness of mine to the Company shall be charged against my 
account under such appointment. and any indebtedness of mine to the Company, now existing, shall be charged to my account under this appointment, and that I will, upon 
request of the Compa~y. sign and deliver to it a voucher or vouchers for the balance of such indebtedness. 
19. '"fHAT if this Agreement shall be terminated by either party for any cause, any indebtedness to the Company from me shall be a prior lien upon any amounts due me, 
my executors, administraturs or assigns, by the terms of this Agreement, until the amount of such indebtedness is fully paid. Tha t in case inquiry is m ade of the Company for 
information regarding my record therewith, my personal character. habits, ability, and cause for leaving the service, I hereby release the Company front all liability for damages 
in connection with the furnishing of such information. 
20. '"l'IIAT I have no authority on behalf of the Company to make, alter or discharge any policy contract, to extend the time for paying a premium. to waive forfeitures, to 
incur any liability on behalf ol the Company or to allow the delivery of any policy unless the applicant be in good health and the first premium paid in full. 
21. THAT the appointment under this Agreement may be terminated by either party at any time. 
22. THAT no suit at law or in equity relating to my employment under this Agreement shall be n1aintainable until ten days shall have expired after service upon the 
President or Secretary of the Company of a written statement of particulars and amount of my claim , nor ~fter six months from the termination of this Agreement, any statute 
to the contrary notwithstanding. 
23. THAT I will not pay or allow or alTer to pay or allow as an inducement to any person to insure any rebate of premium or any indueement not specified in the policy. 
24. THAT I will not issue or circulate any bills or papers, or write or send any communication to or insert any advertisement in any publication, at my own expense or 
otherwise, in any way relating to the business of this or any other life insurance company without first obtaining the written authority of the Company; or use any language or 
commit any act tending to bring this or any other life insurance company into disrepute. 
25. THAT this Agreement, if approved by the Company at its Home Office, shall become effective on Monday, the-------- - •. - - --- - - - - - - --- - -- ------------------·· - - -
day oL-~----~---------------~------------19 ________ , and shall cover the territory included in the __________________ ___ _______ ________ district. 
26. THA'l' the terms and conditions as herein set forth may be altered only by a duly authorized officer of the Cotnpany. 
(TWO OF THESE FORMS TO BE SIGNED; ONE TO BE KEPT BY THE COMPANY, THE OTHER BY THE AGENT) 
A gent a! _____ ____ ________________ ____ __________ -------- - ------ ---- ________ _ _ 
Dated at ____________ __ __ _________________________ _____ __ , this __ ___ _________ , 
____ day of--------~---------------- __ , 19 ____ __ _ 
Witness __________ _____________ ·------------------------------
COMB l 8~"2- m: v 1-19 
TO BE FORWARDED TO THE HOME OFFICE 
Agency Application of_ __________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ District. __________________________ _ 
(Print full name plainly for H. 0. records) 
This Statement MUST be Filled in, Dated and Signed by the Applicant Himself. 
To The Prudential Insurance Company of America: 
I hereby make application for an appointment as Agent, and make the following declarations: 
RECORD OF EiviPLOYMENT FOR THE PAST FIVE YEARS. 
NAME A;sD ADDRESS OF EMPLOYER DATE OF SERVICE KIND OF BUSINESS NATURE OF MY WORK CAUSE OF' LEAVING 
MONTH YEAR 
From. _______ 19 ___ _ 
SUPT.'S, AfiENCY 
ORiiANIZER'S OR ASST.'S 
SlATEM[NT 
~!~io~~ And 
ally See Was Ills 
and In· Stale· 
terview men! 
this Em- Salis· 
ployer? factory! 
Did 
You 
Verify 
Dales! 
_________ 1 __ T_o ___ - -----------_--::_:-:__1_9_;_-_:_--:__·:__ _ _ _ _ ---------- ---------1-- ----
From. ______ .19 ___ _ 
To __________ 19 ___ _ j---
From _______ .19 ___ _ 
To _________ 19 ___ _ 1 
---~----- -- - ----- -- ----------1----------------- --- --~-[-
From. ______ .19 ___ _ 
1 ' 
------~ --~--~- ~ I~T_o ____________ -_-_-_c-__ 19:__-_-_-_-_ ----------- 1 I 
·--1--
From ________ l9 ___ _ 
To __________ 19::_:--::_:-~-~-----------~~---------~------- ------1--~-~-~ 
I give the following as references, none of whom is a :relative or a previous employer. ",owlonqllas Was tlis 
.ach Rmr· Statement 
NAME ADDRESS 1 occuPATION ence Known 'i.atislactory? Applicant? • 
==--------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ --- ------~-------------------------- ------= =I= 
: :_ :::::: : : :::::::: : :: : : ::_ I =:: I 
Were you ever employed by or did you ever apply to The Prudential 
or aay other Industrial or Ordinary company?_____________________ If so, state what company ________________________________________ _ 
In what capacity?_____________________________________________ __ Why did you leave its employ? ___________________________________ _ 
Place of birth?___________________________________________________ Presentocc]lpation? ____________________________________________ _ 
Date of birth? __________ ---------- __ Married or single?____________ What languages do you speak? ___________________________________ _ 
Age? _______ yrs. Weight? _____ ·--- .lbs. Height? _____ ft. ________ ins. Naturalized citizen? ____________________________________________ _ 
ANSWER YES OR No TO THE FOLLOWING QuESTIONS AND GrvE Fm,L PARTICULARS UNDER "REMARKS." 
Is sight good?___________________________ Is hearing good?-------____________________ Are you ruptured? _____________ ------- _______ _ 
HAVE You EvER HAn-Fits or fainting spelld _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Any diseases of the spine or joints?___________ Spitting of blood? ____________ _ 
Chronic cough?____________ Heart trouble?____________ Pleurisy?.___________ Asthma? _______ _____ Rheumatism? _____ . ___________ _ 
Varicose veins of any part of the body? _________________ .. ___________ Have you ever been advised to seek outdoor employment or a change oi 
climate?_______________ Have you ever undergone any surgical operation or had any serious illness? _____________________________________ _ ---
If so, give date, fnll particulars and name of attending pilysician _____________________________ --- ________ --- ___ - ________________________ _ 
Have you now, or have you ever had flat or deformed feet, or fallen arches? ______________ -_---_----------------------------------------_--
Are you now insured in this or any other company? ___________________________________________ ~_------_--_- __ ----------------- --------
Have you ever been re;ected for insurance by this or any other company? ___ ------ ___________ -_ If so, by what Comrany?-- ---------------- _ 
Remarks ________ . _____________________________________ ----- __ - ----- .. --------------------------------------------------------------
Dated at ____________________________________ this _____________________________ day of _____________________________________ l9 _____ _ 
Applicant's Signatu•·e. 
Applicant's Jence ____________________ -_ ____ • _. ______ Street, _______ . _______ • ---- ___ ---------- __ City, ---------------------.State. 
REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT OR AGENCY ORGANIZER 
State cities and towns where Agent will operate _________________________________________________________________________ _ 
I. Did you personally interview the applicant? ___________________________ , _____ ~- __________________ ___________ ____ _ 
2. Does he reside at the address given in agency application? _____________________ .. __________________________________ -
3. Is residence in respectable neighborhood? (To be ascertained hy personal visit.) __________________________________ _ 
4. Does he reside in a boarding-house, rent rooms or house, or own his home? _________________________ .. _______________ _ 
5. Has he been provided with Manuals of Instruction of the present edition? _________________________________________ _ 
6. Are you assured that he will devote his entire time to the business? _______________________________________________ _ 
7. Is he related to any employee of the Company?___________ If so, to whom and how? ___________________ .. ___________ _ 
8. Has the applicant any physical defect or infirmity? ____________________________________________________ _________ _ 
(a) Do you believe him to be in health and physically able to perform the duties of an Agent? _________________________ _ 
(b) Nationality (shown by parentage, speech or otherwise)? _____________________________________________________ _ 
(c) Complexion? __________________ Color of hair? ___________________ Color of eyes? _______ ------ ________________ _ 
9. (a) Of the previous employers and references, which ones did you personally interview? _____________________________ _ 
(b) Who interviewed the others? _____________________________________________________________________________ _ 
Assigned to Assistant__________________________________________________ Location. ______________________ - ___ -_------
Debit No, _________________ _ 
Superintendent or Agency Organizer. 
Comb 18;Y:2-Rev 1-19 
No. ___________________________ _ 
AGENCY APPLICATION 
Name. ___________________________________________________________________ __ 
Dis tric f ___________________________________________________________________ _ 
Agency Organizer 
or A sst. Supt. --------------------------------------------------
The Prudential Insurance Company of America 
Home Office, Newark, N. J. 
FORREST F. DRYDEN 
Prut."d~,~t 
-------------
' 
Examined _____________________________________________________________ _ 
Reviewed _______________________________________________________________ _ 
TO BE FORWARDED TO THE HOME O:FFICE 
AGENT'S AGREEMENT 
In consideration of my appointment as an Agent of 'l'HE PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA, I do hereby 
agree as follows: 
To devote my entire time to the business of the Company; to promote its success and welfare and to conform to and abide by the instructions, rules and requirements 
contained in the Manuals of Instruction to Agents issued by the Company, receipt of copies of the present edition of which I hereby acknowledge. 
TO CANVASS REGULARLY FOR NEW INDUSTRIAL, INTERMEDIATE AND ORDINARY INSURANCE. 
THE FOLLOWING CLAUSES RELATE ONLY TO BUSINESS KNOWN AS INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE, beln~ that on which the premiums are payable 
weekly. 
I. To collect premiums regularly every week. 
2. To fill in and forward to the Home Office each week, on proper lapse schedules, a list of policies upon which premiums for four weeks are due and unpaid. 
3. THA'.r on Monday of each week I am to be debited with the amount of the weekly premiums shown on the "Life Policy Schedules" less the amount of the weekly 
premiums shown on the "Lapsed Policy Schedules," and the difference shall constitute "the weekly collectible debit," hereinafter referred to a~ "the debit." 
4. (a) THAT I am to receive a "GUARANTY SALARY" as set forth in the following schedule, based upon the amount of "the debit," after adding thereto the weekly 
premiums on any business in course of transfer TO the debit when the amount is $2.00 or over from any single agency, and deducting therefrom ~he weekly premiums on any 
business in course of transfer FR01vf the debit, when the amount is $2.00 or over to any single agency. 
Debit, $80.00 to $89.99, Guaranty Weekly Salary _ $12.00 Debit, $150.00 to$159.99, Guaranty Weekly Salary _ $19.00 
Debit, 90.00 to 99.99, Guaranty Weekly Salary _ 13.50 Debit, !60.00to 169.99,GuarantyWeeklySalary _ 20.00 
Debit, 100.00 to 109.99, Guaranty Weekly Salary _ 15.00 Debit, 170.00to 179.99,GuarantyWeeklySalary _ 21.00 
Debit, 110.00 to 119.?9, Guaranty Weekly Salary _ 15.75 Debit, 180.00to 189.99,GuarantyWeeklySalary _ 22.00 
Debit, 120.00 to 129.99, Guaranty Weekly Salary - 16.50 Debit, 190.00to 199.99,GuarantyWeeklySalary _ 23.00 
Debit, 130.00 to 139.99, Guaranty Weekly Salary_ 17.25 Dobit, 200.00to 209.99,GuarantyWeeklySalary _ 24.00 
Debit, 140.00 to 149.99, Guaranty Weekly Salary _ 18.00 Debit, 210.00andover, Guaranty Weekly Salary - 25.00 
Provided, however, that the "Guaranty Salary" shall be paid to me for canvassing for new insurance, collecting "the debit," and for performing all other duties required 
by the rules of the Company. And provided further that I am to be paid only the proportional part of my week's salary for the number of days I actually work, in the event 
of my not completing a week's service, or in the event of the termination of this Agreement during any week of my service. 
4. (b) THAT in the event of my assignment to a debit of less than $80.00, or the reduction of the debit to an amount less than $80.00, my compensation sf. all be a salary 
equal to fifteen per cent. (15%) of the premiums collected by me each week, said salary to be known as "Ordinary Salary." 
4. (c) THAT I shall have no interest in any collections until the gross sum thereof has been paid by me to the Company in cash, and any salary to which I am entitled 
shall be paid to me in accordance with the rules of the Company. 
5. THAT in addition to the salary described in Clause 4, I am to receive a "Special Salary" equal to seventeen times the "Net Increase" on the debit. That the "Net 
Increase" is the excess of the New Business and Revival premiums, officially issued and credited to me by the Company's rules, over the lapsed premiums on the debit and lapses 
of transferred business for which I am responsible by the Company's rules. (Instructions to Agents, edition of January, 1917, Sections numbered 59 to 64, inclusive." and 
changes thereto as per letters to the Industrial field force, dated April 12, 1918, regarding total transfers and office debit transfers.) That from the lapsed premiums on the 
debit there will be deducted all premiums lapsed because of death, the disability provision, the attainment of age 7 ~1, and the maturity «?f endowment policies. 
6. 'l'HA1~ if the lapsed premiums for which I am responsible by the Company's rules exceed the neW business and revival premiums officially issued and credited to me by 
the Company's rules, the excess will be a "Net Decrease" which must be ofiset by "Net Increase," as described in Se(:tion 5, before further special salary will be due me. 
7. THAT if this Agreement be terminated, any "Net Increase" accruing by the Company's rules after the last payment of special salary shall be credited in the adjustment 
o£ the account at the number of times under which my last special salary was computed and any 14Net Decrease" accruing in a like manner shall be debited at the same U!Jmber 
of times. 
8. THAT the amount of Special Salary to be paid to me in any week shall not amount to more than the quality of the business in the opinion of the Company will warrant, 
and in no case shall I be entitled to any salary described herein until all of the conditions contained in this Agreement have been fully complied with. . 
THAT should the premium arrears on the debit be deemed excessive or my percentage of collections fall below that prescribed by the rules of the Company, all salary may 
be withheld until conditions ;u·e regarded as satisfactory. 
THE FOLLOWING CLAUSES RELATE ONLY TO BUSINESS KNOWN AS ORDINARY INSURANCE, with premiums payable annually, semi-annually, 
quarterly or in one sum. 
9. THAT during the continuance of this Agreement the compensation to be allowed me shall be a commission upon premiums as shown in the following schedule, when 
collected by me and paid over to the Company in cash, on policies issued from applications secured by me under this Agreement; and that I have no interest in any pr'e~iu.ms 
collected by me for the Company, and shall become entitled to compensation for Ordinary premiums only when I have paid over to the Company in cash all such premiums. 
--------------------
1.--0u Ordinary Whole Life . 
2.-0n Ten-Payment Life . . 
3.-0n Fifteen-Payment Life. 
KIND OF POLICY 
4.-0n Twenty-Payment l,.ife. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 
5.-0n Twenty-Payment Life wilh Pure Eudowrnent Addi1ion End of Tweuly Ye:...r~ 
6.-0n Twenty-five Payment Life. 
7.-0n Thirty-Payment Life. . . . . . . . . 
8.-0n Ten-Year Endowment .•....... 
9.-0o Fifteen-Year Endowment ....... . 
10.-0n Twenty-Year Endowment. ...... . 
11.-0n Twenty-Payment Thirty-Yee!.r Endowment 
12 -On Fifteen-Payment Thirty-Year Endowment. .. 
13.-0n Fifteen-Payment Twenty.five Year Endowment 
14.-0n Fifteen-Payment Twent:r~Year Endowment , . 
15.-0n Ten-Payment Twenty-five Year Endowment. . 
16.-0n Ten-Payment Twenty-Year Endowment 
17.-0n Ten-Payment Fifteen-Year Endowment. 
18.-0n Ten-Year Term policies. . ... . 
1'1.-Qn Intermediate Whole Life .... . 
20.-0n Intermediate Ten-Payment Life . . 
21.-0n Intermediate Fifteen-Payment Life. 
22.-0n Intermediate Twenty-Payment Life. 
23.-0n Intermediate Ten-Year Endowment. .. 
24.-0n Intermediate Fifteen-Year Endowment . 
25.-0n Intermediate Twenty-Year Endowment. . . . 
26.-0n Single-Payment policies (on the whole pa)•ment). 
27.-Qn Extra Premium (when collected by the Agent) .. 
28.-Qn Annuity policies (on the whole payment) . . . . 
29.-0n One-Year Renewable Term Group Insurance .. 
On all other classes of policies the compensaHon shall be determined by the Company. 
-
PER CEN'l'. UF PREMIUMS 
First Second 
Policy Year Policy Year 
3.5 15 
25 15 
25 15 
30 15 
30 
I 
15 
35 15 
35 15 
15 15 
20 15 
25 15 
30 15 
30 15 
25 15 
20 15 
20 15 
20 15 
15 15 
30 15 
35 15 
25 15 
25 15 
30 15 
15 1.5 
20 15 
30 15 
5 .. 
5 .. 
2 .. 
10 4* 
*(Second to.fifth 
years, inclusive) 
10. 'rllA'r no compensation shall be paid to me On actount of any policy after it has been canceled or become paid up, but if, during the continuance of this Agreement, l 
shall secure the revival of any policy issued under tli.is Agreement. I shall be entitled to the compensation on account of such policy , as provided herein, as though such policy 
bad not been canceled. 
II. THAT, when policies issued under this Agreement are changed and allowance is made on an old policy and applied to the payment of new insurance, no compensation 
shall be paid on the amount thus allowed unless by special agreement. 
12. THAT where a policy issued under this Agreement is the cause, directly or indirectly, of the cancelation of a policy previously issued by the Company, the Company 
reserves the right to adjust the payment of commissions as the circumstances of the case seem to warrant. 
13. THAT if the Company shall return the premiums upon a policy I will repay to the Company on demand the amount of compensation received by me on such premiums. 
·14. THAT no compensation shall be allowed upon any premium or portion thereof, payment of which is waived because of the Disability Clause contained in the policy. 
15. THAT no assignment of compensation earned or accrued or to accrue under this Agreement shall be valid unless authorized in writing by the Company. 
16. THAT if this Agreement shall be terminated by either party for any cause whatsoever, the compensation on account of premiums paid by me to the Com-
pany in cash, ,which shall then have been paid to me, together with the amount then accrued under this Agreement, shaH be in full settlement of all claims and demands upon the 
Company in my favor under this Agreement, and any further compensation which a continuance of this Agreement might have secured to me shall be waived and forfeited . 
THE FOLLOWING CLAUSES RELATE TO BOTH INDUSTRIAL AND ORDINARY BUSINESS. 
17. To keep true accounts of the business in the books provided by the Company, to render when required and on the forms provided a true account of all moneys received 
by tne and immediately to pay the same in cash to the Company, and to pay all expenses for transmission of moneys, parcels, postage, license fees, and all expenses of every other 
kind incident to carrying on the business of my agency. 
18. THAT in case I shall hereafter be employed by the Company under any other appointment, any indebtedness of mine to the Company shall be charged against my 
account under such appointm~nt, and any indebtedness of mine to the Company, now existing, shall be charged to my account under this appointment, and that I will, upon 
request of the Company, sign and deliver to it a voucher or vouchers for the balance of such indebtedness. 
19. THAT if this Agreement shall be terminated by either party for any cause, any io1ebtedness to the Company from me shall be a prior lien upon any amounts due me, 
my executors, administrators or assigns, by the terms of this Agreement, until the amount of such indebtedness is fully paid. That in case inquiry is made of the Company for 
information regarding my record therewith, my personal character, habits, ability, and cause for leaving the service, I hereby release the Company from all liability for damages 
in connection with the furnishing of such information. 
20. THAT I have no authority on behalf of the Company to make, a lter or discharge any policy contract, to extend the time for paying a premium, to waive forfeitures, to 
incur any liability on behalf of the Company or to allow the delivery of any policy unless the applicant be in good health and the first premium paid in full. 
21. THAT the appointment under this Agreement may be terminated by either party at any time. 
22. THAT no suit at law or in equity relating to my employment under this Agreement shall be maintainable until ten days shall have expired after service upon the 
President or Secretary of the Company of a written statement of particulars and amount of my claim, nor after six months from the t ermina t ion of this Agreement, a!ly s ta tute 
to the contrary notwithstanding. 
23- THAT I will not pay or allow or offer to pay or allow as an inducement to any person to insure any rebate of premium or any inducement not specified in the policy. 
24. THAT I will not issue or circulate any bills or papers. or write or send any communication to or insert any advertisement in any publication, at my own expense or 
otherwise, in any way relating to the business of this or any other life insurance company without first obtaining the written authority of the Company; or use any language or 
commit any act tending to bring this or any other life insurance company into disrepute. 
25. THAT this Agreement, if approved by the Company at its Home Office, shall become effective on Monday, the ____ _________ _____ ------------ - - - - - ------ - - - -----
day of..-----------------------------------19 ________ , and shall cover the territory included in the __________________ ___________ _______ dislriet. 
26_ THA'£ the terms and conditions as herein set forth may be altered only by a duly authorized officer of the Company. 
(TWO OF THESE FORMS TO BE SIGNED; ONE TO BE KEPT BY THE COMPANY, THE OTHER 13Y THE AGENT) 
-------~------------------------- ----------- - ---- _____________________ . , A gent at ____________________________________________________________________ _ 
• 
Dated at-------·-----------------___ _______________ ______ , this---------------------- _________________ day of ____________________________ , 19 ___ ___ _ 
Witness ____________________________________ _______________ _ 
COMB 1872- REV 1-10 26.-1-19 
Part J...-APPLICANT'S STATEMENT. Application for Agency .-Metropolitan~ Life lnsuranue Co. Form 35 Apr. 1917 
Questions below to be answered IN INK} 
in APPLICANT'S handwriting ONLY. 
EVERY QUESTION MUST BE ANSWERED IN FULL, GIVING FULL NAMES, 
STREET NUMBERS, TOWNS AND STATES, ETC. 
4. State your nationality Chri•tian Middle Surname 2. How long a resident 3. Of what country 
1. Print your name in full ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- of this Country?______________ are you a citizen? ___________ _ 
5. Where were Town State Country 6. State date 7. Are you now and have you for the 
you born? ___________ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- of birth ________________ L _____ past year been in good health?-- --------- ----·----------------
8. State present No. Street City State 9. Which 10. Front or 
residence. __________________ _ -- ________________________________________________________ • ____ ·--__________________________ floor?______________ rear flat? ______ • ____________ _ 
11. How long have you 12. Do you own or rent the 13. Are you married, 14. State how many 15. Are you respon-
occupied your pres- house, or board, or have single, a widower, children sible for the 
ent residence?____________________________ you a furnished room?______________ ______ __________ divorced or separated?____________________ you have___ _______ support of any 
16 Where did you No. Street City State 17 How 18 D t d t other relatives? • . . ? • • o you propose o evo e previously live.____________________________________________________________________________________ long?__________________ your entire time to the If so, whom? 
19. Are you related to any one connected with this Company? business of this Company 
I£ so, to whom, and what is relationship?------------------------------------- ----- -------------------------------------- :_____ if appointed?________________________________ ----------------------
20. What was the extent of your School I 21. What languages besides I 22. What languages besides 
or College training and education? English do you speak? English do you write? 
23. State amount of your in- 125. State value of your 126. If you have any debts 
come per month out- 24. From what real estate. State ---------------------- state total amount,$ _______ _____ ___________ _ 
side of this employment__________________ source? ----- ----- -------------------------- amount encumbrance---------------------- How long standing?---------------------------: 
27. Have you ever made application to or been connected with this Company in 28. Were you ever employed by or did you ever apply to any other Insurance Company?____________ If so, give 
29. 
any capacity?________ __ If so, Where employed or When left or result 
When? Where? In what capacity? Name of Company. where applied. of application. Why did you leave? 
As indicated below by correct months and years up to date, state how you have been 
occupied during the past 10 years. If in Business for yourself, give kind, number, street, city, State. 
If Farming, give your then nearest post-office, county, State. If at School, give name of school and 
teacher, with full address of both. If Teaching, give full address of school, with name of president of 
school board and h1s full address. If Preaching, give mme of church, with name and full address of 
president of church board. If a Sailor, give names of ships and captains :wd full addresses. If a Soldier, 
give number of regiment. letter of company, with full name of captain. No record desired previous to 17 
years of age. 
GIVE CORRECT 
UP TO DATE 
FROM TO 
State full name of your 
employer, firm or cor-
poration, school, 
church, etc. 
State full post-office 
address of the place 
where you were em-
ployed or located. 
Full name and PRESENT FULL 
P. 0. ADDRESS of partner, 
foreman, manager, superin-
tendent, captain or teacher. 
A. Your Position? 
B. Kind of business? 
Why did you 
leave? 
If you resigned, 
state why. 
Month Year Month Year 
• A 
1 1 B -------------------I------------------------I----------------I-----------------------I~-------------1------------A 
1 1 B 
-------------------------------I-------------I------------------I~------------·1----------
A 
---
1
------
1
---I----------·I--------I------------I-'B;:__ ______ I-------
A 
1 1 B 
--1 -~-1 
-z-------------------------1 
30. State below full names and addresses of seven (never less) reputable persons for reference. N arne only people who have known you for at least three years past. Do not name a former 
employer or a relative. 
NAME No. STREET CITY STATE KIND OF BUSINESS 
1-------------------------------- -- ------- --------- --- -- -- --------- -------------- ---------------------- -------------- --------------------------- ------------------ ---------------------------- --------------- ------
2- ----------------------------------------------------------------- ---------- -----------·-------------------------------- ---------------------------------- -------------------- ---------------------------- --------
3------------------------------------------------------------------ ---------- -------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- -------------------- ------------------------------------
4------------------------------------------------------------------ ---------- -------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ---------------~---- ------------------------------ --- ---
. 
5--------------------------------------- --------------------------- ---------- -------------------------------------------- -----------------------------
6---- ---------·---------------------------------------------------- ---------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------------------------- - -------------------- -------------- ---------------------
7 
In order that the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company may be fully informed as to my personal character and my qualifications for employment, I refer to each of my former employers and to any 
other persons who may have information concerning me, requesting them to furnish to said Company a full transcript of their record of my service with them or any information they may have concerning 
me, particularly as to my personal character, habits and ability, also the cause of my leaving their employ, agreeing, as this information is furnished at my express request and for my benefit, to hold 
such persons harmless, and I do hereby release them from any and all liability for damage of whatsoever nature on account of furnishing such information. I also agree that a full transcript of my record 
as an employee, information as to my personal character, habits and ability, also the cause of my leaving the service, may be given any person with whom I may hereafter seek employment, and I hereby release 
the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company from any and all liability for damages of whatsoever nature on account of furnishing such information. 
I FURTHER AGREE, if my appointment as Agent is approved by the Company, that my compensation shall be in accordance with the present schedule of 
salaries or commissions, or both, payable to Agents, and as the schedule or the terms thereof shall be amended by the Company from time to time; that I will 
abide by all the rules and regulations of the Company as embodied in the Agent's Instruction Book and otherwise, and as they may be subsequently amended. 
If at any time I resign or am dismissed from the Agency herewith applied for, the remuneration which I have been authorized to receive to that date shall be 
in full payment and satisfaction of all my services to the Company and all my compensation under this agreement and all claims upon the Company. 
Date ______________________________________________ 19! ___ _ 
Witness to Signature. Signature of Applicant. (oYEa) 
.Part B Superintendent's or Deputy Superintendent's Statement 
(The representative completing this Statement is cautioned to furnish full information to Home Office, as any omission of important facts will be 
considered a serious breach of the confidence reposed in him.) 
1. Full name of applicant. 2. From your personal observation are his 
home surroundings equal to, above or 
below those of the average Agent? 
3. IT married, is his wife, of your personal knowl-
edge, favorable to his entering our service?-- ----- -----------------
Does she understand the requirements 
4. Which of his previous employers have you called upon, and what did they state to you? 
NAME What cause of retirement was given you? 
IT resignation, why? 
6. Upon whom (other than his previous employers) have you called? 
NAME ADDRESS 
What dates of service were given 
you by the previous employer? 
OCCUPATION 
of the business as to night calls? ------------------------------------
What was told you concerning applicant's ability, character, habits and 
work by the previous employer? 
What was told you concerning applicant's ability, character and 
habits? 
6. If applicant has recently been engaged in business on his own account, give the names and full postal addresses of two responsible parties with whom he has dealt and upon whom you have called . 
... ................ ~~~~-'-- ---.[ .. -- --~~~:~S ------- -1.. ---- QC~:~~]Q·N---- -I .. :::: .. : · : . :':O.~T : :::: ·. · .: ··: 
7. Furnish below brief description of applicant's personal appearance, with a view to identification. 
Height __________ ft, _________ .in. Weight _________ Jbs. Color of eyes _______________ _ 
8. State any other particulars not previously furnished (General Appearance, Physical 
Defects, if any, etc.) ____________________ ---------------------------------- __ ------------------
Hair _______________ _ Moustache, Beard, etc. _________________ _ Complexion _______________________________ _ 
I hereby certify to having personally called upon and interviewed all those whose 
names are recorded in questions 4, 6 and 6 and I further certify to the correctness 
of all of the above statements. 
(Signed) _________________________ ______ -_- __ ---_--------------------------------------
Superintendent or Deputy Superintendent. 
Date _________ -------------- _______ 191 . __ _ 
PartC 
Ledger ___________ _ 
Folio __ ------------
Form 35 
April, 1917 
D.O. 
N arne of Agent ___________ _______________________________________________________________________ _______ ___________ _____ -------
Full Address _________________________________________________________________________________________________________ __ _ 
Working District ________________ ________ ____________________________________________________________________________________ _ _ 
Superintendent's Statement 
QUESTIONS TO BE ANSWERED BY SUPERINTENDENT 
1. Have you personally 2. Upon what date will 
interviewed this Applicant? _______________ _ he commence work?- --------------- _____________ -----------·------
3. What is the number of the 4. What is the approximate 
Debit he is nominated for? ___ __ ___ ___ ____________ _ amount of it? $ ________________ _______ _ 
5. If not in the same city or town as your 
District Office, where is the Debit located? ____ --------------------------------------------- --- ---- ---- -- -----------·· 
6. Did he, upon his own initiative, apply for an Agency, 
or was he solicited to enter the service? If so, by whom?--------------------------------------------------------------
'1. What weekly salary or earnings' did he receive in the last position he heldL ___________________________________ :_ __ _ _ 
'8. In appearance, personality and intelligence is 
he equal to or above the average Agent?- ------------------- -------------------------- ------------------------------ --
9. Have you satisfied yourself that his refer-
ences have been thoroughly investigated? ____________ __ _ _ 
10. What security will 
applicantfurnish'/ _________________________________ _ 
11. If Surety bond, have you good reason to believe 
that his application will be favorably acted upon? -----•------>--------.--------- ______ ,- ----- -------------------- ----·----
12. What especially leads you to believe he will prove a successful Agent?------------------ --- ---- --- ----------------,-- --
,.- ., 
13. Do you unqualifiedly recommend his appointment?__ ________ ___________ _ 
14. If so, at what salary? _______________________ _ 
(Signedl-----------------------------------------------------------~'· 
TIME, TROUBLE AND CORRESPONDENCE WILL BE SAVED if you will assure yourself 
that the applicant understands the importance of completing this form and the application 
for Surety bond truthfully, carefully and accurately, and if you will per.sonally review the 
answer to each question before the form leaves your office. (<>:VER) 
Application !Jo the ~No ............................... _ 
OF BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 
FOR POSITION AS AGENT 
Through the Weekly Premium Branc_h at .......................................... ..................................................... ·-············ 
To be Completed in Ink and Only in the Handwriting of the Applicant 
1. Name in full. Age. Date of Birth. Place of Birth. Height. Weight. 
~ Day I Month 
I 
Year Ft. 
I 
In. 
2. Residence-Street and Number. City or Town. How long 
resided here? 
If foreign born how long 
have you resided in the 
United States? 
Where? 
3. Are you sin1o;le, marr:ed, divorced or separated from w;fe? How Many Children? How many persons are dependent upon you for support? 
4. Have you ever worked for any Life Insurance Company? ... .............................. . 
Name of Company Where Employed From 1 To State Why Services Terminated 
.. -------------------------------- ------~-------- -·. ---- .. -----. ··-.. ---- .. --··--- .... -.f.-·----------------- -------·------ ----------- .. ---- --
:: _-_-_-::: :::::::::::: :::: - : _: : _:::::: ::: l n _:_: : : j_:: ___ :::_ -: :: :: : :: - : 
5. Name your last employer and each preceding one for the past five years. This m"Gst be completed to fully cover any and all employ-
ment during this period. 
Firm Name Addre98 Kind of Business Service Began Service 
Terminated 
Why Did You 
Leave? 
--------------------------------- -------------------------------- -- ---------------- - -----------
-------- ------------- --- --------- ----- ------- -------------------- ------------------ ------------ -------------- ------------- -
--------------------------------- ------ -- ----------- ----------- -- ------------------ --- ---------- -------------- ------------- -
--------------------------------- --------------------- ----------- ------------------ ------------- --------- ---- - --------------
--------------------------------- --- ----------------------------- ------------------ ------------- -------------- --------------
--------------------------------- ------------------ ----- --------- --- --------- --- --- ------ ------ - -------------- --------------
---------------------- ----------- ---- --·---- ---------------------- ------ · ----- ------ ------------- ------------- ---- ------- ---
6. Are you now employed? What are your habits with regard to use of intoxicants? : Is your State amount of Life Insurance in 
. I 
health good? force on your life. Name com-
7. 
8. 
Are you acquainted with any 
employees of this Company'? 
pany. 
State Names and where employed. I Do you own any real estate? 
State value or amount of your equity. 
I hereby certify that I have never worked for any Lite lnsurance Company except as herem stated, and that each ot the foregomg 
questions is truthfully answered. 
If my ap_plication as Agent is approved by the Company at its Home Office in Boston, I hereby agree to devote my whole time to canvassing and collecting 
for the JOHN HANCOCK MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY. 
I also agree not to write Fire or any other form of Insurance (except Life Insurance) nor to write or place Life Insurance with any other Insurance Company 
while in the employ of said John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Company. 
, I further agree to accept in payment of ~Y services such compensation in the form <?f. salary or commissions u~der the terms anq. conditions attach~~ then; to 
as is at present paid by the Company to Agents m the Weekly Premium Branch for the wrttlng of the Weekly Premmm and the Ordmary forms of pohc1es, w1th 
the understanding that the same may be changed from time to time, as determined by the Company. 
I also agree that I will abide by and conform to all the rules and regulations of the Company as printed in the Agents' Instruction Book, or otherwise 
issuP-d, and any changes thereto which may subsequently be made by the Company. 
Date .......•...... _ •• _--·._.-- ••• -·- ••.••.••••.... -- Signature ___________________ -- ----------------------------- -----------(In full) . 
Received at H. 0 . ····--·------·-------······-·--------·-------------·-
Form 191Y, Ed. 1-19 5000 MEMO . Additional questions on the reverse side must be answered. 
Report of Assistant Superintendent or Agency Inspector 
Regarding Agency Application of ................................................................................................................................... ...... ...... . 
1. What .is Applicant's regular trade or occupation? _____________________________________ .. ___________________________________ _ 
2. ·what was the income of Applicant from his previous employment? __________________________________________________________ ·-
3. Is Applicant considered to be a man of honesty and integrity? ______________________________________________________________ _ 
4. Does Applicant drink or gamble? _____________ Does he pay his bills promptly? ________________________________________________ _ 
5. Has he ever been involved in Court proceedings of any kind? ________________________________________________________________ _ 
6. Has Applicant ever been bonded by a Surety Company? ___________________ ________________________________________________ _ 
7. If cash security were required could Applicant furnish it from his own funds? _________________________________________________ _ 
8. Is Applicant in good rugged physical condition?------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------
9. Did you visit Applicant's home, and were you favorably impressed? __________________________________________________________ _ 
10. Does he reside in a Boarding House-rent a house or rooms-or own his own home? ________________ . __________________________ _ 
Does he reside in a desirable neighborhood? _______________________________________________________________________________ . 
11. What languages does he speak other than English?----- -------------·------------- ------------------ ---------------- - --- __ _ 
12. Does Applicant understand that he will be required to make night calls? ______________________________________________________ _ 
' 13. Did his family express any opposition to his engaging in this business?---------------------------- ----------------------------
14. Name the previous employers whom you have interviewed in person or communicated with by telephone. 
WHAT IS APPLICANT'S REPUTATION RE THE FOLLOWING-
EMPLOYER'S NAME BeganService Terminated Cause of Applicant's Retirement Attention to HABITS ABILITY RELIABILITY 
Business 
------ --------------------- ·--- ---------- ---------- ------------------- ----- ---------- --------- 1---------- -------------
15. Have reference statements been obtained from previous employers, not mentioned above? ______________ . ______ --------------- ____ _ 
16. Give names of those visited other than previous employers. 
NAME ADDRESS VOCATION 
WAS REPORT OBTAINED 
FAVORABLE OR UNFAVORABLE 
17. Do you recommend this appointment?-------- ___________________________ . __________ ------ _____ ------- _____ -----------------
IJated __________________________________ ________ _ Signed ___________________ __ ___________________________ Asst. Supt. 
Superintendents Statement 
Regarding Agency Application of .. ....................... ·························· ··············· ·············--········· ···· ···· ·············-···-·······················-
1. Did you personally interview the Applicant? __ __________________________________________________________________________ __ _ 
3. Did he respond to an advertisement, or was he recommended by an employe of the Company, or did he voluntarily call at the office? 
4. Do you consider him to be a high grade man-about the average-or below the average of the men in your Agency? 
5. Is Applicant related to any employe of the Company? If so, state particulars _______________________________________ _______ __ _ 
6. Has Applicant been fully investigated and to your entire satisfaction? ________________________________________________________ _ 
7. If surety bond is applied for, have you good reason to believe that bond will be issued? _________________________________________ _ 
8. Weekly salary? __________________________________ Advance to be paid ______________________ times. 
9. Where is debit located? (Please give town and places covered) ______________________________________________________ ---------
10. Upon what date will he begin work if approved? ___________________________________________________________________________ _ 
11. Surety or c~,tsh bond?_ _____________________________ No. of debit?_ ______________ ___________ ____ Amount of debit? ____________ _ 
12. Do you recommend Applicant's approval?---------- ____ ________ ______ __ - - ---- ___ --- ______ --- __ - _______ ----- ___ -_-_-··------
REMARKS: 
DATE •. _-- _________ ---------------------------
Signature of Superintendent. 
HOME OFFICE MEMO. 
Correspondence.--------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------
Approved by ________ _________ ------ __ -----__________ Declined by ___ _____________________________________ _ 
Subject to__________________________________________ Not acted upon _______ ______________________________ _ 
Checked by _________________________ _ Superintendent Notified. __________________________________________ _ 
B 
ld form of "Infantile Industri 1 
Insurance Policy 
Submitted for pur oae of demonstratin 
policy i m rovements of recent yeara . 
c c 
of eric 
16 38600 
BY R the life of the person herein desi nated as 
the , and agrees to pay the benefit sti ulated in the 
follo ' ng chedulej subject to the Condition t rivileges 
and Provisions contained on the second and third pages hereof, 
whiah are hereby made a part of this contract. 
CHEDULE 
Name of Insured Clarence B.E. Rosen 
ge next birthday Benefit if i nsured is not eas than 10 years 
of age next birthday 
Weekly 
·Premium 
5 years ("> Cents •i? _________ _ 
----
If the Insured shall die within six calendar months from the 
date hereof , the ompany will pay only one-fourth of thi 
sum. If the Insured shall die after six months and within 
one year from the date hereof, the Com any will pay o 1 one~ 
half of this su..m. After one ye·ar from its date the Policy 
will be in f orce for the full amount ~ 
Table of benefits if Insured is l ess than ten years of 
age next birthday, for a weekly premium of five cents. 
Benefit ayable if olio ~e nax:t birthday atp~~1g~o:r · 
has been in Force for 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
eaa than 3 mos . · $ 8 $ 9 $10 ···11 $12 $14 ~16 ''20 
More than 3 moa .. less than 6 mos. 10 11 13 14 16 19 22 28 
I ore than 6 mos .. less than 9 mos.. 12 14 16 18 22 26 35 50 
More than 9 mos less than 1 yr ·~ 15 17 20 24 29 35 50 75 
ne year 17 20 24 29 . 39 55 80 120 
Two years 20 24 29 43 60 85 120 
Three ' 24 29 47 5 2 
our 29 51 70 95 120 
Five " 55 75 1 0 120 
ix " 80 1 0 12 
even " 1 0 120 
ight " 120 
Double the above 
ec al Notice: 
amounts will be paid IOr a weekly 
o claim will be paid unless 
Insured is over one year o~ age 
at date o~ policy . 
remium of 
ten c:e:nts 
~~~~~~·vF , the resident and Vice- res · dent o~ sai 
· ned this Po icy at its Home ffi e in the Cit 
• this twentieth day of January, 02 . 
(si ne eslie D. rar si ned John F. r en 
res "dent resident 
This ins~anoe i s granted in considerat · on of the waokl 
remium here~nbe£ore stated , w.1ioh aha 1 be pa ' d to t e 
o or its authori zed representative , on or bef ore ~ Nbn-
ay during t he conti nuance of this contract. 
The ount of benefit provided in the chedule on the 
first page he eof , and any additions thereto , shall e aid 
by t• e Company at its Home ffice in the c · ty of ewark , • 
• • unto the executors , administrators or assigns of the 
Insured, unless settl ement shall be made as provided in 
arti le second under the head o "rovisions" , below, ' :mme-
iate y upon acceptance of satisfactory -roof of the death 
of the Insure during the 90ntinuance of this Policy. 
PR IL GE 
If :s Policy is Continued in Force , i t will Become Entitl d 
to an di tional Benef it , Cash Dividends and a C s ur·•en er 
val ue , as f oll ows : 
fter ive Years - dditional Benef i t . If the Insured shall 
ie aft er Five Years f rom the date hereof ~ the ompany will 
pa , in addition to the Benefit herein provided ; an amo t to 
be determi ned f rom the tables of Additional Benefits issue 
by t1e Company f or t1e year i n which death occurs. 
t r ifteen Years - ash Divi ends . At the end of Fifteen 
Year from the date her eof and at the end of Each ift Yea 
Thereaf ter , this Policy will be credi ted with a Dividend from 
t1e sur lus apportioned by t _e Company to policies of the same 
class , ayable in Cash to the Insured , unl ess pa ent shall e 
made as provided in article second under the head of " ro 's:ion ! 
below .. 
fter Twent Year s - ash urrender Value . t the end of 
Twenty Years f rom t he dat e hereof or at the end of any Fi fth 
Year Thereaf ter , the Com an will pay to t he Insured as a Cash 
urrender Val ue fo~ t hi s Policy the amount fixed by the follow-
' ng table , rovided t his Poli y is legally surrendered to the 
Company vnthin t hree mont_s after t e end of said twenty years 
or of an fifth year thereafter. 
c 
nd of Twe ty Y rs or of any F ' fth Year Thereafter if 
Policy is Conti nued i n Force 
The amounts i n the following table are based on a weekly 
remium of f ive cents . If the weecly premium on this li~­
is more than f~ve ents , the amounts in this tab e will be 
· roportionately increased w For example , if this li y i s 
s bject to a premi, of ten c ents per week , the C sh . urren er 
V lu t ' ll be twice t .1e amount in this able. If the premium 
· s fifteen cents er week , t e C sh Surrender Value wil be 
three times the amount in this tabl e. and so on . 
Age End of End of End of End of End of 
When 20 25 30 35 40 
Insured Years Years Years Years_. __ I_E}.a.!'s 
2 <f· <tP 8 50 $ 13 00 $ 18 00 $ 24 50 $ 31 50 
3 9 50 14 00 19 50 25 50 33 00 
4 10 00 lf5 00 20 50 27 00 34 50 
5 11 00 16 00 22 00 28 50 36 00 
6 12 00 17 00 23 00 30 00 38 00 
7 13 00 18 00 24 50 31 50 39 50 
8 14 00 19 50 25 50 33 00 41 00 
9 15 00 20 50 27 00 34 50 43 00 
10 16 00 22 00 28 50 36 00 44 50 
' 
11 16 50 22 00 29 00 36 00 45 50 
..,.-
12 16 50 22 50 29 00 36 00 46 00 
13 16 50 22 50 29 00 36 00 46 00 
14 16 50 22 50 29 00 36 00 45 50 
1!5 16 50 22 50 29 00 36 00 Ll.r.· _;:) 00 
16 16 50 22 50 29 00 36 00 45 00 
17 16 50 22 50 29 00 36 00 43 50 
18 16 50 22 50 29 00 36 00 4'<' t.) 50 
19 16 50 22 50 29 00 36 00 43 50 
20 16 50 22 50 29 00 36 00 43 50 
21 16 50 22 50 29 00 36 00 43 50 
22 17 00 23 00 29 50 36 50 43 50 
23 17 00 23 00 29 50 36 50 43 50 
24 17 50 23 50 30 00 36 50 43 50 
25 17 50 23 50 30 00 36 50 43 50 
26 17 50 23 50 30 00 36 50 43 00 
27 18 00 24 00 30 00 36 50 43 00 
28 18 50 24 50 30 50 37 00 43 00 
29 18 50 24 50 30 50 37 00 43 00 
30 18 50 24 50 30 50 37 00 42 50 
31 19 00 25 00 31 00 37 00 4 2 50 
32 19 00 25 00 31 00 37 00 42 50 
33 19 00 25 00 31 00 36 50 42 00 
34 19 00 25 00 30 50 36 00 41 00 
35 19 50 25 00 30 50 36 00 41 00 
36 19 50 25 00 30 50 36 00 40 50 
37 19 50 25 00 30 00 35 00 39 50 
38 19 50 25 00 30 00 35 00 39 50 
39 19 50 24 50 30 00 34 50 39 00 
40 19 00 24 50 29 50 34 00 38 00 
..-.( 41 19 00 24 50 29 50 33 50 37 50 
42 19 00 24 00 28 50 33 00 36 50 
43 19 00 23 50 28 00 32 00 35 50 
44 19 00 23 50 28 00 32 00 35 50 
45 18 50 23 00 27 00 31 00 34 50 
46 18 50 23 00 2? 00 30 50 34 00 
47 18 00 22 50 26 00 29 50 33 00 
48 18 00 22 00 26 00 29 50 32 50 
49 18 00 22 00 25 50 29 00 '2;t;) v~ 00 
50 17 50 21 00 24 50 28 00 30 50 
51 17 50 21 00 24 50 27 50 30 00 
52 16 50 20 00 23 50 26 50 29 00 
53 16 50 20 00 23 00 26 00 28 00 
.)._. 
-
-· 
54 16 00 g 50 22 50 25 50 27 50 
55 15 50 18 50 21 50 24 00 26 00 
56 15 00 18 50 21 00 23 50 ---- ... ---
57 15 00 18 0 20 50 23 00 
-----
58 14 50 17 50 20 00 22 50 
-----
59 13 50 16 50 1..., 00 21 00 
-----
60 13 50 lb 00 18 50 20 00 
-----
61 13 0 0 15 50 . 18 00 
----- ---~ -
62 12 50 15 00 17 50 
--- -- -----
63 12 00 14 50 1 6 50 
-- -- -----
64 12 00 14 00 16 00 
----- -----
65 11 50 13 50 15 00 ----- --- --
66 11 00 13 00 ----- ---- - -----
67 11 00 '13 00 
----- ----- --a- --
68 11 00 12 50 --- -- ----- -----
69 10 50 12 00 
----- --- --- --.---
70 10 00 11 50 ----- ----- -----
----------~-
----------------------
1, ote: To the Cash Surrender Value , as above, if applied for, 
V'Til1 b e a dded the Qash Divide.nd for the corresponding F ve -
Year peri od,if s uch Divid.end has not a lready been paid 
before this Po licy is legally stlrrendered to the Company. 
Te.b1e of Cash Values after forty years will be furnished on 
application. 
Or, if This Policy i s Lapsed After Three Years - Paid-Up 
Policy . i f th s Policy shall become forfeited for the non-
payment of any premium 9.ftel' having been i n force three full 
yes.rs , and the Insured she.ll be over thirteen years of age 
a t d a te of such forfeitur·e , t e Company will grant a non-
part icipating Paid-Up Life Pol icy in accordance with Chapter 
356 of the Laws of 1895 of the State of Ne Jersey. 
PROVISIONS . 
1 s t . Prel i minary Prov·ision. No claim will be pa d on this 
Policy in case of the d ath of the Insured before the d ate 
hereof ; nor unless on said date the Ins u r€ d is alive and i n 
sound health. 
2nd . acillty of Pa•ment . The Compan;r may make any _ayment 
provided for in this Policy to any relative by blood or con-
nection by marriage of the.Insur ed , o r to any other person 
appeari ng to said Company to be equit~bly entitled to the 
same by reason of haYing ncurred expense in any way on behalf 
of the Insured, for his or her burial or for an- other purpose, 
and the production by the CompHny of e rece pt signed by an~ 
or e ther of said persons or of other suffic ent proof of such 
payment to any or either of them she.ll be conclusive e~!idence 
the.t such Benefits have been paid to the person or persons 
entitled thereto, and that al l claims under this Pol icy h~ve 
been fully satisf i ed. 
------------ -----
3rd . Po l icy [hen Void . This Policy shall b e void if the r e 
is i n force upon t h e life of the Insured .an Indust:rial Pol i cy 
previously issued by this Company , unless the Policy first 
i ssued contai ns an endorsement , signed by t he President or 
Secretary , authorizing this Policy to be in forc e at the s ame 
time; or if any of the representat ions upon which this Policy 
is granted a re not true; or if t he said weekly pre 1:um shall 
not be paid according t the terms hereof; or if the person 
insured is un er t~elve years of age next birthday and i now 
or may hereafter be insured wh"le under such age in this or 
any other company and the total prem urns on such in ura.nces 
shall exceed ten cents per week . If fo r any cause thi s Policy 
b e or become void , all premiums paid thereon shall be for-
fe ited to the Company except as provid d here in . 
4th. Payment of Premiums . All premiums are payab e a t the 
Home Off ice of the Company , but may be paid to an authorized 
representative of the Company; but payments to b re cognized 
by the Company must be ente red at the time of payment i n the 
premium receipt book belong ng with this Policy . If for any 
reason the premium is not called for when due, by an author-
ized rep~esentative of the Company , it shall be the duty of 
the pol i cy-holder , before said premium shall be in arrears 
four we eks, to brir~ or send said premium to t he Home Of f ice 
of the Company or to one of its district offices . 
5th . Per:tod of Gre.ce. Shoud the I nsured die whi le the }:'re -
miurn on this Policy is in arrears for a period not exceeding 
four eeks, the Company will y the Benefits provided herein , 
subject to t he condit i ons of the Policy . 
6th. Reviva l of Policy . If thi s policy is lapsed for non-
pa:y-ment of premi um , it will be revived v ithin one -ear from 
the dat e of lapse upon payment of all arree.rs , rovided evi -
d nee of the insura.bili ty of the Ins· .red s atisfactory to the 
Company b e furnished. 
7th . Alterations a.nd la iver s. No .P rson , except the Pr-es-
ident, one of the Vice Presidents , t he Secre tary , the Asst . 
Secretary or the Actuar y of the Company , can alter this con-
tract or waive any condition , pri~li lege or provision the r eof. 
8th . Limi t ation. No suit on this policy shall be main -
tainable against the Company unles s brought within one year 
next after the date of deat h of the Insured . 
9th . Incontestability . If the I nsured shall die one or 
more years after the date he reof , and if all due premiums 
she.ll have been paid, and fu l l proof of death g ven to the 
Ccrrtpany within one y nr next afte r the death of the Insured , 
this Policy shall be inconteste.b e. 
lOth. Aisstatement of Age . The Benefits provided in th·s 
Policy may be adjusted for missta tement of age . 
I. 
SPECIAL PRIVILEGE 
This Policy , if not satisfactory to the Insur-ed, may 
be surrendered 'iii thin two weeks a.fter its date at the office 
of the Superintendent who se ns.me a.ppea.rs on the premium 
receipt book accompanying this Pol~cy , and the premiums paid 
thereon will be retul'ned to the Insured. 
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